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those nf last year, hut for the crop year,

beginning August I, they promise to
iargely in excess of previous seasons.
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| From the Boston Transcript. I
There must lx* something after all this woe.
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to Now York, anticipating tho letliieh we iiad written, and John p >sted nvri night tor thi' early stage.
If it
should be lost in the mails! W hen mornhis brother out \\ cst .somewhere, amt lie'!
ing came, was too fidgety to employ myself in any way.
Hut about noon John
! sell for a thousnnd."
I Jut .Joint, some people like you beite i walked in, comfort in his eyes.
how funny to see you here
than they ilo Dr. Langworthy."
"Why. .John,
1
at this hoar
“Yes, some people <lo. But the ijites
Why do you look so t You
Lion is. will they like me better than th< ; haven't heard yet : you can’t for the letter is only half-way there."
other man who buys Dr. Langworthy out
“But I have heard! I got ahead of the
If 1 were that man, 1 should dominant
I both practices. It is a chance, don't yot letter —drove over to the Junction, telesee :
But a new man coming in has hi.
graphed. paid for the answer, and here
it is."
chance to cut me out."
"Blessed John! This was the tele
I see.
What can be done
".Nothing," with a rueful laugh. That'- j cram
Send fill at oneo. ( heck reach' to youi order.
the worst of it.
I can only keep on am
1\ H u.i.mAi.
hope for the best. But t is hard whet
Hon wi cried and laughed and kissed
with this miserable thousand dollars I 1
each other. How much that message
could double my chances anti make a nits
h John and Sue. the satisfaohome for you two. Sue darling, don't meant !
i lion of their love, life spent together, the
cry."
fruition of deferred hopes: to me the liftShe bad laid her check down mi Iding of a heavy weight, home security, the
arm. but she wasn't erring, oiil\ looking
1
i shelter of :u\ sister's wing, the added
s;idly into the lire.
“If we .-old ex erything, all this whirl i riches of a brother who was brotherly in
\nd all tipi for a thousand
i every deed.
the home, everything
aunty left us
could not we get tin- thousand dollars1' dollars' oh. lion much money can do
i sometimes! and at other times, how 1 it1 asked desperately.
John shook his head ••! could not lei tk' : W'c had grown somewhat calmer,
You'll though ."'iii* still kept her sweet, wet face
you do that, l.'ree, in any case.
hidden on John’s shoulder, and quivered
want your share sonic day lor yourself: it
!
tnusn't go into buying a practice for me. and sobbed now and then, alien I turned
But apart from <lint. houses sell so badly emotion into a new channel by seizing a
tiimhlei of water and proposing this
now that inis wouldn't realize much ovci
the value of the mortgage at a forced saie. toast "To the memory of the late Kanin
And the urnitmv, though worth a good el 1\ Worse."
John sei/.ed another, and addon, -The
deal to kt ep, would go for nothing at an
Intelligencer -may it rise liken plienix
auction. That plan wouldn't do at all fni
from its ashes !"
any of us."
I leave you to me a if we did not drink
"Still, there's no harm in Blinking
about it. and seeing what xve have, and tliis heartily
what it's worth," I urged, loath to gixe
A Touching Story of a l-)eco>
Duck
up any ghost of a chance. We may do j
that, may n't xve, John
sister Patricia was an heiress.
My
til course.
I’iiiit is a tiling you must Strange
enough, for ’.ve had always been
t|o sooner or later.
Look over the house,
j terribly pool', down at Low bridge. .nv
and make a list carefully, and we’ll conwidowed mother 1 il'ill*rjiio- up hei (bur
sult and li\ on approximate values. ;
with the greatest diliirulty;
daughters
Don't hurry about it. though. Next week hut when
brought up, we were worth
is time enough and I know you need
| looking tit, I believe. Healthy habit- and
rest.
frugal living are apt to make good con"Kcst i- the very tiling i don't need
stitutions, and Hess and Aim and Patricia
and can't take.
I cried impetuously. and I were
as bright and handsome girls
“Something to till up tlie lung days and j as are often seen.
keep us frinn thinking and getting blue 1 Hess and Amy were twins, with eves its
is what we want.
W ell make the list toMue as the sea near which they were
morrow .John."
j born, rosy cheeks, and long, light brown
A little more talk and lie rose to go.
curls 1'atrieia was a sparkling brunette.
■•I )id you stop at tile post ollice. John .”'
while I was as perfect a blonde, with
‘•Yes. Tliere was nothing lor you.”
1 crinkled hair, like molten gold,
(‘treat
Not even the 1 ntelligem e.- !’’ asked I had been our excitement when Aunt
Sue, languidly.
I telly w rote ft om Fairhaven :
•I forgot to tell you.
i'here has been
1 >«*;ir Sisu'i in Law.
! am
to do myself
a great life in Now York and the luted;
ilu* pleasure .>! visiiiiiy you this summer. I hour
is
burned
Aimer
that
brother
fou;
out.
\!>td
left
ami
l
giirls.
want t«» see
brought j
geitcer
"it is a large practice. for the country
It brings him in six or cigh
you kimu.
hundred a year sometimes more. lh
has .'t chance to go into partnership wit!

attended will) considerable dillicultv.
;
cannot be kept where it is
A sweet fruition from the harrowed
damp, Kest
past :
some day for this
as in
most cellars, or where frost can
pacing to and fro :
A tender .sunbeam and dear ilowers at
last.
reach them : nor will they
keep so well
where it is very warm. The best condi- !'!> ! will be something when these*
are done,
days
ion tor keeping them seems to he where
Something more fair by far than starry nights—
A prospect limitless, as one bv one
the air is cool and dry. yet safe from frost.
1.inbodied castles crown the
airy height'
An attic chamber until winter: then a
cheer up. heart ami for that morrow wait'
los»t near the chimney where the frost
Dream what von will, but
prc*s« toward the
cannot reach or the
dream
temperature does
not rise very
Let
dull
effort through the gate.
fancy guide
high, is the best most famiAnd face the current, would she cross the stream.
! hes can command. Extensive marketgardeners often keep them in houses Then when that something lies athwart the wavunsought as good things seem to do—
| built tor the purpose, where they can T Loming
will prove beneath the flush or setting day
i maintain an even temperature by the aid
A nobler meed than now would beckon v.-m
« t
fires and ventilation.
I he squash is very rich in flesh and For lifted up by constant, forward strife
Hope will attain so marvellous a height
tat-tunning elements, consequently it is a There
can bo nothing found within Thus life
After the day to form a fitting night.
; valuable food tin stock, and all the waste
a tinrop should he carefully saved and So .heaven alone shall ever
satisfy.
fedflit* specked and green ones, boiled
And <rod's own light be ever light
enough
up and mixed with meal and shorts, make To guide the purified, ennobled eye
Toward
the smooth which lies lx vomt theromrh.
'■\c IViii thud for sw im• and
poultry : and.
11 up raw. they are valuable lor cows
There will he something when these clouds skim
and .voting stock. When feeding them to
by—
\ bounteous yielding from tin* fruitful
hens and cows giving milk, the seeds
past :
Sweet peace and rest upon tin*
pathway lie.
should ic removed, as they have a diuF eu though but death and ilowers at’tie- last.
retic ctfcct, which tends to
dry up the | J.l antes Berry Bensee.
m.Ik and cause liens to cease laving.
Squaslu s arc worth half as much per ton
:dtemperament, to teed as good
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I is dt of the dams briny; to
A Newspaper Pile.
i or instance, I could select
\ young farmer in Sheldon, Vermont,
■'
Si..
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one I know js
pel ''""t
It was two days alter Anal Priscilla's
bought a dairy farm stocked with sixty
fti
in trail untile himself
and Sue and I were Killing to
funeral,
cows
1
two
In
has
exsold,
Mirng
years
h
d..•!•••! .mi interrupted in !
changed and reduced the number of his gethcr li\ the kitchen lire, with that hush
I"
a"
tin
I las
I "an. I sty.
so that
lust you lie had hut over our spirits still which follows a death
t: *lt a
tallton in New York, in dairy aws,
and a burial. All the afternoon we had
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It
reports
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having made as been
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Old a,
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not meddling yet with lie- things wiiieh
eo.
a
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the
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1 f.'-.a i
net
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"Mil.- tbs;
os- in
1
is hull sixty.
It is easy to see that in had been hers, and were now ours, hut
print' I in rep at the in at the
cdia
-'d
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tendance
and diminished cost by dint of open windows, sunshine, and
■■
I In- \i b. b;..,
"|...| ihe; dams
furniture dusted and re-arranged, trying
of feeding w itll equal product' his
protits to restore to the rooms
that familiar look
taa.s'i he largely increased.
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ce
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o
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Meanwhile custom as well as
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which to think of her who was gone, and
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Ihi I lb,
\
lienee, and
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of each other, with the clinging fondness
lion. I
!.. Smiili of Mon!,ton, \ i.,
'in
m, imie both the
of those whose lives, never before parted,
r.ir -I I l onii bushels of grain on his farm
"del
and would
were about to separate.
last
year.
I
'be ::!.t MSI 1," tr :.' i!,a!
the r,,;d f,,|
she sat on a low stool, her head against
I louc\ ".nil s 11 ini from bees worth sti
the chimney jamb.
It was the chimney
is lie
recur,| o| on I inoiiilagi
V 1
man
of Aunt Priscilla's youth : she never would
•-1fi•
fs.
!«'.Tr;;n ng i\>t .Synonymous.
for last year.
alter it one of the wide old-fashioned
■I'"'. Md ai.i " yarn the lernis neat
kind, with pot-hooks, and blazing logs,
The eoifcc tree ilouvishes in California,
’i
-""ii- v ion applied to tanning, as ami
The sootmay be extensively cultivated there and a hake-oven at one side.
un-ai: un. t In
ri. ■.
oiii a lew moments’
bluckciied bricks and faint red glow made
in ihe future.
liei'i |":I w hi roll' inee tlleln
a background for my sister's head with
if their
(Jeorge N";smanger of Mancie, Iml.. ifs
II or.
A jui ii i la rii,i r may not tic a neat
great twist of fair hair, and lily like
claims
to
have
raised
this
season
151
I lie,il
;
slender throat. Sue is very pretty, pret
any 11< >t he a yootl one ill
of
bushels
corn
on
a field containing live
fa t)i a 1
-a
I; !■ ten n. Ni -it la i :n
tier than anybody 1 ever saw.
1 recoland tin rc quarters acres,
illlected a picture of Cinderella sitting in
only a I|l|cs! i >l| of 1 lie ill x estincnt
a |f ! a
: eieivin'e
I hon:
to direct
such an attitude by the chimney side.
Oregon, with a population of hut l:(5.
the news over : it was telegraphed to the
"'tit. n'i,!' ,-'oo.| j .in i. i if in tile common min this war. produced a
surplus of eight She was equally picturesque at that mo- Junction. They say the building is a
: it ;it :■>' •<:'t lie te> hi keeps early
j in .lit million bushels of grain, and four million ment : so far as looks go, equally worthy total loss, so I
oppose there won't be any
x
.'
in
\ yiMid farmer is one !
of a prince: hut alas.' no fairy godmother
pounds of wool.
publication for a while some days at
oluains fit' largest possible ineoiue I
was likely to emerge from the applerooni
least.
I’rince Kdwanl Island sheep, which for her
"il xx hunt Iiminishi11u' its probenefit. Aunt l’ris, who in a small
"Poor auntie! lmw sorry she would
form an important item in the exports of wa\
nui e rapaea
lie proilnees such crons
had enacted that part toward us,
be !" sighed Sue.
Unity look tlie pap;,
mi i-.ee;,
siuef a., are lies' adapted ; that Province, are small and inferior this was gone, and her big rocking-chair,
er c\ er since it began, forty live years ago.
to scant pasturage.
owing
year,
s a
S
.a
idleimis r-itat.il®
which we had no heart to sit in. swung
idti]il
she never missed a number. Then it all
i
II r< on I (avid Kastman of J.yndim, \t
nips, cu.: nates the ni well, makes and
empty in its accustomed place, type of a
stairs stacks and stacks of it. she
in-bands .1 tin- iiiamuc possihle. buys' in the last twenty-one years has manu- like emptiness which we were conscious is, up
of her tile.
was so
It's no use at
s. tinphospii.iie. pl.t,-n-r. "i additional | factured from dlMill trees mi his farm. <>•;.- of ill other things, and would feel for a all now,proud
1 suppose, is it Joint
on,
o.
I
1 o-■ 1xx ;se economy i mill
ilia*
to
time
come.
ol
lor
whieh lie long
pounds
maple sugar,
"The ragman will give a penny a
T instex
I e|l-. hi- products in such
Neither of us spoke for a while. We
has rerrh ed suilipll.
for it," 1 suggested ; "that’s somepound
'■ rn
h in
as xviil
a
tic- largest income !
were tired and spiritless, and John Slade
i. ass whieh has
it.-seed
and
thing.’'
ripened
The 1 •'
was coining presently to talk over things,
"We’ll weigh tb lot one of these days
turned it--stalks into woody lihre makes so we saved our words.
\ "i i-.er --a ,,- a ‘.neb a fa' im r : --W e
Ni
.itnl see what we can realize." said John.
excellent
to
hold
*ut.
li
a
hay
goes
great
''licet t:
icin.irl; -a an old man. when
I >r. Slade
John
was Sue's lover.
Nothing truer, hut oak brush Their poor little engagement' had been -I bind night ehiidren."
■'
■'•-!■- a !'■ x "i
"liT • w nine years, that ways.
It was a ghostly task which we set out
would "go a great ways" farther.
De- formed two
l
ill
--in;.
"I a -I'
"Il to make :
How many years
years ago.
to do next day.
Tin: past itself, the taint,
d ri I utile.
troit
,i;
tarm
:
is. and
it was likely to last, nobody could guess;
money
ii.aklny nmnex
fragmentary past, seems to lie wrapped
is thi’si,/
end -i tannine perhaps neatProf. Cope has recently made a curious hut they held on to it bravely and were
up and enclosed in those bundles of timexx on
inbe ni id isalile.
Inn there j disco', cry in Western IVxas of a breed of ! content to wait.
Pretty soon as we sat worn articles with which
elderly people
i'■ a
Abo ho;
liis
sounded
!
without
on
the
y indexc that man is hogs whose bools are in-l divided.
waiting,
step
The
encumber their store-rooms and closet
-' r
11
.- n
money. and that , breed was raised from a single hog. which grave!, and with a little tap -courteous. ; shelves. Sunn airot
autii|ii:ty exhales as
in's
ter than 1
business unexpectedly was I'niiml to have these hut unnecessary, for the door was never :
them, and mingling with our
you
open
f
I
11;11
he
:
man lnameet all
locked
entered, gave Sue a gentle
profession.
characteristics.
modern air produces an impression hall
'ii- '-oil,-, iced and clothe
kiss, me another, and sat down between
half sad. Aunt Priscilla had
Urnnm-eoru
was
introduced
into
this
la mi!x
a ve Tin a
i!
us in aunty's rocking-chair,
it was a laughable,
yood priipert\ ;
been a born collector. She loved old
I >i franklin. While e uniti■"
'aI
eii instruct tli'-ui ; country by
comfort to have him do that. The house
-'"'if, a
ng an imported corn-w hick, lie accidentthings because they were old, apart from
seemed less forlorn at once.
-"••cep: am! ex unpin. in the duties of
use or value, and instinct and principle
ally discovered a single seed, which he
fiorai anil reiiy, ‘as 1 It and y< t fail i:i
“Weil, children, how has the day gone !"
combined had kept her from ever throwin his garden, and from which
planted
and
b"
he
asked.
j
-hlty
family
insoni-ty. The
ing away anything in her life. Had she
oier in-- os son eihilly to that love of the corn was propagated.
•‘Pretty well." replied Sue. “We have been richer her
garret would indeed have
de- "I beauty xx Ireti a beiiiynailt ere Ibeen
and
arc tired tonight, i think
The
of
busy,
in
shad
experiment
|
propagating
a. mine of treasures for the bric-alor lias implanted m man's nature, and
We proved
the great lake has been entirely success- I in glad you are come, John dear.
brac hunters. No tin peddler would hav e
a
y: at-iii' ii aif
Iiieli is a necessity
ful.
A lew fry, which were placed in the were getting lonesome and dismal, (Tec j laid
ey es on Iter andirons: her claw
us lull and
and
I."
mmeti'ieai
sy
development lake- b, Seth Preen, ill h-7v!. have attables would ha ve held their place,
legged
is : inill. atiol) "i any t.tiler x, a lit or
is
\
Lueretia my name : hut Sue and nut
tained the sizi and quality of salt water
her Spode and Worcester wares sat unfaculty "I his nature. Tile fat tin r is in shad, and Mr. Preen now intends to sup- Priscilla always called me “Tree.'
disturbed upon their upper shell'century
John adjusted a stick on the embers,
•...t> U'.iiitl to <it what lie ea.n toward ply the lakes with large quantities.
in and out. lint Aunt Priscilla had no
n.ikiny hi h"ine lovely lbr the sake ol
and witli one daring poke sent the sparks
A cord ol manure contains lx’s cubic
claw-legged tables, no brasses or old
s
cud
his
ion
before
he
Then
he
of
the
answered.
rural
lainily
port
upward
china.
Instead, wc found vast stores of
old scape lieaiHifu! for the sake of liis leet, and a cubic font of manure which took Sue's hand i 1 his broad palm and
odds and end ; hits of by-gone dresses,
1 uni a: ns
7
7
w eighs
cent,
of
i" aldior.- and the
pm
water,
:
patting it gently said
pilliiic at lar.ee."
rolls of faded chintz, papers yellow with
about 58 II
thus a cord of manure will
Now let's tail; over mailers. Me
•! tons.
age, pamphlets which no mortal had ev or
ne irly
There is no apWinter Milk
ought to decide what we are to do, we read or would lead, old hooks, cov crless
preciable dillerence between the weight three."
Thom
Whitaker, o| Needham, Mas<., of horse and cow manure,
or with pages torn away, scraps of rusty
except when
That “three” was very comforting to
.-'Wes In- 'until',:| ui' t l'l •; t i I j. slock ill lies, : then !l:e cow manure is somewhat
iron, screws without heads, and nails
hut
John
is
a
comfort,
lie
me,
always
w Hi'."in li" a inter I
to tie- lturn
without points.
The furniture, though
Ilea icr. beeausi it holds more water. was “made
Aunt
Pris
said. And lie
so,-'
;il half-pa
Itvi ,, Vlork in the nomine,
neat and whole, was of the. plainest.
When they are decomposed they will
certainly carries out the purpose of his Kven our
rather -oomu i"-I'iiaps, than a amid many
unpracticed ey es could see its
weigh about the same.
creation.
liieii would like to eo.
i e-ive ea> ii cow a
lack of value.
Who would want to buy
f"
“Did
aunt
leave
will
he
your
any
-in;ill li.,tnji'ul "I hay, uni 'hen o-o to
the old-time dimity curtains, with bail
went on.
Washington Malaria Explained.
_:>>i>n!;:ithem just tile suite as i should
fringes sewed aiong their edges, or the
"Only tliis:" and 1 brought from bea
hot -e. tirst the
!.ft mh whis]k r in your ear, t'ornnierurryeiinil then the
counterpanes, made by Aunt Priscilla's
tween the leaves of the ltig ISible, where
iruoui In .-h. .tinI
men
the hair < la I, there is just a- much humbug in this
own hands out of the calicoes of her
we had found it, a half sheet of note pa!Irtish, In ejniie them 11 jjjilieil with hay.
universal cry of "iirflurin" as there is in
youth ! < nir list was a very short one.
on which dear aunty had stated in
per,
.mail quantity at a time, lot aliout an civil sen ice reform, ami i hat is as much
A lew chairs and tallies, a dozen thin
ow n simple form, that she left all she
her
hour. Then the hot s milk.
as there can possibly In.
The lion. 1).
and a small tea-pot, in silver,
had
to lie equally divided between her spoons
\i mule wo till a pork hart el w it h cut
the huge newspaper heap which I had
I tanker comes from a well vgulnted
Susan
and
nciees,
Lueretia
Pendexter.
h ty v\ ith
h ’I; a miv a peel, of shot ts. home iiiiiiinc the northern hills to sutler
penny the pound these
appraised at
Packard's name ami Sarah liraek
I pen iIn-, mixture tie pour hot water,
seemed the only salable things; and we
for liis country in Congress at ss or Squire
ett's, our old washer-woman's were writ1
is eivcii to the
fti
The lion. D hanlooked comically and grimly into each
thereabouts a <lay
ten below as w it nesses.
"
a I
'I, v u t li \ are turned init to ker at
home is under tolerable severe
other's faces as wc set them down.
John.
said
"That's
well,"
good
•■Very
water:
at Home when the Imys nunc domestic discipline
"I wish it were possible to eat Intellim law. 1 fancy: or il not, you are the
i•
home Iron,
.1. the, are fed with hay,
Mrs. Danker has a hi if It nose, which
gencers,” said I
nearest relations ami it's yours anyway.
am I at I'm:: oVIih I, a lit' le more hay : then
means that she rules and reigns over Mr
They say newspapers make excellent
What properly did yon vaunt own besides
they are i "nod out to a ater. a i er w Inch Danker. She sees that lie is safely tuck
"warmer
counterpanes."
replied Sue
this house.''
than blankets.’’
they are led each
pailful of naimohl, ed away in lied even ui^»Tit b\ ten
•sue nan an annuity o
mu immiren a
rntaliaeas and carrots eul line, then o'clock. s|je sees that lie has oatmeal
‘Wes, and they say that a teaspoonand fifty dollars more from some
eh aiied and
miked.
ful of Liebig's Kxtract gives as much
I'liry e Hi !m\ e ! smother and cream for his breakfast, year,
stock.
That’s
the
all,
except
about two quarts of cotton seed meal, she takes the Herald of Health there, turnpike
nourishment as ever so much roast beef,"
house and funfture, but there's a mortcom meal and short -. equa l quantities of
does not fry her beefsteakes. nor gord her
retorted I, but il seemed to me when I
ot
three hundred dollars on that.
gage
each : upon tin lioiliiia- water
tried it, that except for a taste in niv
poured, , lord to hari-kari w itli cake soaked in lard,
Squire Packard holds it. The annuity mouth as if I had swallowed an old
to wltieli cold water is added enough to
In the whole t he life of t lie I Ion. D. Dan
shoe,
stops now. doesn't ii
'ill a pa
w ith a hit le salt
all< r this a
ker at home is that of a civili/.ed man kept
I shouldn't have known that I had eaten
John
looked
as though lie wanted to
little more hay, and they are left for the well in tm\ by a wife with a high nose
anything at all."
\vhistle. hut refrained.
and
a mind of her own."
Woe to the
John came as usual in the evening.
iiiifht.
our aunt was a ( lever manager," he
We ell one
And now for tlic result.
lion. D. Danker the day he shoots out
"Here's enterprise!" lie called out as lie
said
"a capital manager.
She
made
a
hundred and thirty -~i\quart of milk a from that benelieient apron string to folcame m.
lit lie go a great way, didn't she
I
month: in November we sold fifty-seven low Ins ow n de\ ices in the capital of his very
What is enterprise
don't know anyone else who could live
“Tin1 liitrlliernrer
lii'ltulil it, la!•}>:•••
pounds of butter in lleeembel w shall I column, lie woes on to a "committee.
so
on three hundred a year, with
nicely
sell aliout the ■■nine quantity, besides 1 ;s up all night ; -mokes three-fourths of
as lilt', ami looking just as usual, oiil\
interest
taken
\
out.
ou have
mortgage
w hat
we have I'ot t'aiinly
This is ihe time: lives at a hotel; cats all sorts
i:<e
l<ill\ eight hours after the liltI hat’s
always seemed cozy and eomfortalile."
If mu two rows and a heifer I hat was two of indigestible food, at all kinds of uu
what I rail pluck.'
I
“We always have hcen.
we lmd
Hut
v eat
'Id fist A pi !: one ealved t he tirst reasonable hours; hreathes the had air
‘■Isn't it
crinl Sue, admiringly, as
the garden, you know,and tile cow ; that
of May. Hie other in September.
We : of overheated and overcrowded rooms;
sin* drew tin* i>a|u*i‘ l"ii>iu its w rapper, anil
us two-thirds of our living.
gave
Aunty
made lmtlrr all last winter and shall
lirltl it to tin* hla/e that sin* might sen
has nc\l to no exercise: perhaps "lakes was a
wonderful housekeeper, though.
make a ali this vv inter.
It pays liettei t<> a drink
his t yes become bloodshot, his
tin* lamiliar page.
Mramvliilr 1 took
it a great deal cheaper to feed women
Isn’t
make butter in winter than Slimmer.
limn in> pocket our nielaiirlioh little list.
head heavy, his blood thick, an 1 before
men !
She
so."
than
said
always
1 luirimm
ha
never e\i-eeilci' half an
"You wen* right, .lohu.
the 4th of March lis gorged and torpid
Sue and I
I suppose it is.
Men are carnivorous.
1
if.I l" in-!alb inside ol that time. liver
have .-tea re lied the house o\ el* to-day. and
slops and positively refuses to lie
\
of
and
diet
tea
doesn't
suit
vegetables
I m* milk is not -raided. tint the eream
this i* all there Is of an> value the furThen comes the inevitable item
mov ed.
them very well: they are apt to grumble
lelbrc ehiirnint; i brought to a
tempera- in the Star: "We regret to state that Ibr something more solid. \\ell.im dear niture. a little silver, and those wietehed
ture of aliout sixt v decrees.
the lion. D. Danker is prostrated and
Intelligencers.
girls, our summing up isn’t very satisfacI was interni|ited by a startled cry,
routined to his room by a severe attack
the
Kven
without
mortgage
you
tory.
A iih
iih-iIiimI ni preserving fruit is of ‘malaria.'"
Sue was gazing at the nevvs]ia|ier in her
In the opinion of your
live on fifty dollars a year."
couldn't
hand with large dilated eye
||ei cheeks
j>1 aetised in Ihiginnd.
Pears, nji- scribe there is a good deal more of the
“No.
And I've been thinking what we
..
mill uthet fruit are reduced to a
had Hushed pink.
lion. D. Danker in Washington, than could do. So has free,
we
haven't
though
M--t'
wliivli is them pressed into small there is of "malaria."
“What is it !" What is the matter '!
spoken to each other about it. 1 might both of us cried in a hreath.
’• iki•
and genth dried.
When required
\ml
a district school perhaps.
teach
is onl.\ l irressan to pour four
“Just read this I
Quick Conversion.
Hi, John, I don't 1k*free
liiiu*s their weight'll’ lmiling water over
liet e it ! I trad."
He was never
A hard old customer was Badge.
“I could take a place as plain cook.
She thrust the paper into his hand, and
them, allow thi'iii to soak for twenty known to attend eliureli. and was considered the
isn't anything else 1 can do so
ininut"s, and then add siynr to suit the | wickedest man in the small town in which he There
he read :
well. Plain cooking with dripping and
lived. One
his old cow was prowling about
taste
I he tine flavor of the
1,11
ripe fruit is the house night what she might
!,m* l: wi.k <*Koru bai'i:i:
devour, and
fat by way of perquisites;" and I <r innn
seeking
aid to in* retained to
dostroy.-d by lire on the
4)!UUUc
having
perfection. The stuck her head in the swill barrel At the time soap a little
lie
meant
to
l ull iiint., we oiler the above price
of
tinmerry."
laugh
*
*-vt*uing
gave
'•"st it the prepared product is not
great- ! the barrel was empty, her head was so far in that
for a complete anil perfect set of the Intelligencer
it moody
said
with
is
“It
hard,”
Joint,
ei thai that ot the
from its tirst number to its present date. Any per
original fruit, diil'ering she made a blind rush to free herself from the inwith the supply and juice of the latter : I cumbranee. As luck would have it, she struck a look ou iiis lace which was foreign to its sons able to snppl\ a set as stated will please comwith the publisher. I*. <). Box
I, New
the keejiing ipialities arc excellent, so bee line for the house, and directly for the front usual bright frankness. “How much a municate
York.
door.
The old man was sitting inside telling his
little money would sometimes do for peothat it may he had at any time of the
family all about a great murder trial, when the
“A thousand dollars! (Hi. Sue! oli
who can't get it, and how little* it is
'ear. and hears lone sea
voyages without cow gave a frightful bellow, which was ptolonged ple
a piece of good fortune'
by the empty barrel into an unearthly roar. At worth to other people who lling it away John! what
detriment.
No peeling or coring is rethe same time the front door crashed from its without a thought of its value.
A thous- Dear aunty think of her tile turning out
duired, so there is no waste.
hinges, and the cow. with her uncommon head and dollars, now! Any rich man would such a treasure ! It is too wonderful to
“Old wickedness”
gear, bolted into the room.
I feel as though it were a dream
Malhoro', X. Y., fruit-growers are cut- gave one agonized look at the frightful demon consider it a mere bagatelle in his ex- ho true.
and down the kitchen
which
confronted
him:
each
separate ami indi
penses; but if I could command the sum, and I danced up
ting down their apple orchards very exvictual hair stood on end: a shivering feeling
it would make us three comfortable for floor.
tensively, and jilanting peach trees in crawled up and down his back; his
John and Sue were equally excited.
life.”
their places. It is said that over 40.000 from his head : altogether he was a eyes protruded
picture of ab
“How do you mean ! What would you
‘‘Only” premised the former, “we must
I'each trees will he set out in the spring. ject terror. Suddenly his tongue loosened, and he
not forget that some one else may have a
screamed, “For heaven’s sake, take Mary! She’s do with a thousand dollars if you had it,
California exported last year over 50,- better mepared than I am.” Since that eventful John f”
tile of the Intelligencer and get ahead oI
000,000 pounds of wool, worth $8,000,- night the man lias joined an easy going church,
“I’ll tell you. Langworthy is going to us.”
which
is
one step progressive, and he only swears
ooo.
There are several wool-growers now when he sees old Brindle or the swill
This wet blanket of a suggestion kept
sell his practice.”
barrel.
who own from 110,000 to 40,000
me awake all night.
“Oh!”
sheep each. The old cow “fetched him.”
My thoughts kept
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indication of this it may he stated that
receiptsot grain at the hike and river
of the west since August i have
points
j
I been
7.'>,3l7.n<m
up to N'ovetnbcr -i
bushels, against 61,7:11 ,imki bushels during the same time last year and only 50.
!ri.y.thhi bushels during the same period
in 1S?5. Mere is an important inerettse
for the present crop year, though taking
the receipts at those same points since
.January I and they are 6,imm>.not) bushels
less than during the same time last year.
Marketing: the Grain Crop.
“Well, wo think this Mr. Cage KedThe wheat crop is especially large this
mond is aftc: her money.
Ho i. only a
season. Already the receipts at the west| New York <«raj>hii\]
briefless lawyer. MV (.ain't afford to'let
The grain crop is coming forward to ern markets since August I have been
I’atty make such a match as that, and so
33,164,000 bushels, against 3l.ooo.ooo
I am going to try and flirt a little while the seaboard quite rapidly, and the bushels the same
period last year. It is.
with Mr. Redmond. N'ow. yon won't he transactions at this port during the last of
course, not easy to estimate what the
a hear and say no, will you dear .'
And few weeks have reached an
imposing ag- exports to Great Britain will he this sea! you'll try to help us by devoting yourself
the last seven days the son, but we may gain some idea from the
gregate.
During
a bit to Patricia, won't you
fact that during the fiscal year ending
1 sent Patricia off in the morning to business on our produce exchange has
31, they were, in round numbers.
July
find arbutus with Mr. Sherrington, while involved 1.000,000 bushels of wheat,2,000- 60.000,000 bushels, of which 33,000,000
1 waited to receive Mr. Redmond.
000 bushels of corn. 400,000 bushels of bushels were corn. Great Britain also
When he came, I was in the garden and
oats, 02.0(H) bushels of rye. and 277),000 purchased 30,ooo.<hmi bushels of grain
had ordered lunch an hour earlier than
of barley : besides, more than from Southeastern Europe during the
usual. My pale blue silk looked beautiful bushels
same period, making in all ~o.imhi.ooo.
140.000
barrels
of tiour. At the latest
on the lawn grass.
whereas it is estimated by one ot the
"Pray come and see my tulips, Mr. statement the “visible supply" of grain, writers above quoted that 13,imhi,0oo
Redmond," f called, as he walked up the namely, the stock at the principal points
quarters, or 104.<100.000 bushels, will be
of accumulation on the lakes and at the
avenue.
needed this season. In 1S74 our exports
He came, pleased enough, and as ho seaboard was as follows, with compari- to Great Britain were
comparatively
:
son
was especially fond of tiowers 1 had no
modest, yet 64 per cent, of her imports
is;;
is;
g.
i*v>.
difficulty in detaining him more than half
were from the (nited States, and during
Wh,.nt. bu.a.bia.'ic,
ij.7GJ.mi)
ii.-ji.V-W
an hour.
be
( urn. bu
••.StiO.JMa
4.G8:).83J the present crop year it would not
9.231,298
Then, seeing him looking at his watch. Outs. In,.
:i.:!0G.;mi;
.:!.■>■■l.'i.HGU
:t.G19.47G surprising if she purchased 75.000.000
I observed ;
..3.042.739
Bariev. bu
S.2UG.S93
9.173.GHG
min mi.- comm \.
ousueis
91G.G3G
119.417
“We won't wait lunch for Patricia, for live. bu.G74.JJS
We export grain to more than sixt>
Mr. Sherrington is with her. They have
Last year the sliipJG.tni.s:.. 29,315.280 23.G59.29S different countries.
Total.
nient.i from all our ports to all countries
[ gone roaming off after spring flowers, and
1 Ins slimvs a considerable gain during
may not he back this three hours. Come
reached 55.07d,ldd bushels of wheat,
in and have a bit of salad, with a cup of t!ir last month, though the supply is still
w ,rth sats.dSd.OOO:
d.1 rlo..) 1 d barrels of
bushels
behind
ls71'».
d.ni-iO.iiOn
chocolate. Mr. Redmond.
1 made the nearly
wheat Hour, valued at ieM, t.dd.Otm, and
while
wo are at present d,t>7b,(ll)0 bushels
chocolate myself, and can reccommend it."
ahead of Ik7b. The stoek of grain here 41>,40d,57d bushels of corn, worth sdd.
So i kept him for another half hour,
d05.ono. besides considerable other grain
included in the above statemeat was earand lie left, pleased with his visit.
The total exports of all kinds of broad
in the week 7,i><>iUM)i> bushels, again.-t
ly
Patricia and Mr. Sherrington came hack
stall's were valued tit nearly s Iooo,non.
bushels
at
the
7,dii(;,:{:i7
same time last 1
only fifteen mint.tes after the usual lunch
grain being next to cotton in nnr list oi
hour, the former so delighted with a pro- year, a id o,:!71,(l(Ml bushels In -7b.
exports.
Finally, it may be stated that
The
of
list
week
foreign exports
grain
fusion of p uk arbutus as hardly to heed
while the wheat crop of 1-70 was dsn.
were not so large as the week urevioiis,
when a servant informed her that
Mi.
000.000 bushels, it is estimated that the
Redmond had called to set1 her, and had when tee clearance. were fuliy eighty
presentM ield v ill plow- to lie tid5.ooo.iMio
the
oeeau
steamers,
vessels,
including
witli
Miss
llertrude for lunch."
stayed
bushels, with a corn crop of I .'’so,ooo,ooo
still,
considerable
breadstuff-,
are eon
She had put the rosy clusters in her |
bushels.
staidly being shipped to Kurope, and
dark hail and on the bosom other grace
i
from
this
sinee
the
port
.limitary
ipian
fill gray dress, and Rushed with her long
Wreck of the Huron
in-,
has reached I,lb.',70(1 barrels of
ramble, 1 think I never saw her look sol
wheat
111
.lilio bushels wheat,
ilour, III,
“lie
lias
been
here.
perfectly lowly.
J dI
l,(is.',,oi it
.dbli.lKMl bushels of corn,
Yei v nice of y ou to keep her out of the
I .fMib.iiiin busln Is ry e :
and
Til-' following is t lu* stateli'. !,t
I' K11 >! ..• I; N.
bushels
barley,
so long," 1
way
whispered to Clyde.
a.- p;.hli-b
lh regard t«* tlii* wreck of the 1 i 11 r* *i:
lie looked at me <|needy, but said noth- during the same time Iasi year the shipments were dd.7bd,OIIII bushels wheat, lb.
il: till- Landmark of Noi bib
ing. 1 did not want him to expostulate !dd.7o- bushels
eorn, I .led, I lb barrels
We I. tt H.tlllpt-Ul Uoad abet I I \ \l
!
with rile as I belie'.ed he wished to do.
Tm
strained out in (barge >f a pilot
and so kept apart from him during the wheal Ilour, only dti.ddd bushels bark) day. ami
warleft
at
I
I
had
lie
aft.-im-on
••'clock.
pil<»?
Here
and 07s,700 bushels
it will In><m "a,> m:
evening, leaving him to play ami sing seen that there is a rye.
T'h.-t*• \v;i> a stiff breeze. and a lira
falling off m our ex- iiing tV--:n the southeast. Took y"iir departi.-with Patricia. At all hours of the day J
of wheat and wheat Ilnur, but a
u.-st I.
from
at
l..’o
ports
heating
light
rape Henry
and night Mr. Redmond runic to the Her- i
large ineivasi in our shipments of other south. distance about live miles. and south l-\ •• .':
mirage. And it was not long before m\ bread-stuffs.
i
unbent chains and sect
-jiiartiu’s cast
The enormous increase in tbr
success as a decoy was patent to the most ;
anehors tor mm
about two o', i »ck made all
the foreign trade in ha:’ey. as above sail w ind hauled tnmv to south and took n
careful observer, lie asked only fm •■Mf-is due to the failure of that crop
e
sails at
1 o'clock, wind increasing. also
fiertrude." lie came solely to sec me.
j shown,
F
creating and ship roiling to leeward ai»•
in F.ngland. The shipments of rye show
In three weeks the crisis hurst upon j
b\
IhuumI
was
relieved
Knsigu
degrees.
an inpnrtant increase also, as France liaIlf
Mi'iinitsiM
me.
nt
toI.;
k
«il>oiit ** oi Toek Mi. Hanu
is n
taken more than usual this year
me that the jib and Hying jib stays were • arned
••I used to think Mr. Sherrington was
not unusual, however, in rye here,
limto
awa\ and the wind was blowing a gale:
went
your lover," lie said, standing before me
lied about shill w as arroused al'ont ir.It. ia 1.1 bv
Franco Prussian war the trails
the light on his frank handsome face, j ing tinactions in this cereal, for account of the the Quartermaster calling .\1 r. French heard M
‘•hut late obscnation bits shown me that
tlm
French ask him the state of tin we. it her
were immense.
Indeed, one Quartermaster replied bad: do/.ed oti again, and
his visits here are tin your sister. Since belligerents,
of the first positive indieatious of that war was again aroused tiboul I hi by ihe thumping of
you are tree, then will you not marry me .' in tin- minds
of the grain operator- was th" ship when she struck bottom heard tlm tap
I 1 an support you well, (Jertrude, or 1
sing out as he came from the cabin Tlar-i
and
the
sudden
large German demand tam
would not ask you to bind your future to
low ." 1 put on a coat ami a pair of pants and ran
it.
for
immediately
preceding
rye
»n
deck, found ihal it was blowing a fresh gale,
mine. The death of my grandfather two
It is of interest to see what our share heard the order. "Brail up the main staysail, and
years ago, left me fifty thousand dollars, of the
grain trade of tlie country during issisted but could not take it in. then asked tlm
besides some real estate. I have a pleastlie past year has been. To mention ev- t'aptaiu it’ we should throw the guns overboard
ant home on the Hudson
be said. "Yes do it as .piickly a> possible:' got
retired hut elenet figures, the receipts at New Mirk
permanent tackles hooked to a gun. but could not
gant- where I would like to take you.
to the 7th instant, this year, have
remove it. because she had bilged and could not
What do you think. (Jertrude. Could up
been dol'd,dti.'f barrels (lour, Ik. Ibll.libl get it over for the sea. The Captain then ordcivc
lu the mem,
you he contented to leave your friends bushels
me to burn ail the signals I could,
wheat, d'.fbtin.bdll bushels corn, time all the
and live at Hose Cottage with me
port boats and the cutter had be. i.
III, Idb,-'ib7 bushels oafs, fl.h.'ff.kdb bushel- carried away the ship was lying on her port bilged
My amazement allowed me to stammer j
break
broadside, uuhuevt about 1" deg., and
barley. 1 ,b70. Idd bushels malt, and I .'.in,
nothing intelligible. In some indistinct j li-'il
bushels rye. during the same li lie 'mg clear over her: went into tile cabin and saved
I
the
and
matter,
two boxes ot Coston lights
sent up tive rockets
begged j last
way
temporized
year we received 'idiil'i,:! 11 barrels and burned o\or 10V signals the sea v as then >i.e
Mr. Kedmmid high enter ime for reflecof Ilour. dl.i-7if.' In bushels w beat, d I.IHId,- ing ill the cabin very rapidly: w ltr-n 1 heard tin
tion.
bb.' bushels corn. Ill..‘ilil.7b7 bushels oats,
f*ider given for all hands to go forward as quick
He went away, making an appointment j
ble 1 hurried the Quart.-: muster- who wd.'ll.biid bushels barley, I.'db,4-I bush- 1w -ssi
for the next evening.
go forward
Hi me ami some other men
I 'i.dfi.dbd bushels rye.
els
and
1'he
malt,
-.sked me it thm
the cabin door Mr. Frem
So thunderstruck was I at the revci.i
j total receipt.- of New York, Hoston, Port- passed
1 slipped and told
Yes:''th<*n
was all
tion of Mr. liedmoud's wealth, that I wanWe
-tarted to go
said.
We
must
go
Montreal. Philadelphia, liaitimore
quick:"
doled about the house in a dazed wav. land,
e-all.
|
tile
gull. wlmU
-gethe!'
had
hold
OH
and New Orleans up to November •'! of
not heeding how mamma was fretting
very heavy sea came over and wusned inysclt and
this year, neing the most important sea- about
live others down the leeward ail l-’.t no »-lt
about Patricia. «ho had gone to ride with
board ports, were as follows, with com- went under the sail and they were drowned. I
Mr. Sherrington.
caught in tin- bag of the sail and hurt both legparison.- :
“What is the matter, mamma .’ Is it
against the gaff: regained the gear -*t' the nine
IS7 ■>.
is;;.
lS7o.
to
storm
inch gun and worked myself forw aid : thought 1
going
ex I'll I
n.. nr,.i:n
IT.,. |-JS
Flute liMs.
siw.Mr. Fr.-neh go in t!ie mam rigging, saw a mini
"To storm? Nonsense! Where arc ; W heal. !.ll»h
:n t.V.i >70
C,.Ti l :,s-j j
! her of men standing in the starboard gangway uni
h.
f.ii.o.',e n:ej
l."fill >bd 7ii
It is nearly nine Coni. Im-ii
your eyes. (Jertrude?
of men under
1: soi,.
pill Pi.si;,i on the tirs? launch, and a number
o’clock.
Patricia has been gone seven I hit- li i-!i
Heath the topgallant forecastle: I succeeded in
:: ill’.' I .7
I : * 17. *. • 1:
i.',i.;,o:i
hours with Mr. Sherrington and I know
getting on tin* topgallant for.-, a.-tm with the ai
:
1 .nsi s-j:,
117s l:io
live, i,
a niimher ot' tin- me
sistance of the men there
something is wrong."
!iad on life preserver-^ and mm rubber balsa |-mar
“W hat ?" I demanded, arousing myself.
IS tttt.'.'Cii.U'.iT I lil.il.Vt Slid
'I', .it,
boat | was rigged on tin forecast!•• tin- top -gallant
■I don’t know."
Xew Vurk'.s percentage of this enor- forecast b- w a full of men and odieers : t'v <»r
Nine, ten, eleven and twelve o'clock mous trade hi.- need much larger than men lashed themselves to the bowsprit even -cm
was pert’eelh eo.»l and showed in* sign.- of fear.
passed. Xoeaniuge -now news.
that of any ither port. Baltimore has the
tuaj-.rdy -d u- got close together oj. ii-• e;-y\t noon the next dag the buggy drove
received and exported considerable corn, snle .-t tin- > recastle. -ulfenng in1 <Ti t'r--11 »■"!•!
into the yard.
Patricia and ( lyde Slier
of
the -.-a- would breakover:!' ami
all
cereals
and
its
but
exposure
aggregate shipments
M r.«'< »uw ay. the watch oflio-r.
riugton cno|]\ alight'-d. Patricia coolly is much less than those of Xew York, nearlv suffocate
on a blanket, and 'hared it with Mr. I'atin.-i
presented her hush,and. They had been i notwithstanding nil the loud talk that had
•..•
tin- side
Mr I,«»omi'and tn\self w-- soumie-:
married the evening before by our pastor the grain tram ol this port was to he di
and found about si.\ feet <-f water a little while
at Lou bridge.
verted to Baltimore, with the help of after we sounded again, and -got seven ami a half
“So nice and 'piiet." said Patricia. "No
eight feet: -aw liglits about one point on tinliviglr discrimination agamst New \ ork. 1 and
starboard bow and we gav three che.-rs and re
fuss, no notoriety."
i Ins .inmial attempt to take away the
peat.-d them sev .! films we thm -a a that tinShe took her place at the table.
gtain tradi of New York ,s about as Iloo.i tide was making in fast, and tin- »-a was
•Won needn't hesitate to take Cage ludicrous as the statement made every
we her.vm the
breaking o--•r e- mote heavily
first huuieh, the.-tily boat ‘.-it stove in. Ktioekutg
now, (Jertrude: he's dead in lo\c with
year for the las; g."> years that Balti|{yan and the mt\ igatn *\ !•• anl -aw two
yon, and as I like Clyde best. I thought more, by the' means of a grand patent ('apt.
Mr t-mw.y suggest
men killed <»n the forma-; a
I'd decide the matter without any coin
double action subsidy stmiuisbip line to j ed that w m-lke sotlie elb ,'t tog.'
a-;• *r.
o|i
n- on
Rio de Janeiro is to take away our im- I said 1 would attempt 1. and
plications."
put
-m w
m d>balsa over, when a three ;■ eb
i think I was dumbfounded.
Hut I
mense trade ill Rill ojj'ee
j the
i
1 ",
fast to the balsa and tin* sann h-w.found my tongue when Mr. liedmnnd
As regards the present prices of grain
but it fouled with the jlbboom folegMUid in
came that evening, and said “Yes."
here compared with last year there is no -pars, and I got down on the torpedo -p
1
I give my experience for the benefit oft marked dilferenee though they are rather worked ai'out t«*i* minute- to b-.
un
M
!’.;
amf.-r
one
to
solue
help
others. It's dangerous loaning one's lover. higher than then.
During the last few culled
w
tdown part of the way and sa -i In w as
days the market lias been advancing, with and could not get on. 1 tin told him th. it w.tNo.
Milconsiderable transactions.
IF .-anl
onr only chatiee. and he ii.nl better tr;
What Man Was in the Last.
In- could Uot. ami that he would in a i it Cm while
waukee wheat sold on the spot here yes< < >ui »i N<.
it * !•!:<»!'
i»i:\ n *\
.mb sa.d
a seaman, tlmu came .low
Williams
terday at si..'{tit and No. g spring, ti*r would g ». hi about t-tl initiates We sll -. e.-ded
We see as \v«* go farther and farther bai k th;it
November, at sl. il1. Con sold at title getting tile balsa ei.-ai of the -par1
.»uld g -i
tin* age of man i> immense. Lori, a French scien
for No. g mi the spot. These price- show
F.r-t l.mt.n
V
Si
in. main i;in*, and tin1
tist, considers that we may make lour divisions ol
mens. Mr. White uniotimr- on tin- u-r.-.-ast 1.I to :i emits pel
an advance of from
human bourns. These art* not my statements they
el ;t and get mi -In-..>ut to me. "tlm line is out
bushel since Saturday.
tit' scientific men of weight
an* those
These
if possible f..r a-'ist:t! .-.
l’liere have at times, .-ace the opening j
I had a -mail pen knit.- b it
b
m-t open it
periods an* those of tin* i\e bear, tin* ntaiumotli
and rhinoceros. tIn* n‘imlt*«*r tin* tw*» forumr aiti
W dlian
of tile season this fall, been wide lluctun
•••miiiin. d
because mi
i-.itiers wen
mats being gone. am! ia I\ lie- r- at tbssil o\ or i
«■
1
itiing tin* rope.
thin in prices, owing to "corners." The opened it and I succeeded
auroehs. The men ;u the t.-t period were taw
was then struck several times b\ the.spur- mu.
were
wheat
shorts
on
September
1»
e
prettv
dwellers. They were nak*-d powerful
-ay
tin' oiiec
n tlm h:pill the small ot' the back
ages. pursuing their Ibo.l with in* weapons bill
badly squeezed, hut. escaped much easier W e thought the b.-ach •'an parain :■ th- -hip !'
Inl»s and (‘aline, it raw ;• > e*\ h ! m* knowledge
\\ ln-i,
t'.c -lior.v
than might have been expected, through was foggy and wc could mu
of lire.
uh eh were ool in
Tin*) lived m
the almost unheard of magnanimity of the line was cut the balsa went : ward tin- -l.u
a wintm
en! lr**m whieh the
summer and warm
g.-i:m to-.-,
of the ship and wc thought w. wwild beasts wen* e.e«ily barrel
There is in* certain operators who loaned grain to one thing tliai deceived tin* m.M"i.n ->t tlm ship
Since the
N\
«•
l
.tSa
wn'h
i|iiestion but that the) wer<* cannibals. f<*r In* their brothers in distress.
the
pieces u
paddled
company.
1mjut's of men. women and ehildreu are found in
ln-avy -nr
adoption of calls on the produce ex paneling N.-ar the stern --t tinthese eaves. aiiMi^ t!n»se of animals, and eraeked
M
tli 'iv has undoubtedly been more struck us ami capsized tlm oai-a end *.-i -ml
so that we s*-.*
they extracted the marrow from change
I leg 1 icing jam tiled, it held me uinienn at li t lm w at.-s
them.
Some of tin* eaves have been used for
speculation among our New York ope
Both Will.auis md u ■i’ ivg.uim.i
; tor awhile
burial places, and by the skeletons of men art* ators than formerly : but the west is still j the balsa, wlnm I told ’A liliani- to g.-t on the
found those of animals evidently placed for food
the scene of most of the speculation, and ! and w e would tliell steer tlla* balsa III teal'of a:n»t in-:
for the departed, tints showing that even these
the "scalper-" are eapsi/e. We were thrown ov.-ragaii and thein Chicago,
early savages had rude it lens of a future state as hold and especially,
threw Wiliu.ms about t.-u f.-.-i tin .uau
It is cus- | tiustrophe
reckless as evei.
These men were larger than we me. The) were
\\ lm
! being jammed, i was thrown on un bafrom -fix feet tour to six feet six iik* rs high. From
to
talk
about
hear
considerable
I swam
we
still wat-came up again it was rat he
tomary
J
them have eoim* the polished men of'to day. 'ldien
the daring of some of our stock operators | and pushed the balsa toward Will,am- IFoines the age of the rhinoet*ro.s. when tin* men
of New York, 1 nit it may lie doubted on top ami stood up. and looked .no ,;. ! n ,1 -.ua
were still cave dwellers.
Hut they had tire in*w
! that lm saw the masts of lishing vo-.-ls aim i.:
whet her the average stock speculator has which
and cooked their food.
Tln*\ took the hair from
-, ..i.proved \>> be telegraph p.-b
tin* skins of I»east>* and w ith rude awls made from
half the backbone of the genuine Chicago told him 1 would steel for them
Wthe holies, and thread from tin* sinews, thev sowed
ngrain "scalper." The "scalpers" of that twice more and before w- knew i1 w
themselves garments. In. yon tnink these men \
I tom him '•> hail! t le
d>a
i- w
arc those who make a "turn" every | the beach.
must have been uncomfortable
Not so. they had ! city
I might w aut to u -.- it to. scud od t. : m
W
n ,*
often
in
the
and
morning
all the\ wanted to sustain lit*-, were strong and
ing
day by laiy
1 landed about tlir.-e not.-r-ot
md*- up ti-.-aand
their
was
not
\
disturbed
the
same
health),
sleep
by j selling
day.
single operator i man the \viv< k
dreams of the tax gatherer.
Now eonies utiotlnw !
Found two men iii'
die >urf. I• ut they u.iv
got possession of the whole stock of wheat
a
period in which the eaves became too few to sup
too vveak to gvt up
m,
I.iwii and (Milled 111• -,• 1
in Chicago several years ago and held it
the
human
race.
On
the
Swiss
! up; I then ran t<»n.
increasing
;:-t
port
ouse I >au. lait found
lakes they drove piles and built rude huts thereon. ; against the shorts, who, being in the ma- ! no one in it started down tin* beach as fast .is I
There are found there man) Hint weapons. We
jority, made a great noise, threatened to could: legs hurting tile verv badly; found ti-n m
know more to day of the manner of lile of those *
standing opposite tieexpel him from the board and maligned tifteen people fnan shore
people than we do of many nations of the historic him in
wreck, looking at it. 1 told them t.. go turtle
every possible way. Some of the
period. They knew* how to grind wheat and make
the
beach
and
do
all
thev
could to save t'..•
tip
W o have found the
a kind of bread.
very kind of shorts laid down on their contracts, blit men. as tliev appeared to be landing up thencloth they wove., 'fools by the hundred thousand
of
others sort
half way faced the music, with the verv strong current ninnin-.- up the coast
give a verv life like conception of this ancient peo
We pulled out several men
I ask-- ! tle-m vvhciv
so that the daring
speculator reaped an the
pie. Step hv step we come down to historic times. immense sum,
life saving station was
They said one was
till
the
notwithstanding
we
from
that
emerge
primitive dark !
Step by step
seven miles lip the beach and the "lie" ti\<- miles
storm : and those who had “laid down," down the beach
ness to tin* light of to day : what lessons do these
Saw a man on horseback
sent
facts teach its'
First, the vast antiquity of man. i or in other words refused to meet their him to tinupper station for aid and to telegraph
brute
If
Second, his
he came from the
origin.
to Washington for assistance to tin- wreck.
This
were eventually compelled to
contracts,
hand of (iod perfect, how can we account for such !
The Chicago hoard of trade lias was about seven o'clock in the morning Then
brutal being as we have seen these men to he l»v j do so.
Mr. Foil way who had landed, asked these men oi
the specimen skulls 1 have shown you
As we go
adopted a number of rules against, corn- shore why the life car was not there Thev told
back in the history of humanity, we come nearer ers, but
they are not altogether olfeetive, me the life crew were at Koanoke Island. 1 asked
to the brute,
'file front brain grows smaller and
and it seems probable that there will al- them why they did not bring the car up thev
the back bruin larger. These facts demonstrate
said it was locked up in the station and tli«-\ wenways be trouble about both settlements afraid to tweak
that the brute is the father of the man.
Hut we
open the door. 1 told them that
At our board the settling
learn more. We learn that man is mil oulv of and transfers.
if they would come with me l would break op.-u
brutal hut of divine origin.
What developed this i
of
is
lixed
the
the
door
corn
and
wheat
at
and
get it out. Five of them volunteered
price
hairy savage ! I answer spiritual ea uses, lb- did i lirst call
to go.
I asked them if they saw my signals and
every day.
I cannot believe he
not make himself to grow.
I then
j
The exports of grain to Europe the they said they did -even tin- first signal
could have done it
In the heart of tins planet as 1
walked and ran down the bench with these men.
in the heart of the universe is a spirit which looks
present season promise to lie tic largest but saw' a team coming down the bench, which
after the growth of man. These things demon
for many years, the trade witii (ire,it proved to he that of Sheriff Hiicklcy. of hare < 11 \
strate as infinite (lod. hut not Jehovah. Men must
I broke open the door, got the mortar and lines,
| Britain
especially. A writer in the I.on- broke
modify their ideas before they an* in harmony with
open the locker, and found powder and balls,
“Our averthe facts. The spirit that has eared for man in the 1 don Times recently stated :
which Sheriff Hiicklcy brought up with Ins team,
oast cares for him still.
Do not despair. Do not I age population to lie fed during the harbut when I got hack to the seem* of the wreck, all
tielicve that death will hurt you and you go down ! vest
year of 1-77 78 max he taken at a the masts of the Huron were gone, and no one was
t.» the blackness of darkness.
Death hurts no one.
on
board.
The same kind father and mother watches over us little over :t:t.7.'SMMin people : Iti.IKKI.IMlO
in the life beyond this. Do not then be discouraged. quarters is the outside quantity that xvill
Rose Kytingo employed a fashionable San Fran
The meanest of us is under the care of (iod. Let
be available for consumption, leaving 1
ciseo dressmaker to create her costumes for "An
us feel
the magnificence of our position, the
0(10,(Midquarters to be supplied from out- tony and Cleopatra." The artiste in silks, satins
grandeur of ottr destiny, and by tin* light of th
Mr. H. Kains Jackson, a ami laces being a little at sea. called to
past gather hope for the still glorious future that side sources.”
inspect
well known English writer on agriculture, Ficon’s great painting at a well known gallery,
lies before us.
it
afford
After
a brief
thinking
might
suggestions.
says: “Judged largely, the wheat quesinspection, she came hurrying from the place, re
Henry Durham, a l tali Mormon, with six wives. tion of this year resolves itself into this : marking as she passed out that the matter might
! lately undertook to
correct” all six of the Mrs.
All Europe as a consumer against Amer- more properly ho referred to a jeweler. The cos
Dorhaius with a horsewhip at one session, but thev
tillin' of Clleupatm. it will be remembered, consists
made common cause against him and he was ica, India, Egypt, Australia and possibly
j scratched and bitten to that
Russia as sources of supply.” The ship- merely of a necklace, armlets and anklets, making
degree he came near
it more costly, though
less primitive than
dying. He will probably do his wife whipping by ments during the present calendar year the draperies of Kden. scarcely
Other models were after
retail
rather
than
wholesale
hereafter.
|
are not likely to very materially exceed
ward chosen.
an

to what are

<m>(l

he
As

them.

me ot

1 am trettimr on in years,
t hem m \ lu“ir»-ss. etc.

and will make

Aunt Hetty Fairhaven was worth a hundred thousand dollars if she was worth a
cent.

Well, in due time she came, she put
up at the hotel, for our cottage at l.owin idge wasn’t big enough to hold her,
with her maid, coachman and carriage;
but fortunately that was close by, and
she spent till- larger half of three days
with us.
Me all thought Hess would he her
elioi e, lor father had named her l.li/a
he!h for Aunt Hetty, though she had al
ways been "Hess with us : hut it was not
either of the twins, and it was not I it
was 1‘atrieia.
•■Where did the girl got her black hair
Vtint Hetty asked, as soon a: she saw her.
1 think she looks like my brother l.uke,
don't von
asked tin mother,with a w istful look.
The very image of him,” answered
Unit Hetty, turning pale
1 dr ined then, as 1 learned afterwards,
that Fnele Luke had been a lover of
Aunt Hetty's when both were young, before her marriage, and the fact seemed to
have a power over her.
She looked at 1’atrieia until the girl
blushed rosy-roil, and would have slipped
out of the room, when she called her to
her, and. drawing In r dow n upon her
knees on a footstool before her, she put a
withered hand each side of the warm
cheek, and said warmly :
‘‘My dear, you shall he my heiress."
So it was Patricia she chose to leave
her money to; but we were not left out
in the cold, for she sent the twins, who
were only sixteen, to a convent school
for two years, and invited me, with I’atricia, to the Ilerrnitage.
It was her home—a stately old mansion of gray stone, gloomy-looking on the
outside, but luxuriously, comfortable and
beautiful within, without being in the.
We had each a maid and
least modern.
the free use of the horse and carriage.
After making tins provision for our comfort. Aunt Hettv excused herself Tom
making company of us. and we wove free
as air to enjov ourselves as we chose, provided we did not interfere with her naps.
We chose to make a great many pleasant
acquaintances, guided c mscientiously by
Aunt Hetty's wishes, and the result was
that I returned to Low-bridge m tile slimmer, engaged to Mr. Clyde Sherrington.
Hi was wealthy, handsome, agreeable,

vvell-eonnected. Everybody said, "Her
trade has done well for Invself."
I lull autumn Vunt Hefty died.
Patricia was to come into possession of lier
fortune in a year, when .-lie was twenty
I out* ml! and undisputed possession of
one hundred thousand dollars.
!
It was arranged that we were all to
come to tile Hermitage to Use.
We did
lived their quietly, ns was bej so, and had
coming, for nearly a year, when Patricia
made the acquaintance of Mr. Page Redmond.
He was well-connected, but poor as a
church mouse, people said ; "so of course
he was after Patricia's fortune," mamma
declared.
Patricia is rich and beautiful.
Pray
don't let her marry a fortune hunter,
mamma," said I. looking up Irom a letter
I was writing to Mr.
I would not, if I

Sherring'on.
could help I : but
what authority have I, Dertrude ."' said
■

mother.
in a few months Patricia
will be in undivided possession of her fortune. We are here only by courtesy. The
Hermitage is her home. I have no right
! to control her w loiterer."
“What can't, be accomplished openly
must be done by stratagem, mamma.
It
is probable this (luge Redmond is after
Patricia's money. She is a great pri/e
matrimonially. Well, you say 1 am prettier then Patty. Suppose I play decoy
“M hat
cried mamma.
"Mr. Redmond is dark and reserved. I
am fair and volatile.
Don't you think he
would appreciate my style of beauty if 1
took a little pains to make him do so
"Hut Mr. Sherrington
“I will tell him. lie will not object."
"1 think ht‘ will."
“Dll, no!" lie will ho interested in the
good of the family, lie comes to-day.
The next train brought Mr. Clyde Slier

I my

rington.

“How delightful that the spring is at
hand," he said: “the sunshine growing
warm, and the grass springing! I passed
a bit of wood coming up from the station

that is full of arbutus. We will have

delight till walks, (forty, I am
of city life.”
“Yes, Clyde, dear; but you

some

very tired

see I have
been obliged to make a little plan which
will interfere somewhat with this arrangement," 1 replied quickly. “In fact, for the
family good, you know, I want to lend you
to Patricia ?”
“Lend me to Patricia f"
“Yes: while 1 lure away a most, ineligible suitor she has. Mamma, and 1 conclude that it is the only way,” I added.
“Patricia has a fortune of one hundred
thousand dollars, von know."
“Yes."
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PRESIDENT’S
W

promoted by disparaging silver as one of the two
previous metals which furnish the coinage of the

MESSAGE.

t>ce.
Both branches of Con•~IV>S adjourned sine die at ten minutes before
tu
The Senate held no open session. About
amlred nominations failed of conlinnatiou.
";r
S'- mo>>
import ant being three for New York
1
House otlicers. The President and Cabiarrived at the eapitol before the session expired. t,< >i'_r!i bills if neecs.sarr, but as none were
;»a.xed, he had nothing to do.
I.’ o clock both branches of
Congress were
'' i to or a r in
regular session, and committees
■'
t.«
notify the President that they
appointed
ready jo reee ve any message he might desire
1" *1 auiiiiiuioatr-.
'Pirn Senate then took a recess
until ! J:o<: o'clock.

1

■

I lie

Message.

!

|1""
o
i;s of the Senate ami House ot Heine
MMitaliveS:
-,til devout gratitude to the Hountiful (liver of
■t:: good. ! congratulate
you at tin* beginning of
<<
r lir.st regular session.
^ '>u tiud our
country blessed with health and
and abuiniant harvests, and with encour
giug ]»!*<»]». i-ts (•; ail earlv return of
general pros

peri t v.

I'OLICV

Till:

PACIFICATION.

OF

Jo complete and make
permanent the padifica
C'J^ntrv continues to be. and until it is
;
ay accomplished, must remain the most import
all our national interests.
anty»t
i'lie earnest purpose of good citizens
generally
'*> unite their efforts in this
endeavor is evident.
It louud decided
in
the
resolutions
anexpression
:.*»uikvd n* ism by the national conventions of the
balding political parties of the country.
Ther was a wide spread apprehension that the
momentous results in our progress as a nation,
marked bj the recent amendments to the Consti
! .timi. were in imminent
jeopardy : that the good
understanding which prompted their adoption in
tin* ii.teiest ot a loyal devotion to the general welfare, might prove a barren truce, ami that the two
sections ot the country, once engaged in civil
strim. might be again almost as
widely severed
m.'l disunited as tin
y were when arrayed in arms
a gainst each other.
1 in- course lobe pursued, which in
my judgment
-mii"! wisest in tin* presence of this
emergency.
aplainly indicated in my inaugural address. It
;i:it• **1 to the time which all our people desire t>>
.v«
whci. a genuine love of our whole country
m.d nl ail that concerns its true welfare shall
sup
plant the destructive force of mutual animosity of
races and of sectional hostility.
opinions have diHerod widely as to the meas
ares best calculated to secure tins.
As was to be
<
\pecicd. the measures adopted by the adminis
tratmu hav.* lieen subjected to severe and varied
cnticisui. Tl.es. fneasures wete. in my judgment.
h as were most in harmony with the constitu
•1 >ti
and with the genius of our people, and best
adapt. •d by all eircumstauees to attain the end.
1 a. icw of the beneticciit results
already appar
c
m
proved that these endeavors are not to be
!-,-ga ■■ I* ‘i us a mere
experiment, and should sustain
and encourage us in our efforts.
Already in the
nue wlii. h has
elapsed, the immediate et
'. vej11• s> no less tliuii the
justice of the course
■•'bed i' demonstrated, ami 1 have an abiding
th that time will furnish its
ample vindication
iho in;ini-> ot the great majority ot out fellow
csti/.ens.

If the United States government were free from
a public debt, its legislative
dealing with the question of silver coinage would be purely sovereign
and governmental, under no restraints but those
of constitutional power, the public good as affected
bv the proposed legislation: but in the actual cir
cumstauees of the nation, with a vast public debt
distributed very widely among our own citizens,
and held in great amounts also abroad, the nature
of the silver coinage measure as affecting this relation of the government to the holders of the
public debt, becomes an clement in any proposed
legislation of the highest concern.
Tin* obligation of the public faith transcends ill
questions of profit or public advantage. Otherwise
its unquestionable maintenance is the dictate as
well of the highest expediency as of the most nee
essary dutv. and will ever be carefully guarded by
Uongrcss and people alike. The pulific debt of the
I tilted Mates t>» tin* amount of
Uiti.iM)0 bears
interest at the rate of six per cent., and
1MM) at the rate of five per cent., and tin* only way
in which the countn can be rclievcil from the
payment of these high rates of interest i.> i»y ad
vautageously refunding the indebtedness. Wi’ieth
er the debt is ultimately
paid in gold or in silver
coin is of blit little moment compared with the
reduction
of
one-third by refund
interest
possible
ing it at such reduced rate.
HONKS I'v

MOLI. r.AVONK'l

IM

Tl:
lis<*«»ntinof the use of the army for
purpose of upholding local governments in two
i’*-> "f the I nion was no less a constitutional
•hit;, an 1 requirement umler the circumstances ex
‘'tin1-' at tin* time Ilian it was a much needed meas
"t'e for the restoration of loesil
self-government and
the j-roniotion of national harmony.
The witlulrawal of the troojis from such
employ
meat was etleeteil
deliberately and with solicitous
ti'e for the ]>eace and
good order of society, and
protection of property and persons, and every
relit of all classes of citizens.

1

»>!•' l*i:A» K

1‘KOSrKKITV.

\NI>

results that have followed are indeed signi
tieaiit and encouraging.
All apprehensions of dan
a"1 from remitting those States to local
self-gov'•rmnen; idispelled. and a most
salutary change
11. the minds of the
people has begun, and is in
roirress in
every part of tiiat section of the country
-•lice the theatre of
unhappy civil strife substi
i"timr for susjueion. distrustandaversion. concord.
tf!• 11.iship and
patriotic attachment to the I nion.
\ »
unprejudiced mind will deny that tin* terrible
and <<i'ten fatal collisions which for several
years
ha*.
been of frequent occurrence and have agitati and alarmed the public mind, have almost on
in. ly ecjised. and that a
spirit of mutual forbearance md hearty national interest has succeeded.
'1 hen- has been a ireneralre establishment of order
ami of the orderly administration of
justice.
i ustauees d' remaining 1 twlessness have become
"I ran- occurrence
lh lineal turmoil and tnrbu
ii'-*- have
disappeared. I'selni industries have
been resumed.
I'ublic credit in the Southern
Si.iti-s has been greatly strengthened, and the en
>niragiiig heneiits of a revival of coiunierce be
tw. .mi the sections of
country lately embroiled in
e:\il u
are fully enjoyed.
Such are some of the
re>ults already attained, upon which the
country
's l" b.eongratulated. They are ol such impor
taiiee that we
may wiih conlideiicc patiently await
lie- desired .•oiisiimuiation that will
surely come
with the natural progress of events.
’I'he

—
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■
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MAINT \ 1 Ni l►.

he improper here to say that it should
tixed and unalterable determination to
i’i1 'teet by all available and proper means under
the constitution and the 'aws tin* lately omaiiei
t of their rights and
i'ated race in the enjoy
privilege.-*, and 1 urge upon those to whom hereto
h'i'e tie- colored people have sustained the real
'■‘"i: id bondmen tin- wisdom and
justice of humane
a ad
liberal local legislation with respect to their
location and general welfare.
\ linn adherence to the laws—both national
Mm! State—as t<- theciviiand political
rights of
1 !•'•
hired people. now advanced to full and
The immediate re
|1 1 citizenship. is needed.
and sure punishment by the national and
-I .ti
.-iinhoritie.s within their respective jurisdie
<d every inslanee of lawlessness and
vioinward them, is required for the security
■hiio- if liotli races, ami is justly demanded
hy the
; il-'d* "pinion of the
country and the age. In this
w.i\
in-- restoration of
harmony and good will,
■Mid t'ne complete protection of every citizen in
the lull enjoyment of every constitutional right
will surely he attained.
Whatever authoritv rests
u‘th me t" this cud i shall not hesitate to put
forth.
\\ hatever belongs to the
power of Congress and
!urisdietion oi'the courts of the I nion may
:. i-niiy lie relied
upon to provide and form.—
.u
the legislatures, the courts and the cxeeu
uCioritics of the several States I earnestly
1 1 ‘tl i" secure hy adequate, appropriate and
'liable means, within their burners, these comi.on a*:d uniform rights of a united
people which
•' ''es liberty, abhors oppression, and reveres
jus
Ii may imt
our

••

'■

■

>•

objects an* very dear to my hear*. 1 shall
mtinue most earnestly to strive for their attain
hi- nt.
The cordial co operation of all classes of
These

■

u.l >'*eti<- us of the country and of both races
i«i:r.-i 1 fi.i- this purpose, and with these
u'>ure<l. and not otlierwise. we may safely

hand down

impaired

full institutions of government
the generations that will succeed

our

i"

is

re

blessings
hope to

■

unus.

1 UK crUKKN< A'

the other

subjects
great
genera!
importance to the people of this country. 1 cannot
mistaken I think in regarding as pre-eminent,
the policy ;i' d measures which an* designed to
sei are the restoration of the
currency to that noiuand healthful condition in which by the re
■minption "1 S1.i«‘ payments. our internal trade
.ml ..iga commerce may be brought into liar
a
y with the system of exchanges which is based
the prcci"ii< metal- as the intrinsic monev of
the u.M-ld.
In the public judgment that this end should be
vmong

ot

and

be

■

■

speedily

icht and compassed as
and as securely
resources of the j»coj)l<* and the wisdom of
their government can accomplish, there is a much
M'ea'ei 1 ••vree of unanimity than is found to concur
a
(In* specilie measures which will bring the
ountry to this desired end. or the rapidity fit the
steps by which it can he safely reached. I'pon
a most anxious and deliberate examination which
1 have felt it my duty to give to the
I am but the more confirmed in the opinion which
1 expressed in accepting the nomination for the
■*

■

<

subject.

presidency, and again upon my inauguration, that
the policy fit' resumption should he pursued hv
•■very suitable means, and that no legislation would
be

wise that should

disparage

the

retard the attainment ot that result.

importance

or

disposition, no right, to question the
intelligence of opposing opinions, and
would neither conceal nor undervalue the cor.
iflerahle difficulties and even occasional distresses
which may attend the progress of the nation towards this primary condition to its general and
I have

no

sincerity

or

permanent prosperity.

adhere to my most earnest
conviction, that any wavering in purpose or unsteadiness iu methods, sfi far from avoiding or re
discing the inwuivcnience inseparable from the
transition from an irredeemable to a redeemable
paper currency, would only tend to increased and
prolonged disturbance in values, and unless retrieved. must end in serious disorder, dishonor and
disaster in the financial affairs of the government
of tin* people.
I must,

ki.sl

however,

Ml’TloN

Illlf'l'KK I »»k

FINANCIAL EVILS.

mischief which I apprehend and urgently
deprecate is ci. ilfiued to no class of the people indeed. bi.t seems to me most certainly to threaten
I he industrious masses, whether their
occupations
ot skilled or common labor.
1\» them, it seems to me. it is of prime importance that their laber should he compensated in
money, which is itself fixed in exchangeable value
by being irrevocably measured by the labor nee
->ury tu its production.
Hu permanent quality of the money of the people is sought for and can only he gained by the re
-umption of specie payments. The rich, the speculative. the operating, the money dealing classes,
may not always feel the mischief of, or may 13ml
casual profits in a variable currency, hut the misfortunes of such a currency to those who are paid
salaries or wages are inevitable and remediless.
The

1 IIK si I.VKU

IJITKSTION.

Closely rouneeted with this general subject of
the resumption of specie payments, is one of sub
ordinate but still of grave importance. I mean
the readjustment of our coinage system by the re

newal of the silver dollar as an element in our spe
eie eurreney endowed hy legislation with the
quality of legal tender to a greater or less extent.
\s tlu-re is no douht of the power of congress, under the constitution, to coin money and regulate
the value thereof, and as this power covers the
whole range of authority applicable to the metal,
the rated value and the legal tender quality which
shall he adopted for the coinage, the considerations
which should induce or discourage a particular
measure connected with the coinage belong clear
]y to the province of legislative discussion and of

public expediency.

SOME REFLECTIONS

I

HKKKON.

Without intruding upon the
province of legislation in the least, l have yet thought the subject
of such critical importance in the actual condition
of our affairs as to present an occasion for the ex
«*n ise of the duty imposed by the Constitution on
the President of recommending to the considera
tion of Congress ‘‘such measures as he shall judge
necessary and expedient,” holding the opinion, as
1 do. that neither the interests of the government
nor of the people of the United States would be

j
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Bates A. Locke, d 1 Park Row, New York.
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the United States had the unquestioned right
pay its bonds in silver coin the little benefit
from that process would be greatly over balanced
by the injurious effect of such pay in* ut if made or
proposed against the honest convietions of the
public creditors
All the bonds that have been issue 1 since Feb
rnary I’Jth. I STS. when gold became the only 1111
limited legal tender metallic currency of the conn
try. arc justly payable in gold com. or in coin of
*
qual value. During the time of these issues, the
only dollar that could be or was received by the
government in exchange for bonds was the gold
dollar.
To require the public* creditors t * * take in repay
incut any dollar of less commercial value would be
regarded by them as a repudiation of tin* full obli
gallon assumed. The bonds issued prior to 1N?:J
were issued at a time when the gold dollar was the
only coin in circulation, or contemplated by either
the govenm ent •» the holders of the bonds as the
coin in which they wen* to he paid.
it ;s far better to pav these bonds in that coin
than to seem to take advantage of the unforeseen
fall of silver bullion to pay in a new issue of silver
coin, thus made so much iess valuable.
The power of the United Slates to coin money
and to regulate tin* value thereof might not to be
exercised for the purpose of enabling tin.* govern
liient to pay its obligations in a roin of less value
than that contemplated by the parties when tin*
bonds were issued.
Any attempt to pay tin* national indebtedness in
a coinage of less commercial value than the
money
m tin* world would involve a violation of tin*
pub
lie faith and work insuperable injury t«> tin- public
credit.
It was the great merit of the :n-i of March,
bsbti. in strengthening lie.* pnbln esvdit. that it re
moved all doubt a.- to the ; ■>:, pose of 11n* baited
States to pay their bond** 1 m-ln in roin.
That art
A lie- public faith.
was accepted as a pb*dg
Tin*
has
»len\ed
bem*til
from
it in tingovernment
great
progress thus tar made in refunding the* public debt,
at low rates of interest. An adhe-rein-*- to tin* wise
and just police of an exact observance of tile pub
lie faith will enable the government rapidly to re
'luce the burden of interest <ui the national debt to
an amount exceeding twenty million dollars per
annum, and effect ail aggregate saving to the I nit
ed States of more than three hundred million do!
lars before the bonds can be fully paid.
SILVKK

WILLIA M

relations with Mexico the Pres
blent says—While I do not anticipate an internip
tion of friendly relations with Mexico, yet I can
not but look with some solicitude upon a continuation of the border disorders as exposing the two
countries to initiations of popular feeling and mischances of action which are naturally unfavorable
to complete amity. 1 am tirmly determined that
nothing shall he wanting on my part to promote
a good understanding between the two nations.
1 yet must ask the attention of Congress to the
actual occurrences on the border, that the lives
and property of our citizens may be adequately
protected and peace preserved.

If

l.k.

prBLisni:i> every Thursday morning

Ti.e Cnited states have continued to maintain
peaceful relations with foreign powers. The outbreak ot war between Russia and Turkey, though
at one time attended by grave apprehensions as to
its olivet upon other European nations, has had
no tendency to disturb the amicable relations existing between the Cnited States and each of the
two contending powers
An attitude of just, impartial neutrality lias been preserved, and 1 am
gratified to state that in the midst of their hostilities both the Russian
and Turkish govern
ments have shown an earnest desire to adliere to
the obligations of all treaties with the United
States, and to give due regard to the rights of
American citizens by the terms of the treaty delining tin rights. immunities and privileges of
('oiiMils.

to

ili'-
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FOREIGN' RELATION'S.

In

President’s

Message.

more
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congratulation that

not

with

|

standing the severe burdens caused by the war. ;
the- public faith with all creditors has been
preserved. and that as the result of this policy the
public credit has continuously advanced and our
public securities are regarded with the highest favor in the markets of the world.
1 trust that no I
act of the government will east a shadow upon j
its credit.

ST.\ N I» \ l; I >.

In adapting the new si ver coinage to the ordi
nary uses ol currency, in the everyday transae
lions of life ami prescribing the quality of legal
tender to he assigned to it. a consideration of the
tirst importance should he so to adjust the ratio
between the silver and the gold coinage, which
now constitute our specie currency, as i<» aeenni
plish the desired end of maintaining the eireula
lion of the two metalie currencies and keeping lip
tile volume of the two precious metals as our in
trinsie money.
It is a mixed question for seieiitilic reasoning
and historical experience to determine how lar
and by what methods, a practical equilibrium
can be maintained wliieli will keep both metals in
circulation in their appropriate spheres of com

lil'.rl

NIUN.;

Ill)

TTHLI.

HKT.T,

1

severely

It will fail to

please

the
own

from

Boston.

We have eaten

.lied flannel

of the Journal.

Boston,

the maritime pride of the country that a
ship of the navy should be lost, with the
a

hundred valuable lives,

our

Dec. 3d.

turkey and all the

un-

in Boston

unshackled, the anchors stowed, and
every preparation made for the voyage.
were

There

On Wednesday

was

ner

loose from the
ioned for this

and three-fourths of her officers
and crew swalk nved 1 >y the hungry waves.
For a ship to lie run ashore under such

therefore

we

the

source

local trains

er was

and

were

really

crowded to

were

a

most unfavorable for the

poultry

most un-

occasion,

dealers will long remember

at that

even

ket.

price could

Whole loads

were

The financial

of the message is
sound, and will meet the approval of men
of all parties, excepting the wild theorists

portion

its ability to be present at the morning
and evening repast to "Old 1'rob's”skill-

judgimportant and
or

by their
responsible positions. The country demands to know the facts as they exist,
and only an official court of inquiry can
them.

Let

us

ful management.
Well, the day is gone.
We cannot hope that all the happy households will meet around the family board
Thanksgiving,but wo trust the

at the next

have it.

touch of Father Time will fall

Democrats.

on

find evening and morning suits in
perfection : and we know of

state of

Tin* dockland Opinion. in persistently represent
in if the editor of this paper as an otiiee seeker, is
wide of' the truth. | Belfast Journal.
Then why did he get up that letter to
Indeed
the President— telling how loyal In* was, and how'
smart and good. and ln>w very, very much he
want(*d the Belfast post otiiee why did he tret up
that letterIt reads the most like the letter of an
otiiee seeker of anything we ever saw from the
pen of a disinterested patriot. | Rockland Opinion.
The Opinion is very unjust to its rend-

a

like

a

doll

Saratoga trunk tilled with underclothing, costing over twenty-live dollars! It
is one of the most startling evidences of
Yankee ingenuity to witness the display

at one of the fashionable toy stores of

There is not

Boston.

article which

an

be found in a lady’s toilet that is not
duplicated in miniature for dolls. Colgate makes his bbuquetsoap in tiny cakes

the matter ourself—so very little that we
will furnish a printed copy of the letter,

for her use; famous tooth brush manufacturers are represented in the smallest

and hair pins, ci imping pins and safety pins, with other notions
too numerous to detail, are found in the

er

though it could afford that
much in order to utter demolish us : and
seem as

that, if the Opinion correctly
represents the document, it ought to be
very entertaining reading. We await a

a

thimble

;

furnishing department.

low weeks

preceding
famous places of resort

t

I

Hiring the
these

imstmas,

are

crowded

more

than any other stores in the city. Generally they make one window the scene

oiler.

our

than

doll's

besides

The charge having been made that I of a doll's wedding, or some style of rethe life-saving service lias been crippled | ception, where the whole outla\ of abthrough a cutting down of the appropri- surdities is exhibited. and policemen and
ation by the Democratic House of Repre- pickpockets are busy at that crowed lo-

j

sentatives, Speaker Uatulall calls attention to his speech of August 14. is?ii. in
which he said

—

“For life-saving and life boat stations our appro
priatious arc in excess of those made last year.
We gave this year *’J37.-ldO, while tin* amount ap-

propriated last year was >2‘dl,.>Ml. Surely we can
not he charged with injuring this humane service

of the government when we have in this Demo
eratic House appropriated more than was appropriated by the previous Republican House."

upon the whole,
have the money.

The

and for twelve years postmaster of boston, died in that city on the tiOth.
Mr.
Greene was founder of the boston Statesman, afterwards

united with the Daily
Host. In its obituary notice of the deceased editor, the Cost speaks of the early
contributors to the Statesman

as

follows

:

The paper was conducted with much taste and
ability. Besides its political writers. Mr. (iroeue
had the assistance of John Kverett A. W. Faine.
a lawyer; William 0
1’roshv, who has since been
Governor of Maim*: Nat I*. Willis, and John O.
Sargent, then a Boy in college and brother of Kpes
Sargent. Mr. Kverett contributed some Brilliant
articles entitled Tanni" a dedication to a fash
ionable young lady at the North Kiel; and another
writer furnished a series of lively articles headed
“The Teapot." Mr. Oreene engaged Willis, who
was recently from college, (leorge hunt and
young
Crosby. then students at law. and John 0. Sargent,
to write a poetical etfusion among them even day.
and his paper had the Best as well as the most
original poetry of any daily journal in the eonntry.

The entered man and brother don't succeed in high oilier. J. ,1. Wright, the colored Associate Justice of the Supreme

lucid

ser

covered

are

rash

of

go.

are

thin ice. aud the

by

will

boys

to

means

the south.

tour in

a

begin

now

Rev

md

Hey wood. Baptist, of Liberty, has

call to

a

>'ii"!t

ed

M

H

accepted

A.

preach

Lisbon Falls

at

the lower bridge has commercfair catches were made last week

fishing
sonic*

at

\\ inter

really commenced on December tirst
ronsolatiou is that it is but four months

u;,.

April

The proprietors of tin- Belfast shoe factory hav-,
Uen. John M. Corse of Chicago, the
j lately made some new and valuable additions t..
hero of Allatoona Pass, the officer com
the maehiner
manding to whom Sherman signalled that
One remedy to prevent wood stealing from t
lamous order "Hold the fort," is visiting Maine Centra! railroad company, is t-> use »■.

Bangor. The (leneral

;it

is a full-hlooded I biiruimr engines

1 fomocrat.

dudire I>it*ker^«>n will preside at tin* session ot
tlu* Supreme .Indicia! « ourt tu iinii 1 in*«* it lh ,k

friend of ours who borrowed a pair of panta
in which to appear at a irruud hall Thunks
giving evening, says it may he true about theiv
being a vies iuy to shape our ends, but be don't
hove it.
| Lewiston (Jazette
A

land

loons

That's
needs

a

roust turkey
Friday, eoid turkey;
Saturdiiv. turk<\ warmed over. Sun .hi
turkey
soup. And that finished the* bird of tin* tosti\

very fair .joke, hat the friend
to shape his quotations.

a

tin* ! I Mi.

on

Tbanksg ring,

Milton Farrow,
Newport, II I former!
some valuable meiiaN
city, i .i- rec**;\
testimonials to his superior shootinu’sit t'reedmoo

‘‘divinity"

thm

The I till i in Deputies have not only ahoiislnai
capital punishment, hut have suggested to the

'■
At N'orth Snjirsjmrt. on Saturday night tin* wit.
limit that in future treaties for extradition a
>t \\ i Ilium .1 Hodge d:.*d xnldenly of heart t
lie
ehic.se
inserted refusing the surrender of per !
*-;im*
sin* wa> lieu d to **-\
ami on t_M.it..1
sous accused of capita! offences under the taiv> of i
her room site was found dead.
other nations.
■

What a lovely population Italy would
thus attract I’rom the rest of the world.

And another

The funniest I.I

:

vv

'l'hc

good bye

are

about right.

Portland has beeen saying

a

good deal

about having received a shackma, and
was rather
putting on airs in consequence. But one of the papers happened
to explain that it was only a big monkey
for the museum, and the interest ceased.
Eva Works, the young girl who dresses
in boy's clothes, while in a boat, on the

Piscataquis river,

came near

She will be

other falls.

lucky

going

over

if she escapes

1

seeing hard

art*

times.

The failure of two (inns in Ells-

worth.

with those

previously reported,

by the

When getting- the dockland t t:; t
forms to press last week one of the page.-was knocked into pi.
There vv.i n’t anv
Euller hilarity on the occasion.

h-oli, t*
hi

.Morrill
1

111

What would
paper.
brother bcecher say to that

eii

longer make Portland their winter
port, for the present.

pity that little .lenity Wren
could not have survived to the present
time, and enlarged her establishment as
cality.

What

a

the doll’s dressmaker.
A new mama has taken possession of
the feminine mind, which hid fair to suitplant all previous intricate devices. I tirorated pottery and China is now the ruling
passion. Happy she. who has the talent
to

produce

brilliant decorations in hand

painting : but some keen witted individual
has found a way whereby only a tasteful
arrangement of the figures and (lowers is
required to make most effective results.
Kmbossed pictures, of every conceivable
design, are to he found for the especial
very beautiful when artistically arranged. We know a little lady
who has a bewitching hanging basket in
purpose, and

are

her window, which in its

original

state

was a most unseemly yellow ware cook\\ ith a covering of bright
ing howl.
colored Japanese pictures, and a coat of
varnish, it makes an ornament that holds
a place among some of the richest and

rarest works of art.

of the year.
When we
have received our annual commissions

particular

season

from out-of-town friends to
the amount enclosed,

one

produce
yard

of

of that, to mnli-lt

for
this

and two

:

and

in

a

similar

manner

to that of the late

Baby Show. Alas for the poor showman I
his peace of mind will never return to
him after that entertainment ....The telehas been introduced into Voting’s
Hotel. It connects with express and car-

phone
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lay Iasi w.-ek. intu-h

ail lie

1st

!.n-

a yams*

....

was

lit.eiate.-

<h->

and it

..

wa-

his boast that he would do smuethiny he id re nnyh'
that would send him luek. \\ In-n it he. atue dark
tie threw a stone, luvakiny one of the larue pain*.-

U iTu;

>
ylass in the front ->f H<*\vcs A *
store
11taken haek !■* jaw. i-i:t lias Mtn-e been -.-nr.
edby.Lniye Ihurdina;! to the state Keforn.
duriuy his minority

->f

ilia*

The <ia/.ctte says
killed in Thomasion

a

w:i

a!

w

.is

was

a:-! {«•
r
poor Italian. diseonram- 1 l".
in the mail at h’orklaml. on tin*

A

ty. shot himself
‘i)th. and died.

is sail! that Longfellow
Harpers >:!0(io. or about Mu
poem Kerauios.
It

re--e;\ed f.
a
line
or hi>

The new ship Waiideriic_ Jew
made the quick passage of Jl da\
jdiia to \nt werp.

.e
'-

i;

u-w

k
I'hi

mu

< diaries \
St.-j-ii -nso.. str.‘et .-omii "i<>:n w idiseluiryed from further duty hv tlie city yoverri
11**1'.*
M '■!
-"!•'
tier W s
y ,1-d I.\
r"!me;im.i:i <•<-..ry. : \\ hit-- fr..in Ward t. md
1

!"ith tliat th
c- 'in in. ssiouer
had disobey «•!
orders and ovi-rehai'yed for his work
This ordei
was put thrmtyh witlio.:! Mr
Stephensons know
edye. and
eoiirse witlioiit
>. my him .1 hear;!,.:

mi

widow named Nelson, ag"d thirl) tr.
m>a|
in love. lxm*o\ved a ra/or an 1 k lied Iter
self in Jersey » ity
V

e

The W oman's Christian Temperam
1'tiea. N. V.. gave a Thanksgiving
non
poor ehildren.

1

:

was ah>. »(*
!’
rather sharp practice

A tramp wiio was refused sunn* mom
hy Mm
lleiinett at New Market Jnnetion shot h’.-r’i;: tin*
lie
was
arrested.
thigh,

>•'

t<> nave

been

•••

dam-.■ from the

a.

..

afterm-

u-

:• to tw..

tin-

wdiei. the pat m* uas «-onsidered
of da: -r
••lit
T!:;> is his second attempt It
poisoni;;y the form oe.-urruiif mi the -‘1st «>r las'
tm-nth, The yonny man has been employed in
the Belfast shoe taefory nut
done
.th m: : •:
week >»r two asw.-i'h
|>ii,■ t <»:. M"i
next

on

.■:
,t-

•>;

11«.• >.

m

<

shot last week at Kssex Jam'
Vermont, that had a steel trap and twotert : aT
of ehain attached to one of its legs.

.low
A man m Ohio is having a hi*use
solid rock, the material being eui awav
leave the walls, root*ami door ail ot <>\u- pie,

one

considered

i-

minority

a

\ I I KMl'1 i:i. S' I. illi
-.. ye W
Butlers**! a:
unitiarried man ib-uit
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a brother on 1 ni.*u street,
ittempred sun-id.- m
I os*
Monday aftei: .on h -v. alb
a m
sm >!’
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Mrs. HI i/.abet It Sayers, shot hy her hn.sh.md
the Chureh of the Ascension at Philadelphia
Sunday. Nov IKth, died on Tlmimlay
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Ail owl

Tie- 1 »•• i:i-•• rats have
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tin- matter
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(iorham Parks whorepresei
Maine District in Pougivs.- tr-mi In:ft m Is:;.. Ted
M nit at the age of M.
at Hay Ividge. I.. I the
Hon.

•<-.•

day

A Washington man recent l\
e«l out of his home, had a tight
law, ami put in divorce papers
four hours.

to the ham
f
Win. Thornton m Hradtiad, Mass. Now 1. was
in
and
at
his
home
Me.,
taken
arrested
Newport.
to Massac I msetts.

who

set

lire

respectable nieehanir. on i11«|mriiie;
at the Brooklyn hospital for his wife, found that
had
been
dead
several da\> and w as being dis
she
seetc*(l by the doctors.
Davis,

s

:

..

his pipe as usual
He was presently attaeked by
convulsion-and wa-.'ihv saved I*; the promptness
of tin- physicta:
V- iv
are known tot* ln>
mania t.«r se!t' destrin t
li. !
since remark---.
that In- would ne\er att--;upl to
poison huns.-i:
o

ay a

n

hi a\ den Mathew s ami
Henry Blake,
arrested last n.-ek at lhmy.-r. on complaint of
A. Howes ;
si,i
.tr-mii
!s Harmoiia

course

of

a

year.

President told smile Womau SuMYa :i-ls that
if Congress should recommend for adoption b\
States sueh amendments to the Constitution as
would secure woman suffrage, it would ii.e.-i with
his appro \al.
The

cotVee and tea service in solid silver, richly adorn
ed with emblematic engravings.

The Farmer savs that. Mr. Drake of Manchester,
had t war-thirds of a barrel of pork nicely stowed
away in his cellar. On© morning lie went to get
a slice for his breakfast, when to his astonishment
he found the barrel entirely cleaned out. not even
enough being left for his breakfast.
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Sitting Hull says he did not understand all the
propositions of the commissioners, and tin* pml>a
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K\ Governor Mien of Ohio has w ithdrawn from
tin* contest for l-ni ted States Senator as Matthews'
successor, and recommends Oeiieral .Moreau tor the
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trunk containing about <lo.000 with .several
valuable silk dresses belonging to a Mrs. Peuiher
ton. was stolen by an expressman m New York
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week wrote Judge Hoard
and afterwards went to sawing wood, bat-
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cellent show for the White House in lrtdl

has been a slight hange in tin- runmii
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Which is the mrliest hood overworn* !■’.,!-.
hood. [Kastport Sentinel.
lie might liav e added another one
U Id eh A1 lo
handsomest hood ever worn
Mai.ientiood | Ken
nehec .lournal.
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McCarty. Catholic,
Sunday.

last
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Gilmore, of steamer May Oueen.
sawed his hand badly one day last week.

yards
Carolina, has at length
have walked over the allotted territory
to
resigned,
escape impeachment for hato procure the unheard of artibitual drunkenness and other irregular- necessary
The smallest baby ever born alive died at New
we may say more on the subject of
cles,
York the other day ot exposure, caused by m«»v
ities, presented by a colored member of
from one house to another. It was t he ollkprnm
ing
JUdIC-IOtiS llliyiHg.
the legislature.
of a woman named Connell, ami weighed at birth
Our summer like days luive gone, snow
only twenty six ounces.
The preaching of politics from the pul- ean be seen oil the distant hill tops, and
:lu
Samuel Perkins of (ileuhurn. w hile lyini*.
track in the K. A N. \ railroad yard under the m
pit is not a practice to be approved : but Jack Frost is busy about the crevices of tlueiiei* of liipior, was run over i»\
a tram hacking
if it must be done, we think the sample our dwellings. After all the copious rains into the engine house. His right arm was er:;>hcd
and
several
cut otf
lingers
given by Beecher, on Thanksgiving, ac- of the past week the grass in the public
*i
one
Governor Van Zandt of Rhode Island
cords with the spirit of the day, and the squares was as fresh as in spring time. of tin* famous Narragaiisett
turk«*y>. with hi*. emu
in
for
(lowers
came
from
the
woods
the
to
President
Thanksgn
of
liberal Christians. A synopsis
Hayes,
May
views
pliments,
it weighed, when
White House,
about Plymouth, and we were sull'ering till mg dinner at the
will be found in to-day’s paper.
dressed. eighteen [»oimds.
kinds of discomforts from winter clothing
In one of the towns in northern \\ oreoter
The New Jersey Democrats intend to and heated houses.It is rumored that
eounty, Mass.. wlieiie\cr the vouug fellows wish
to take their girls t-< rule the mothers of the girls
make the inauguration of (ten. McClellan, an
enterprising showman is negotiating charge ten cents
for tin* privilege, which goc> to
as Governor, on the third Tuesday of
for a rare exhibition.
He proposes to help pay the minister's salary.
Senator Gordon is about to receive from divers
January, an occasion of unusual interest. gather live hundred of the handsomest
Carolinians a gorgeous gift in aeknowledg
They think that the General has an ex- women in New England, and award prizes South
It i> a beautiful
incut of his political services.
Court of South
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Nathaniel Greene, formerly a prominent
Democratic politician of Massachusetts,

and they
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thinking about
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ing and feeling in

the mild
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A number of Belfast men have goue to Cali for
nia this fall to seek employment.

The Canadians say that then* might m
lie good feeling enough on our part to pa\
up the ti\e million fishery award at once
There is a difference between good feel-

tooth brush imaginable: Bubin bottles
bis perfumes in cut glass bottles no larg-

wo

response to

The Rev. Father
vices in this

can

have several, if the Opinion
It can be
will agree to publish it entire.
It
got into less than a column of space.
would

are

will pass for the tirst
occurred last week.

Capt Fred

a

by constantly exciting their curiosity

of which

They

Good Evening” please writ

What
season

not many squares away that can boast of

in remind to tliat letter, and never allowing them to read it. We care little about

ers.

fun.

soon commence a eour>

The month just. rlo.Nod has been
Novembers on record.

give us a week of rare
always sure of crowded

houses.

the side

oil

e>t

less of the tiro.The

or

to

tor the ice crop.

stormy and disagreeable

The Odd Fellows will
assemblies.
Will the author «»t'

to adopt them, we should not
have quite such heavy doses.
1’irn runs
of such a play in the short space of tiro
months is ton much, and we advise anare

ready

a

again!

somebody

orphan,

was

..

deficient in that skill

lightly
ready acquiescence in laws and | The Senate Contest. One Democrat and one
perity,
many, and the merry faces of a few days
an acknowledgment of the rights of the
Republican are Seated.
since will know no greater clouds than
colored race. And they see, besides, that
The contest over the vacant scats from
the everyday trials which come to pom
confidence
returning
begets prosperity, Smith Carolina was continued on Wedneshumanity.
and that business flourishes. They see,
day, when Conover voted with the ReNext in turn for again da is i In istmas.
also, that the tranquility of the South
publicans to give Kellogg’s case preced- There is much to be gleaned in watching
and its improved business prospects, reence over Rutter's, which made a tie, and
the preparations for the holidays: someact upon the North, and that trade is enwas carried by the casting vote of the
how it seems that each season brings more
couraged here. It is hard to acknowledge \ ice President. The rest of the
day was elaborate developments, and surely this
all this, for those who have prophesied a
consumed in various motions, when an
In one
one is not to be ail exception.
directly contrary result. Hut- the people adjournment to Thursday was carried.
of
trade
the
constant
especial department
at large cannot tail to perceive it as well,
No progress was made next day. i>n Friextravagances and fascinations are most
and are giving to the wisdom I hat dictatday, at tlie close of the day’s session, an j noticeable that is the
toy stores. The
ed it, their approval. This approval is
agreement was arris ed at to vote first on time has come when Dolly’s outfit is as
founded upon what has been actually
the Spoilord and Kellogg ease, anil in one elaborate as that of
any fashionable belle
achieved, upon results drawn by skillful
hour after its decision to vote on the Rut- at
Her
street suits admit of
Saratoga.
management from a most unfortunate ha- and Corbin case. A resolution was
not only the jaunty pull-back and sweepstate of affairs for the country.
The
then passed to seat Kellogg, yeas do, nays
ing panier, but she sports a complete outgratitude which is thus evoked from the •d8, Conover and Patterson voting
yea
lit of jewelry -ear rings, brooch, bracehearts of people, reaches beyond party
with the Republicans, and Davis of Illilets, w-atcb and chain, neck chain and
lines and parti' considerations, and takes
It was then locket and holds in one kid
nois with the Democrats.
gloved band
hold of the mind and heart of the citizen.
voted to seat Itutler, yeas do, nays 'dis
a sunshade, in the other a Russia pocket
Mr. Hayes has done a good and patriotic
I Conover and Patterson voting with the
book. To follow her home would be to
and deserves commendation for it.
thing,

of

concert, so near at
hand, will be the musical event of the
season.
Such talent is not frequently
united.If the Two < (rphans would find

other

tilled,

are

The boys have commenced to slide
walks.

straw color.The

or

ponds

City and County

lay.

dollars per dozen, are the latest.Plum
color is again much worn, especially with

pipings of pale blue
Gary and Kellogg

of the

Thanksgiving

meeting an army of blondes in undress uniform! We doubt if he would
keep his sitting.Gold hairpins, nine

not find a mar-

lost entirely, the
hard competitor.

unusual heat proving a
We imagine there is many a proud bird
strutting about the poultry yard that owes

whether the officers

ment demanded

uncover

particular

the time as a black letter day in their existence.
Turkeys and chickens sold as
low as seven to ten cents per pound, and

of the fatal error, with the view
likely to be an

exceptional

reunion—all hur-

comfortable extent, standing room, in
many, being totally denied. The weath-

say

to ascertain whether it is
case, or

in the

rying to the different railroad stations.
Many of the trains through the day carru'd twenty-one and twentv-tive ears earn
and two locomotives, and toward evening

unpardonable offence,

tor it.

smart

stylish suit which deft fingers had fash-

wreck,

im excuse

daily toil, and

The

and

one

copious lunch basket; young men,
with only the satchel and the indispensable walking stick; happy faced girls, let

hours, was ashore in the most dangerous
part of that dangerous coast, a hopeless

be

were

the street.

the

from his stateroom to the dintable. And yet the ship, in twelve
as

an

on

Families, with the toddling little

igating officer should have known his way
well

“carpet-baggers"

News

not

are

Hull

Florences

the most notable feature

nothing specially intricate or
perilous about the navigation. The navas

that day.

on

undergarments

only fashionable, but utterly indispensible to a disjtinque toilet.
Fancy Sitting

fixings, shaken hands with our fellow sufder the circumstances that accompanied ferers, and are again at the steady going
the wreck of the Huron. The ship, Hub; but there is a downcast feeling in
staunch, well appointed and manned, the region of the stomach, which is sugprovided with all that experience and gestive of Thanksgiving. What a day it
it
science could suggest to ensure her safe- was! dark, damp and disagreeable
all
of
the
interwarmth
required
friendly
steamed
out
from
ty,
Hampton Roads on
that fatal Friday afternoon. The wind course to keep one's thoughts front straying to the outside, and harboring a genwas fresh from a stormy quarter, blowing
eral feeling of abuse. It is wonderful how
on a lee shore, and the sea somewhat
rough, it is true; but the ship was in- a habit like the family reunion of New
tended to meet and overcome just those England Thanksgiving will fasten itself
conditions. After passing the lights at upon the public; and we would really like
the Capes of the Delaware, the chains to know the actual decrease of population
sacrifice of

that the country’s pride and prestige are
seriously hurt for it has a pardonable

to-day.

The progress of refunding the public debt has I
of an irredeemable paper currency,
lbrapid and satisfactory. 1'nder the contract
existing, when I entered upon the discharge of the regards silver as too fluctuating and tin
duties of uiy olliee. bonds bearing interest at a rate
reliable to be made a measure of values,
of 1 per rent, were being rapidly sold, and within
three months the aggregate sales of these bonds
and that its unlimited remonetization
had reached the stun of s-.MMi.000.000. With my
sanction tin* Secretary of tin* Treasury entered could not fail to be an evil, especially to
mon use.
into a new contract for the sale of four
per cent,
An absolute equality of commercial value, fret*
those of limited incomes,
lie says in the
bonds, and within thirty days after the popular
from disturbing tluetuations. is hardly attainable,
siibsrr: pi ion >r such bonds was opened, subsrrip
plainest terms that the public, debt should
and without, it an unlimited legal tender for pri
turns were had amounting to
which
vale transactions assigned to both metals would
be secured from the effects of any plan
were paid for within
ninety days after the date of
irresistibly tend to drive out of circulation the subscription.
this process, within hut little whatever which would
Uy
dearer coinage and disappoint the principal oh
compel the creditor
m-'re tiuiii one year, the annual interest on the
ject proposed by the legislation ill view.
to receive for a dollar that which is not a
deb:
was
in
reduced
the
sum
of
Sd.77A,000.
1 apprehend, therefore, that the two conditions I public
1 recommend that suitable provision he made to
dollar. This, the President truly says, is
of a near approach to equality of commercial valenable the people to easily convert their savings
ue bet ween the gold and silver coinage of the same
dictated no less by the principles of honinto < ho eminent securities as the best inode in
denomination, and of a limitation of the amounts
which small savings may he well secured and yield
for which the silver coinage is io he legal tender,
than by sound financial policy. Hana
moderate interest. It is an object of public j esty
are essential to maintaining both in circulation.
to retain among our own
people the seeuri j ning parallel with these views are those
It' these conditions can be successfully observed poiiex
lb> of tin* I'nited States. In this way our countrv
the issue from the mini of silver dollars would af
i> guarded against their sudden return from foreign ( upon the matter of specie resumption. He
ford material assistance to the community in the
countries e.itised by war or other disturbances hcevidently believes the act providing for a
transaction to redeemable paper money, and would
\ olid our limits.
facilitate the resumption of specie payment and
general
resumption in 187P to be a pledge
oi l;
Sim i'lNC IMI UKMS.
its permanent establishment.
Without these eon
from which the government cannot recede
ditions 1 tear that only miseliiet and misfortune
Tin* commerce ol'the ITiitcd States with foreign
would follow from a coinage of silver dollars with nations, ami especially tin* export of foreign pro- with either
honesty or safety. It was acthe quality of unlimited legal tender even in pri- ductions. has of late years largely increased, hut
vate transactions.
tin* greater portion of this trade is conducted in
cepted by the world as an additional exVny expectation of temporary ease from an is
foreign vessels. Tin* importance of enlarging our
pression both of our intention and ability,
sue of silver coinage to pass as a legal tender at a I toivigu trade, and
especially by direct and speedy
rate materially above its commercial value is (1 am j interchange with countries on this continent, caii
and ought to stand.
It can be pretty
persuaded) a delusion. Nor can I think that then* 1 not 1m* overestimated, and il is a matter of great
wo
that
clearly
seen,
think,
any bill makis any substantial distinction between an original
moment that our own shipping interests should
issue of silver dollars at a nominal value material ! receive to the utmost practical extent the benefit
silver an unrestricted legal tender, or
ing
ly above their commercial value, and the rcstora- ! of our commerce with other lands. These eon
! ion of the silver dollar at a rate which once was.
repealing the resumption act, will encounsid.•rations an forcibly urged by all the large com
but lias ceased to be.
mereial cities of tin* country, and public attention
ter the executive \cto.
of
the
issue
our
i>
reduced
and
gold coinage,
ertainiy
generally
wisely attracted to the solution of
The President apparently does not view
in weight materially below its legal tender value, j the problem they present. It is not doubted that
would not be any the less a present debasement of ; Congress will take them up in the broadest spirit
the achievements in the civil service line
the coinage by reason of its equalling or even ex ! of liberality and respond to the public demand
by with
satisfaction.
The tone of his refeeding in weight a good coinage, whieh at some practical legislation upon this important subject.
;
past time had been commercially equal to the legal
Tin*; -it*i.v mots.
marks
are apologetic rather than tritender value assigned to the new issue.
The very serious riots which occurred in several
In recommending that the regulation of any sil
umphant. It is alluded to as ‘-my atof the States in July last, rendered necessary the
vcr coinage which may he authorized by Congress
tempted change of custom." And the
should observe these conditions of commercial employment of a considerable portion of the army
value and limited legal tender. I am governed by to preserve the peace and maintain order in the discussion of the
subject is burdened and
States of West Virginia, Maryland. Pennsylvania
the feeling that every possible increase should be
Illinois. These disturbances were so ibrmid
saddened by a consciousness of failure,
given to tin* volume of mctalic money, which can and as
to defy the local and State authorities, and
he kept in circulation, and thereby every possible able
that cannot be concealed.
aid alforded to the people in the process of resum- the National Executive was called upon in the
mode prescribed by the Constitution and laws to
The remainder of the document is deing payments.
It is because of my conviction that a disregard furnish military aid. 1 am gratified to be able to
voted
to the mention of the usual themes
state
that
the
sent
in
to
these
calls
troops
response
of these conditions would frustrate the good refor aid in suppression of domestic violence, were
sults which are desired from the proposed coinage
of a message—the treasury, army, navy,
able
the
influence
of
their presence in the dis
by
and embarrass with new elements of confusion
and uncertainty the business of tin* country, that I turbed regions to preserve the peace and restore foreign relations, Ac., of no immediate or
order
without
the
use of force.
In the discharge
urge upon your attention these considerations.
special interest.
of this delicate and important duty, both officers
NO SII.YFK l’AYMI'Ni OF Till: M UT.
and men acted with great prudence and courage,
Taken altogether, the message is a
1 respectfully recommend to Congress that in
and for their service deserve the thanks of the
creditable state paper, and one especially
any legislation providing for a silver coinage and
country.
imparting to it the quality of legal tender tln*re he
to be commended for its wise and judicious
I ll); ItlvDI V 1'ION OK Till. ARM V.
impressed on the measure a lirm provision exempt
to the first day of July last the army was
treatment of the great subject of the poing the public debt here before issued and now iu Prior
accordance with the laws reduced to the maxi
outstanding from payment, either of principal or
litical pacification of the country.
I pon
iMKl enlisted men. being a reduction of
mum of
interest, in any coinage of less value than tin* pres
Ml below the force
Tot
previously authorized. This that overshadowing subject the firmness
cut gold coinage of the country.
reduction was made as required by law entirely
civil sKiivn i: kki uk.M.
from the infantry and artillery branches of the of the President has never faltered from
The organization of tlit* civil service <<l tin*
service, without any reduction of the cavalry.
the date of his inaugural to this time.
I'nder the law as it now stands it is necessary that
cimutry lias lor a number <»1‘ years attracted more
and more of public attention. S«» general has he
the cavalry regiments be recruited to 100 men in
His positions upon the.subject of the coincome the opinion that the methods of admission
each company for service on the Mexican and In
to it. and the conditions of remaining in it are un
dian frontiers. The necessary effect of this legislaage, and the general finances, will meet
sound, that both of the great political parties have tion is to reduce the infantry and artillery arms of the
approbation of men of experience and
tin* service below the number required forefficienev.
agreed in the most explicit declarations of the nc
ccssity of reform and the most emphatic demands and I concur with the Secretary of War in recoiii
judgment the world over, and in their in1 have fully believed these declarations
for it
mending that authority be given to recruit all
tluence upon the policy and legislation of
and demands to be t he expression of a sincere con
to at least f»0 men and all batteries of
companies
vietion of the intelligent masses of tin* people upon
artillery to at least 7b men with power in case of the country, will be most salutary.
tliis subject, and that they should be recognized emergency to increase the former to 100 and the
and followed by earnest and prompt action on the
latter to Pi** men each.
A J ust Punishment.
part of tin* legislative and executive departments
Till: NAVAL UKl'ART.MKNT.
of the Government.
In pursuance of the purpose
The report of the Secret art' of the Navy shows
The ease with which scamps who have
indicated before my accession to other I endeavor
ed to have my own views distinctly understood, that we have six squadrons now engaged in tin*
financial trusts have escaped
betrayed
of
our
commerceand
other
du
protection
foreign
and upon my inauguration my accord with tin*
ties
to the naval service.
The eondi
merited punishment has become a grievpublic opinion was stated in terms believed to be tion pertaining
and operations of the Department are also
11lain and unambiguous. My experience in the
It is refreshing to note that
ous scandal.
executive duties has strongly continued the belief shown. The total cxpcndituics for the fiscal year
June JO. 1X77. were £10,077,074.7*4. There at least one of this class lias been
ending
in the great advantage the country would find in
brought
observing strictly tin* plan of the <^institution, arc unpaid claims against tin* Department charge
The Security Life Inwhich imposes upon the executive the sole dutv able to the last year which are presented to the to justice recently.
and responsibility of the selection of those officers consideration of Congress by the report of the surance
Co., of New York, having failed,
who. by law are appointed— not elected ami which Secretary. Tin* estimates for the fiscal year com
meneingJuly I. 1X78, are £D».'JJJ.TM.40, exclusive it became pretty certain that it had long
in like manner assigns to the Senate the complete
right to advise and consent to, or to reject the of the sum of £2.dl4.’2JI submitted for new build
been in a rotten condition, and had been
nominations so made, whilst the House of Repre- ings. repairs and improvements at the several navy
yards. The appropriations for the present fiscal propped up by perjury in swearing to
sentatives stands as the public censor of the per
year commencing July I. 1X77, are £1 J.oOTOdTOO.
Ibrmances of official duties, with the prerogative
The amount drawn from the Treasury from July statements of its assets. There had been
of investigation and prosecution in all cases of
I to Nov. I. 1X77, is £.'>J4.J0J.740. of which there
dereliction.
returned, under sworn statements, $5( 15,
is estimated lobe yet available £1 .OJO.bTX.JO, show’
The blemishes and imperfections in tin* civil
ing tin* amount of actual expenditure during tin* Odd worth of property, when there were
service may. as I think, be traced in most cases to
first f«.ur months of the present fiscal year to have
a practical confusion of the duties assigned to tinactually but $81,IKK) in value. $485,000
been £4.J1J.;»0’.U0.
several departments of tin* <Jov’eminent.
.My pur
is too wide a margin for an error it was
pose in this respect has been to restore tin* system
established by the fundamental law, and to do this
deliberate perjury. Robert L. Case, the
with the heartiest cooperation and most cordial
The Wrecked Huron.
1'resident, was a man who stood well in
understanding with the Senate and House of llepre
sentatives. The practical difficulties in the selee
Washington, Dec.-T The Secretary business circles, and had a high personal
tion of the numerous officers for posts of widely of the
Navy lias received the following character. Yet he was the man who had
varying responsibilities and duties, are aeknowl
despatch from the wreck of the Huron: sworn to the false returns. He was inedged to be very great. No system can he expect
Examined the Huron with divers aft.
ed to secure absolute freedom from mistakes, and
the beginning of any attempted change of custom
Kind upper works gone. Roth decks have dicted, arrested, tried and convicted, and
is quite likely to be more embarrassed in tliis re
Moated up nearly to the spar deck, so that last week was sentenced to live years hard
sped than at any subsequent period. It is here
the Constitution seems to me to prove its claim to the divers could not get in the ward room. labor in the state
prison. It was a rightThe undertow and current are very bad.
the great wisdom accorded to it. It gives to tin*
The
effect upon others
eous sentence.
Executive the assistance of the knowledge and The
spar deck is entirely'submerged, the
experience of the Senate, which, when acting up
similar trusts will be salutary,
side
feet
under
holding
being
port
eight
water;
on nominations as to which they may be disinter
will be obliged to blow up the spar dock and the property of men all over the
ested and
impartial judges, seem as strong a guaranty of freedom from errors of importance as is to see if there are bodies in the ward room.
who trust their interests to inperhaps possible in human affairs. Jn addition to The ship seems to be hogged. The pivot country
tliis I recognize the public advantage of making
surance companies, will be safer for that
is
in
place.
all nominations as nearly as possible impersonal. gun
sentence.
If the senses of being free from mere caprice or
favor in the selection and in those offices in which
A burglar entered tile residence of Hon. Lot .M
is
of
greatly increased value, 1 be
Morrill, at Augusta, Tuesday night, and a private
special training
A portion of the President's message
lieve mn'h a rule as to tin* tenure of office should
watchman in the house had a hard struggle with
into the columns of the Newr York
obtain as may induce men of
leaked
a stab in
the
breast
and
other
him,
qualifications
receiving
proper
to apply themselves industriously to the task of
wounds. The burglar tiuallv escaped, leaving his
Sun several days previous to its delivery.
these
in
becoming proficients.
Bearing
things
dirk-knife, an iron hilly, lnit. and nag brought to
mind 1 have endeavored to reduce the number of carry away the booty in.
“Saint seducing gold" did it.
been

Letter

Correspondence

a

Amendments might be made to the revenue laws
that would, without diminishing the revenue, re
liev<■ the people from unnecessary burdens. A tax
on tea and cotfee is shown
by the experience, not
only ol our own country, hut of other countries,
be
to
easily collected without loss by undervalua
tion or fraud and largely borne in the country of
production. A tax of 10 cents a pound on tea and
two cents a pound on coffee, would produce a
n v.-iiur exceeding >I A.1)00.000 and thus enable
<
ongress to repeal a multitude of annoying taxes
yielding a revenue not exceeding that sum. The
internal revenue system grew out of the neeessi
ties of the war. and most ot the legislation
imposing taxes upon domestic products under the system has been repealed by the substitution of a tax
on tea and cotfee.
All forms of internal taxation
may be repealed, except that on whiskey, spirits,
tobacco amt beer.
matter of

Huron.

Journal

a war of races, and a suspension of lmsi
lint inness, ami to say I told you so !"
stead they behold everywhere peace, pros-

less foundation, of searches, arrests, embarand oppressive taxes upon the property of
American residents and of unprovoked interfer
once with American vessels ami commerce.
It is
due to the government of Spain to say that during the past year it has promptly disavowed and
otfered reparation for any unauthorized acts of mi
duly zealous subordinates whenever such acts
have been brought to its attention. Such occur
renees cannot blit tend to excite feelings of annoyance. suspicion and resentment, which are
greatly to be deprecated between the respective
subjects and citizens of two friendly powers.
or

a

of the

party, chiefly on account of his persistency pride in its sons who uphold the tiag on
in clinging to certain ideas and purposes the ocean.
Nothing that can be done
which they regard as heretical. There is now will efface the record. The good
The
too much satisfaction expressed with tin- ship's bones will sink in the sand.
recovered dead will be reverently buried.
course of the administration towards tinsouthern state governments, and the man- Hut there can be made rigid scrutiny into

goes

i>

Lobs

occurrence that wounds

not only against the rules of the navy,
hut of the merchant service. There can

1

It

ar.

circumstances is

Another year has passed without bringing to a
ifest result of that course, to draw towards
close the protracted contest between the Spanish
him the gratitude of those w ho have looked
<*i.v’eminent and the insurrection in the island of
Cuba. While the I'nited States have sedulously j
the southern policy as a wrong to
upon
abstained from any intervention in this contest, it
themselves and to the party. They hoped
is impossible not to feel ii is attended by incidents
alleeting t he rights of American eitizens apart from j to be able to
point to continued turmoil
the • licet of the hostilities upon trade between the !
I’nited States and t’uba. Their progress is inev
in those states, to jealousies of caste, even

\ M KND.M K NTS. To

It is

The annual message of President Hayes,
with the exception of some comparatively
unimportant portions, will lie found in the
radical members of the President’s

ITHA.

itably accompanied by complaints, having

The
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ter systematizing of methods and rules of admission to the public service and of promotion within
it. as may promise to be most successful in making thorough competency, eliiciency and cliarac
ter. tlie decisive tests in these matters.
! ask the renewed attention of Congress to what
has already been done by the Civil Service Commission. appointed in pursuance of an act of Con
gress bv my predecessor, to prepare? and revise the
* ivil Service rules.
In regard to much of the departmental service, especially at Washington, it
difficult
to
may
organize a better system than
that which has thus been provided and is now being used to considerable extent under my direction. The Commission has still a legal existence
although for several rears no appropriation has
been made for defraying its expenses. Believing
that this Commission lias rendered valuable service
and will be a most useful agency in improving the
Administration of the Civil Service, I respectfully
recommend that a suitable appropriation, to be
immediately available, be made to enable it to con
tinue its labors. It is my purpose to transmit to
Congress as early as practicable, a report by the
Chairman of the Commission, and to ask your attention to such measures on this subject as in my
opinion will further promote the improvement of
the Civil Service during the past year.

linei uireel ions.

«•

»

changes in subordinate places usually made upon
tin* change of the general Administration and shall
most heartily co-operate with Congress in the bet-

world, and that legislation which looks to main
turning the volume of intrinsic money to as full a
measure of both metals as their relative eommer*
eial values will permit would he neither unjust nor
inexpedient. 1 ask your indulgence to a brief and
dcliiiito statement of certain essential matures of
many such legislative measures, which ! feci it
my duty to recommend.
I do not propose to cut t tlu* debate represented
on both sides
by such able disputants in Congress,
and before the people and in the pres.-, as to the
extent to which the legislation of any one nation
can control this
question even within its own holders against the unwritten laws of trade and the
of
laws
other
The wisdom
governments.
positive
>f Congress in shaping any particular law that
nay he presen4 •<! for my approval may wholly
supersede the necessity of my entering into these
considerations, and 1 willingly avoid either vague
or intricate inquiries.
Ji is only certain, plain and
practical traits of such legislation t’ at I desire to
recommend to your attention.
Jn any legislation providing for a silver coinage,
regulating its value and imparting to it this quality
<d h-gal tender, it seems to me of great importance
that Congress should not lose sight of its action as
operating in a two fold capacity and in two dis-
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l'ccoyni/cd to appear a! tin- jail M-mda- aft-*rtioon
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The parties were mi board s.-h Forest yucen
Belfast. Mathews heii-y master
Idle ny^im,
was s-dd in Banyor. and on be in*? eonfr.-iit-- I aint
i-haryed with stealmy the same n. detective
Walkei. they it his demand
ive up the Uione\
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their posses
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the forest t^m-cii was lviiijf on
Lewis w hurl Mathews cairn- down

while

near

the purpose «-f t ui ainy tin- .-ss-d around
U bile there In- saw three
,.-’i paddie ashore m a
boat, in which they ha-1 a lot ••! nyviiiy. He saw
them hide it away ah>->. Lew
wliart
\ft.-r the

early

for

had left. < apt M.rth.-ws aroused Blake, took
the riyyiuy from its India : pia.-e ami secreted :
elsew here
\\ hell the vessel w.iS readv t,* sail t«»r
Banyor it was tak. u .m hoard Blak»- ai-o testin.-d
that a portion of the riyyiuy sold at Banyor was
his own. which was taken on board at
Buck-port
where lie bclonys Tli.-re was no testimony that
men

»*«*<t tin* riev.ing w ,th tinthe prisoner* were discharged.

li llaruiona. .»i»
apt. Robert Lime
l)unn*r. one of tin* owner* of srh. Man Kamov,
testified that hr idcntitied a portion of thr riggum
as belonging to that vrssrl.
It is plain enough
that tin* rigging was stolen, hut who did it
Tin
'•i

<

night police on Monday picked up two trumps—
John .lours, belonging in Starks. Mr., and Honn
t’layton of St. Louis. Mo Tltrv were brfore thr
ouTursday when Jours wits srntrnrrd to tivr
lahor at thr alms house, and thr Missourian
was sent to jail for three days.
Atnasa Jackson,
of Hclmont. was before the court on Wednesday
on complaint of Win. Crosby, for drunkenness and
court

•lays

riage stations.Quilted satin petticoats Abneinau of Pine Island, who is 106 years old He
are much in style in black, cardinal, and
fought under Napoleon at the Hattie of Waterloo disorderly conduct. Hr pleaded guilty. and was
and was also in the Russian campaign and one of
drab.Everything is Japanese, jewelry, the five survivors in his regiment, lie is hale and let oil by paying a tine. It appears that Amasa
and a friend both well set up, called at a restaurant
chatelains, belt clasps, cloak fastenings hearty and can travel several miles a day.
and

buckles.ltound waists are
slowly returning, and will be worn with
belts.A new material of the Dolly Var-

slipper

den order is

produced

for

morning

wear.

The Journal says that the rain of Sunday night.
Monday and Tuesday, caused the highest rise of
water i'11 the Kennebec, at Gardiner, since the fall
of 1869.

deep

on

The wharves

were

covered several feet

Wednesday morning, and the cellars on
were partly tilled.

the river side of Water street

on

Tuesday and ordered

an

oyster

stew.

While in

the stall they drank from a bottle, and when they
emerged Atnasa felt iu eouditiou to suppress the
Tureo Russian war. but was finally squelched and
lot Iced iu jail

Something

little like winter in this weather.

a
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Matters.

Trox.

ity roll Afaeeouuts for the month of Novas allowed, amount to "do.*:*.\!»».

W.vshi xerox, x„v. HO. The feature
***
to-day s struggle over the (’untested
election eases in the Senate was the vioI•emau Kills accompanied. the boy tramp
lent attack upon the Administration hv
!
tin* Ueforin Sehool on Monday.
Senator
Patterson. Humors that Mr. Pat1 i:.* i<»hl wave has swept over the land, the
terson was going to make a sensation
ji iirv has departed. ami rain is falling again as
were
floating about the Capitol before the
write.
session began.
Ilis appearance with a
of the saddest sigkt> i> a family sitting
dow^ formidable mess of manuscript confirmed
utfast when they have b*va forgotten by tin* Hie minors and made him the main cen11

'.-•.v:

u

■

Tragedy in

I'AliEKSO.N ATTACKS TUB ADM1XISTKA-

•••

tre of observation.

It was

nearly

8 o'clock

when he obtained the floor, but once
started lie made the Senate for the next
Liverpool
hour and a half more
exhilarating than
days.
ety
the opera boutt'e, and vastly more
enjoyHay ford i* erecting a m»w building on fVd- able to the Democrats. The
manuscript
.-re-l. near the foundry.
be used for the and the man were as
dissimilar as .Junius
and Soidene. The manuscript was a comk ha* a new lot of iho.se beautiful ami pendium of pavlimentary vituperation, li
W *..dt
<>s*rood heliotype en.rravin.rs.
Tkov are savored ol Hill Chandler, (jnv. chamberlain and Jim Klaine, and its
authorship
:ag like hot cakes.
avariously ascribed to all three. Its
<
Cutes is lii possession ot' u ealla lilv.
rounded sentences and classic allusions
mammoth variety, that has reached the
had the high polish and heartless sarcasm
-;_rht of live feet
ot Chamberlain, its brilliant
audacity ir>' Us h e..' oeeu
[;Siteed ill the Masonic resistibly suggested Maine, while Chandi;. i thi- !"■•! iueai
iy <1 ited. which about ler might stand god-father for the venom.
s’'
The declamation was of the worst. The
th.‘ outside work.
speaker dashed back and forth in the
A M K u i, ;
i nitar m i. t- been
••iuraged
space cleared for him, threw back his
tvI lecture- m this
ity ill .Ian
head and shoulders, dashed his fingers
-*'.ti'iu ’liars hereafter
through his hair, kicked a chair against
lCl) L«>di!‘e ot thud Templars \vn> a chair, tore his passion all to tatters,
't' i-it't Knox o.i
Monday. by Worthy jerked out his words and made nearly
I
ar Charles baker.
every emphasis in the wrong place. The
the l u.i tivuu church m-xt Sunday incongruity of such a man firing off such
a speech may be imagined.
Before openu i
dock. be, ture by the pastor. IS. v
ing fire upon the Administration, Patter!■
bv
the "Rights of Children.
sen pain nis
respects to Lonkhng anu
v *tt
:r.
i:
s anon
was wrecked on Tuesdav.
Edmunds. and ii must be admitted is
o.' i...
"t it wheel
Most of the contents
square with both. Alluding to Conkliug,
tie* h\ d ran be aw that Hind- alwa\> seek a
he declared it was the height ol' inconsistency to accuse him of infidelity to
<■ .unnanded
liarue>n:
by
apt L. I>. party when no accusation was made during the c isis last winter against the SenMo* kt«.'i. has just nude a |>ass:ure from
ator from New Vork (Colliding), although
.* .'
1f a
i. 1.•
t
til cin.'ii ill IS
the Achilles of the Senate was opposing
i.l'his parly, or at least sulking in his tent.
:a_i -•*.
’he 11
Mr <..• ideinuiirlt WM> 11 is allusions to
Edmunds were as tlatly
'■
11 m:
1
i-*«L uliile
nloiu; one day hud insulting as the rules of
parliamentary
-•••k and iv;-'"va-'t
sen■ el> wound across the
He spoke of
language would permit.
Edmunds's outrageous allusions to the inwii.row •*
p«.: a toes wa* strewn aloiur Main dietmeut pending over him as an "occasion in which an honorable Senutoi eott*'r**ei on Monday ••wiiv.
bit;/'on a cart eoinine
erted himself into a mere huckster of
’ih. h
‘-.it 1
i»**i ttjem -tip without -wear
malignant libel."
Pointing his huger
at Kdmunds and assuming a
straight
.1
K
l*it* L*
v
>!■•-.-. J. \V
Iivieriek
tone of intense disgust lie said, "1 have
va•
;vi:n.s:.d !' lin-.-.
draw
as jurvnn-n for
been calumniated in a wav that would
■.
»f court
vi rmncri.t.
the cit\
Ngain he said. "I
appal a lishwoiuau."
M«>nday ujirht.
shall bear with as much philosophy as I
'la' ‘■■•'fi
Mahili.ii -•! Belfast rnal loaded, nr
cai command the sneers of enemies and
a
■•'"111
t
on Momlii.s
tin
after a vep.
vituperation of blackguards.'’ Mr.
i ’:
a j t a i:
Kdmunds's face flushed angry red, and
yas-a.:"
!'.-;n»rl bavin-; had
is bad Ii nil -ill
Mr. Cmikiing tinned his hack on Patter.!{<•* < id.
;'
'ii and grimly
•'
i>
pulled his moustache,
me,
ernnient
rejiori
11y
'flu-attack on the Administration was not,
*I.:U *
n:i>
.!!>•• iI \v hi u -f lii.ltoil ,f t }|t_.
even cloaked ill tile thin Veil of politeness.
a
0:1 "t tlietas.for tin- jiiv.seiit \ car. Tim
It wus open and insolent. Very cleverly it
■]!•-; led is over -Iill.illH1.00
v as
predicated on the Hamburg massacre.
1 Veit lias sue. veiled
’1 ml ti u
th roiia'h the After
reviewing the details of that maseminent provision- for another .seeti.m of
sacre, asserting Butler's innocence of it
h-wab
l'weijic I.v.- rods of walk h:i\e l>een
and adducing Republican evidence in
built a TOSS till* SWUIUJ- It t lie Murk I’lUld.
proof, lie charged that the President was
lb
s
l‘arker J. i- handy
.-n cl-vied col
responsible for the non punishment of
"" t!..
the Hamburg murderers. "Who holds
ta
->
In
-.w- i'-. i.
S;.,
th
back the arm ot justice ."' bawled Patter1 s
1
and ihe comjn-n-.it n-n ii * -d at liis former
son.
••That man whom we placed in the
i e
!.t. si*, and live :»«•; cent rbr the re.-.peeti* e
W hite House, that mail holds back Untl’s
arm of justice in South Carolina, and lie
The city ifoYrniineiit lia- -tablistied a fee fbr
is responsible.”
Then be found fault with
Se»' n 11
al tile ! e.\bridye
It
S| the President for
deserting: bis friends and
!•’ muter lifty t-uis.an
.* he all over that
conciliating Ids enemies. He accused him
1 tee.
f they ludoiljr ill Belfast
Vessels from
of
black ingratitude" and provoked a
e
and
; me- an* chartred
'!!! :•• l»\
tin* foJlt*\vin,r allusion !•» Pivsi
I he brst
inastjuerade !>a!l *l the seasnti will be dent Hayes’- Cabinet : “.New robes from
til State and Interior IH-partment were
■'* Hi. bud Hail
m
’!»list mas mylit. bv
found for returning prodigals and musty
lie
'e-i
\ suli-eriptiou paper is b.-in,;cireiilated
folds of the Confedi rate flag were gently
-'.e who \iisii
to ait., id and already a lartfe
unrolled anil a Key found to lock tinm her ot our ti r-\
il./.ell- hav. -lib-eril.ed
See.
doors ot the Post t'ftire I lepartnient
llicr llolii «• next U eek.
against Southern Republicans." Again,
"
1 h■ 1 '"111!
ofii nils ha- been out ot' t.-wil
after railing at the President's attempt to
on
Visit
Saul oil * .al mus a doa. that
ii-tive tin- old Whig party, he said: “If
b:ua.s!'-i
absence w as as l.uiesollle as a do_r
the President can go down into this val1
tie- eanitie wa< do/inir in
day
ley of dry bones and rehabitatc them with
r'*”
’!
s st<*le
...e
n’I-man who\ ej-\
life, lie will prove himself the champion
e -em biei 1
on"
Ills 11: s 1
nas-llic; aloilLf the
i i-si:rivet i'mist of the age.”
Again, “The
**11’.t!i ■•'!••
mil l
<tue dash' d thromali
rcligi" is element of the Smith worships
1-- j 'ueit-'l
do."in’-'-' (ml\
disap|ioint Cod and the I)ein-m-racy. and will not how
I' •'-! K'-ais*.
! e-t'i .I. e|
down to :he hram-ii image which this King
.* to Set lb- that
■' h
uceii ahtss.
Ni-b-.ieh.idne/./ar hath set up.” The antiSenators looked solemn is owls at
:e■:• i•!'-*:n-11 !.,
li-'liilay.- bring .ait our llayes
these allies, hut did not seem mortally
'*•
D*a
foil ",
will In* S'*i*11 11\ ,i glance
ill'cndcd.
Messrs. Matthews and Hoar
1
m.
i'-i.rge W. Burkett A- Co.
and the Ad ninistration men looked glum
*‘i:g'*si
r.i •k-. of
and
dry
fancy and angry as they realized that their coli-.r sturoir.-red by them. To in
leagues were saying what they felt but
>’
iurg.-r trade i!
announce a large re
dared not say themselves, through this
11
,:i1
:te-r |
a liieli cannot fail
to
man whom they all despised, and who
He*!
IJ. II. .lolinsoij «v
po’iulan?had naught to lose.
In introducing his
a f In- prices of t !i»*ir
speech Mr. Patterson said: “1 have al'•
'd-f.- go. ids
>
C.
iiii-Ji
1! be appreciated
ready announced my intention of voting
This is one of the oldest
to seat M.C Butler as Senator from South
1
»
io; a first class .vputa
Carolina. I will vote as cheerfully to scat
:oi1 k i- '•
ery .‘a i. A Harris announces William Pitt Kellogg as Senator from
i*
N i"a 'J ork. of
I have resisted every motion
Louisiana.
ready made cloth
•♦•tings. : mushing goods. Ac. Hr. 11. is
to give tin- Kellogg ease precedence, beir.i i.i I.j -••incut* to customer*.cause by a vote of the Senate the ease of
W. 0.
Mr. Butler was brought before the Sen*v
»re the first to announce real holidav
ate tirst.
Had the ease of Kellogg been
'k j■ -it iire-i■!11
A
Thev are elltel
brought before the Senate tirst I should
i:
ul m even : in:
ha\i acted as steadily against displacing
t{
ine All !. iVc .1 -I I-, reived from the west
it.”
1
-*"st
<(•!',r. Wm. Frederick, ot Belfast, has just
.i
passage from New Vork to
in
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Consumption Cured.

Englishman, aged

an

a

LOW PRICES!
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of Lumber

Lli.sworth,

Dec. 1.

Firms.

.1 D.

SPECIAL

hemlock extract, have suspended.
Liabilities about £100,000, about one-half
unsecured. Hopkins, .McDonald <1 ( n..
composed of nearly the same persons,
steam-mill owners, also suspended. Repeated and heavy losses by fire, added to
business depression broke them down.
They have the sympathy of the entire

A.

lamentable tragedy in
Bradford county. Fa., tin* other day.
William
Roberts. 2:1 years old. asked a young woman u horn
lie had been courting to marry him.
She laughed
and said she intended to marry another, naming a
rival whom Roberts especially disliked. Roberts
at once went home and hanged himself.
When
the girl heard of her lover's suicide, she exclaim
ed "Oh. 1 intended to maria Billy. I was mile
b asin
him.” ami then swooned awav
a

Bright's Disease, Kidmv.
Bladder and Frinary <’omplaiuts. Piabete>. Travel
and Dropsy II n s Hkmkdv cures Incontinence,
Secretion of Trine. Mental and Physical Dcbilitv.
Female Weakness. Pain in tin* Back and Loins,
(icncral Prostration.
IIi ni s. Hkmkdv cm

sleep, creates an appetite, brace
system, and renewed health is 1 lie result
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WIumi a man begins going down in the world,
the shoemaker will give him a lift, it lie’s got a
i[iiarter: ora welt il lie 1 asu't (Worcester Press
Did I mde Ned could never have become a nielli
l» r of any colored society, because, no matter
what his i|ualificntious, lie would at wavs be Mack
bald. | Plain. Herald.

Slop that Cough,
will terminate in that dreadful disease, eon
We
are aware that a prejudice exists
sumption.
among many persons against medicines which pro
fuss to ( lire a cough or cold when bordering on
consumption, or even when the lungs arc all'ccted.
but we can assure our readers that Wisi \i;'s Bai
sam <»!' W i.n < 'llicijkv will do all this : and in mak
ing this assertion we speak from exponenee, liav
iug suffered for months from a cough, which after
using many remedies without any relief, threatened to terminate seriously. \\ e were. bowevtM*, so
fortunate as to secure several bottles of Wistak's
Bai.s \m or Wild Cmi.krv. and are now entirely rid
of tlie cough, and restored to our former 11 a 111
To those sutiering in a like manner we recommend
this excellent preparation.
•John <L Wkstakkk. editor of the Chronicle.
Klizabethtmrn. Pa. March -’i*. 1871.
»o cents and s! a bottle. 8ohl
by all druggists.
oi

it

in Spain at a dinner party the oldest lady is always seated first. In other words, she is tlu- senior
enter of the occasion
[X V. Com. Adv.
Tin-:

amount

of

I'kstimon\

Selienck'> Pulmonic Syrup,
ti• *11.

far exceeds all that

the pretensions of

au\

in favor of Dr.

as a cure

can

other

Scheiiek's Alnianac, which

for

Consump

be brought to support
medicine.
can

See

Dr

be had of any

1

ki-s brands of

hra’ed

dm; only ii: first clas\ :d--ut»•*<. tiers also make known flit*
•C
h. ■> e
in w and
large 1m ot cloths
lothing for 11 .• winter 'rude Their large
dealer.'I' -ak wed tor tilt*in
.1. W Clark.
1

•

1

e’-t

i-.r-

some

ami
v

ei

-Toe deaicr

on

High street,

low figure.- on his new and
in another column.

Iom-I ins notice

"

Beecher’s

iiev

■

!' Car lioot
id

Hour, for which

Thanksgiving

Sermon.

lirrrlirr's

■

-■

free

of charge, containing tlu* certifi-

of many persons of the highest respeetabiii
who
have been restored to health, after being
ly.

sermon Thanksgiving- day,
incurable by physicians of acknowl
mostly of national affairs. Unsaid: pronounced
■There is no parallel to the conduct of edged ability. Sehenck's Pulmonic Syrup alone
tin- blank tiH-n since their freedom, exhas cured many. as these evidences will show but
cept tie- nonditet of their masters in the the cure is often
promoted by the employment of
South. So lone as the south polluted the
was

fountain of Justice and sought to pollute
U
upon
Mr. s. J. Atwood, brother of the conscience of the North. I denounced
1’ |V‘* -'cwm.ii ;i" on tin* *J71h. of
them fearlessly and on every opportunity.
intla.uma
hut now my heart turns to them with zeal
:,oU '■'* :tl'
l;,ia:u
He was contidential clerk and
i love them.
Their
and admiration
his exti naive bus
noble conduct since the war, infinitely
At m
I fri< mis
s
by his {.leasing
more than wipes out
i:i*• and bn sines.everything that
ualitieatioiis
before, jl.oud and prolonged
happened
'C KNH A u
Buriihu.il is
have a slioe factory,
applause.]
e
town
purchase tin* cheese factorv. ami
Some men said it contravenes human
C ellev
Co
of Y-wport. are to put in ina
experience to suppose that you can ever
tierv and maiuifaet re hoots and shoes.\n
have in America anything more than a
evv Starrcrt. aged »h
years, died suddenly No
number of provinces ruled by a central
‘nber doth
He was alone at the time
his and monurvbtal authority. Well, in their
laughter was at one oi the neighbor's, and when anomalous condition at the close of the
returned found him sitting on the lounge, his struggle, the Southern states were
provhow .•!: his knee and his head
resting in his inces, but where in history have provinces
Mid
He had been in usual health, and heart ever acted as did these despised states ?
'ease was the
The men of the South had stood up for
pro!.able cause. Mr S was a re
their convictions, and they were victims
b M" 1 citizen and had been a member of the
Method's! church for twenty wars.
of the cause of slavery and were plunged
No men on tile face of
-U si.oi.o
Simon 1>. sprain,*, an old and well by it into war.
tbe earth ever carried themselves better
j.nown citizen, died on the goth and was buried
or more nobly.
When ruin was their
i’i; .Masonic honors «>n
he JAd_It is rumored
portion and their fortunes were poured
that our island town abound.- in silver ore. a eon
into the open maw of war, they arose to
t iuuution of the Sedgwick vein, that dives under
a nobility that w as sublime.
| The church
the bay and re appears her.-.
Many think, how
shook w ith applause. |
that catchiii
lot.stius imore certain and
\ii
lleecher then referred to a new
1 he fiiMiii m-i
>-ed has been v'erv
profitable
peril the peril of infamous dishonesty
successful men ha. i.m 111: 0.• from two to lour
that of repudiation of the count ry's debt,
hundred iloilars each besides doim their farming.
lb- claimed that, the foreign population
•About all our coaster-. have liatded up in the has stood
sternly for the payment of the
harbors and creeks
The pupils of the High debt, and he wished to be understood as
•m bool
held a levee at Bvdei
Hall reeonth
hereafter advocating full liberty to the
o oi.n \ n.i |..
The recent heav y rains done humblest individual in tbe masses of our
ht.l 1 tt
foreign citizens, lie opposed legislating
damage, except washing tl.e roads had
tie- standard of finances, saying
Mr I. A Darker whose
buildings were burned upon
Congress could as well legislate silver
the can;, la. ha- got new ones in a stale of for
into gold.
" ardness
Mr. \ L I ndioek had a
slight para
I He silver issue lie characterized as
t.e shock hist week
Dr Neal, the
attending
repudiation, and said whoever
suppressed
s,i
i.it!
ot
a Mrs. Clark, who died last
pi.v
week,
with the standard of gold, tammade an autopsv and found t wo tumor.-, of about tampers
pers with everything that is important to
•-is and f'»ur
pound* in weight, which lie thought the
country's good and prosperity. It is
* »s the
a-e before her deci Use
Thanksgiving time there was enthusiasm and excited; y not being- favorable for the usual merriment,
ment upon this question of the silver
the voting people postponed their
hilarity till swindle, lv,cry man, woman and child
Christmas
Musicand dancing have an exhilcrat
ought to stand out in open warfare against
»ug and healthful effect upon those who have a
the infamy of this suppressed repudiation.
taste for the ex--rei.se
it is proper and commend
lie said the prosperity of this country is
able when conducted with propriety
We read assured. Speaking candidly, I should prethat David of olden time was a servant of (iod, ; fer the great
Ueptihliean party by which
and that he danced before the Lord
the country was rescued from peril, should
——
continue to hold the helm, but if its hands
have become paralyzed, give me some
Appointments by the Uuvornor.
other strong hand.
If the light of the
Tlie Governor has made the following Republican party have been extinguished
nominations :
Alvin K. Hooper, Ells- and can no longer guide the ship of state
worth, Kish Warden: James Boberts, along the rocky coast, give us others.
' inalhaven. Pierre MeConnville,
Bangor. (Applause.]
We cannot all'ord to wait for any party.
Notary Public; Edwin Lane, Vinalhaveii. Inspector of Fish; James Jl.
Stuart, As I said I should prefer to see the reins
Hampden, Trial Justice; George Hamil- left in Republican hands, but if it is to be
ton, Dexter, George W. Hall, Hangor, otherwise ordered I tell you frankly 1
John K. Mason, Hangor, Ruel S. Carter, shall not shed tears.
[Laughter.] The
Bradley, Sylvester .1. Walton, Skowlie- dominance of the Democratic party is a
gan, George F. llarriman, Belfast, John thing in which I can candidly say I shall
'I
Eafolley, Stockton, Justices of the meekly asquiesce and for which I shall
Peace and Quorum ; Samuel Aiken, most certainly not hud fault with Providence. [Laughter and applause.] It is
Bangor, Pilot for Port of Bangor.
not the downfall of the Republican party
There were lifty-four failures in Boston lost which we have to fear, but it is the
UIOI1,h
Liabilities
assets $i45.08S. danger, the awful danger of repudiation.
..

Druggist,
cates

two

I!. S.\

These additional remedies

are

Sehenck's

Weed Tonic and .Mandrake Pills. By the time
ly use of these medicines, according to directions.
Dr. Selienek ccrtities that most any case ot Con
sumption may be cured. Every moment of delay
makes your cure more difficult, and all depends on

Sea

the judicious choice ot a remedy. Sehenck's Mandrake Pills are an agreeable and safe cure for Con

sumption caused by biliousness, and also for sal
low complexion and coated tongue. There is no
better

at his principal otllee. corner Sixth and
Arch Streets. Philadelphia, every Monday, where
all leiters for advice must be addressed.
1 w-Jd
Sehenck's Medicines are for sale by all Druggists.

i;

in r.

No.

••

Prices

Iictu.il

■

1

■

■

Taylor thought that

could
have her husband in the army and be happy. The
"pinion of Mrs. (ienoral 'Pavlov would be more
valuable however. (Worcester Press.
Ceneral

no

woman

Shiloh’s System Vitalizer.
authorized h» guarantee this remedy for
the cure of Dyspepsia, Inactive Liver. Sour Shun
aeh. Constipation. Loss ot' Appetite, coming up of
Pood, Yellow Skin, and Cem-ral Languor and De
bility. You must acknowledge that this would be
niiiioii
unless we had positive evidence that it
will
You who are suffering from these com
plaints, these words are addressed -and will you
continue to sutler when you can be cured oil such
it is for you to determine.
terms (
Sample hot
tie 10 cents: regular size 7b cents.
Sold bv Rich
ard II Moody.
e

Astonishing

Success.

It

is the duty of every person who has used
;k's (iF.U.MAN S V LI T to let its Wonderful
qualities be known to their friends in curing Con
Rose

severe Coughs, Croup. Asthma. Pueu
monia. and in fact all throat and lung diseases Xo
person can use it w ithout immediate relief Three
doses will relieve any ease, and we consider it the
duty of all Druggists to recommend it to the poor
dying consumptive, at least to try one bottle, as
•10,000 dozen bottles were sold last year, and no
one ease where it
failed was reported.
Such a
medicine as the (Ikkman Svrit cannot lx* t<•«»
widelv known.
Ask your Druggists about it
Sample Bottles to try sold at 10 cents. Regular
size 7b cents.
For sale by R. 11. Moody. Belfast
Kitiridge. Rockland : Fletcher, L’amden: Smith A
Sons. Searsport ; Robinson, Thomaston; also to be
found in Waldoboro and Bucksport.

No

Then* is

Failure

Known!

record where Dr, Morris’
Tar, Wild Cherry and Horehonnd lias
Syrun
tailed
satisfaction.'
On the other hand,
give
wherever it has been used by our people, in severe
colds, coughs, asthma, bronchitis, croup, whoop
ingcough, and consumption, they are enthusiastic
in its praise
Containing no opium or other dan
gerous drug, it does not constipate, and is safe to
administer in all conditions of health. This is an
important announcement, and the suffering are ad
vised to heed it. Trial size, 10 cts.; large size, 50
cts., and One Dollar. Sold by \V. 0. Poor «fc Sou,
sole agents for Belfast, A. J.’Jordan agent for Or
land, ft. B. Stover, agent for Bucksport. Also
agents for Prof. Parker’s Pleasant Worm Svrup,
which is sure death to worms, pleasant to take*,
trad requires no physic.
Price 25 cents. Try it.
of
to

no case on

following bargains

ever

supply of standard articles.

is

Tiicy

to l.e ottered

if

even

they

buy.

ook rill

W M.

46 inches

POOR A

(i.

4000 Yds-

Button and

Per Yd.

more

COTTON

36 inches

wide, 50c. Per Yd.
Former Price, 62 1-2c.

No. 78 Main Street.

The subscriber has just returned from
j
NEW YORK with a \ ERY LARGE

\Nf shall also oiler FIFTY Fairs Mali's

of those

36 inches

wide, in all Shades,
Per Yu. runner price

ouC.

i

Market.

Largest

Size

BLANKETS I

jliUBBEll
$2.75
From

Ill tin*

At $3.50 Per Pair.
SubiiTt to a slight I M I’E K F Kt'TloN,
Worth si.."ill IVr I ’ail.

1)1 I .1

\

(d Mill

At

a

i

LADIES’

LADIES’

Five Hundred Yards

Only

SHADES AND FIXTURES!
I aiu prepared to sell at such

LOW HIK ES

induce peo-

Kl.MKMIlER Till! PLACE.

:

NYi* shall also oiler lou jmirs Lad.vs' Call and

12 1-2c. Per Yard.

Pibbii Vi\u. Polkas
*1-00 unil *1.I!2.

Regular Prices $1.25 and $i.50.

aged

78 Main St., Belfast.

Blankets,

BON TON CORSETS!
Only

Shawls,

White Flannels.

GENTS

Repellents, Cloakings,
Felt Skirts. &c.

The Popular Clothiers, offer

ami Jo not pay

AT

; Call and

Specials of Ladies'

PORT

OF

Latest

BELFAST.

ARRIVED.

SAILKI).
Mary Farrow, Warren, Northport
Orion, Patterson, Newhuryporl: Abby Gale, Darby,
Boston: Cameo, Stover, do; Lari, Puttershall, do;
Mazourki Holme-, do; Sea Flower, Bobbins, Grand

See

Ksperanza, Smalley, Philadeljdiia;
t.adie. Bydcr, Hurricane Island.

G.

We have the I.Alt' IKST ASS< >KTM !.\T to be found

city.

in the

At

will, sell

cool' Overcoat

a

$4.50, $6.50, $8.00 & $10.
’Ve will

s* c* us.

save

subscriber, in tin- town
of Waldo, a Hound, wearing a collar tnurked
1 he owner is reijue.^teci to prove
C. O. Wyman.
property and take the log awav.
.b)HX A.' I
!\v :
SI* VULDlNt,.

We ha\

e

aOOOD

Have just received

trains

BUSINESS AND DRESS SUITS!

ill run us lolLit* 11nsi, Ut s.l:i
"si.ni., C’it\ Print 8.L’O, Waldo
.n
nrooks * »o, ivno\
inormtike •• .jo, l nity,
'.'.do, Leonard's Crossingin, :irrivinjj :ii Burnham
w

||')\VS.

A KINK 1 INK

Leave Belfast at

Brook.-,
Leonard

s

p.m.,< il\ Point .;.tr_*, Waldo
Knox
I hormlike Lin, i nit \
Crossing I.:*», arriving at Burnhaiii

constantly

on

hand.

A

.,

Specialty.

For

CLOAKINGS!

A

on

good

Provisions, Produce, &c.

Custom

e

now

have

SIKH*, and
trimmed.
not

want,

a

Trade.

few < >vercoats made in

WAKUANTKD

Made

A

Splendid Cloaking! Good
Style! SI.75 Per Yard.

and

a

liiu* St«n*k of

the

Something entin ly

BROS.,
BELFAST ME

RUBBER GOODS!

Iteiueuibci' tin' place,
51 Main Street,
BKl.FAST.

BOARD!
ROOMS TO I.FT Wi
JQ^KSIUABIiK
to
Mrs. C. M.

li HOARD.

MATTHEWS,

Belfast, Nov. 28, 1877.

|

No. 101 Main Street.

A T

MEN’S

THICK

MOOTS,

$2.75, 3.00, 3.50, 3.75.
MEN’S

CAKE

MOOTS,
$2.50, 3.25, 3.75, 4.00.
LADIES’ KID MLTToN MOOTS,
$2.00, 2.50, 3.00.
LADIES’ GOAT MLTToN

OF

ALL

Cheap

for Cash!

Flour a

Specialty.

$1.75 and

The Haxall Flours and a Large
Stock of Michigan and St.
Louis Fours constantly
on hand.

LADIES’ SERGE LACE

Having just received a LAKtiK invoice of Flour
which, being purchased for (’ASH. we are propar

MOOTS,

2.00.
LADIES’ SERGE MLTTON MOOTS,
$1.50, 1.75, and 200.

MOOTS,

$1.00, 1.25, 1.35.

MISSES

MLTTON

SCHOOL

MOOTS,

$1.25. 1.35, 1.60.

Remember the Place, under the Sign of the

Big

White Boot.

WANTED!

KINDS

HAZELTINE & CO.
Family

(Termaiitown W orsteds!

Bonnets, and

A Full Assortment of Shades
constantly on hand.

new

we

in

Frames

making IMush, Satin, Velvet,

tor

lose ol

season.

and Silk Hats and

have all the N»w Colors in th<»-v

<i coils.

A

large lino ol

Feathers, Fancy Wings,

Flow-

&c.,

ers,

Remnant Prints!

which

Yards Good Style Just
Received !

!

\\

e

continue

to

keep those lamous Austrian

Gloves,

K.id

CARPETINGS!

warrant to Wash.

we

Also

which

stylish,

arc so
not

he

departmeut we keep compl*

SHAWLS!

just received

HHr-Ladies,
and

more

ot t!m-

Slipper

we

call

charge nothing

suli.-itedat

<•

with

elegant

Patterns.

your attention
show (<oods.

FERGUSON &

in

&c.

Embroidery,
Have

cun

Yarns, Designs

Worsteds,

11 Cts. Per Yard.

Our Large Assortment Shawls
to be closed out at Reduced Prices !

Five lint ton Kid**

our

beat, only $2.25 per pair.

Our Worsted

Wanisutta 11-1 Cotton!

anil

the

K.1 ci

Undressed

No better Christmas Gift can
be made than one of our Best
Style LOWELL CARPETS.

Only

Selling rilKAIV

wr arc

to *>ur

Stock,

Count r> trade

LITTLEFIELD'S,

I 24 High Street, Belfast.

TIIF.M.'

The Prices shall suit You

Apply

JAS. W. CLARK’S, 3 Phenix Row.

constantly until the

Cotton Flannels!
Splendid Qualities

!

Varying

For Mince Pies
in

<;u

to

Price from 10 to 20c per yd.

see us.

3mU

High Street,

Has just ivrt*ivt*(l

(' VLL AM) SHF

CL’STt >.M

If you want a FINK Overcoat, and do
have not time to he measured, call

ANDREWS
20

Custom

HANEY

Fall Hats & Caps,

or

and

SHOES,

our

W.

C.

line usortnu-ut of

Select stock of

Market-, and shall

F rom Ito.vroN and XK.NY YOKIv
receive XONKLTIKs

Fi'onch

Fine Overcoats !
\\

BOOTS,’

Me.

New Provision Store.
I’110*1 T has taken the brick store,
north side of Main S..,
MW.the Morisou lot,assortment
where he will
of

WOOLENS

e.

RarpiislBargains!

Winterport,

FRED ATWOOD,

Ilis old triend> and customers are invited to call at
the rew location.
M. \V. I' KOST.
Mtf
Belfast, o\. Vo, IS77.

»

!><

CHEAP!

Boys' Clothing,

Returning !.< e Burnham at 1 • ,’n a. m Leon
ard’s Crossing 10.:»■.*, I nity in. at), I Imrndike, lie:;.
Knox 11.10, Brooks, 11. ds, Waldo ll.atl, City Point
l’.'.ld, arriving at Belfast at 1”. m p. in.
la p.m., Leonard’s Crossing
Leave Burnham at
5. !7, IT nity, 0.4o, Thorndke,
Knox ti Ox, Brooks
6.&i, Waldo 0.d’.-\ city Point ti.L, arriving ut. Belfast
p.m.
Belfast

Meat Cutters & Fillers.

keep

Large and

a

At 62 Cents Per Yard.

which

•

Littlefield

Ferguson

our

All Wool Cassimere!

2000

VERY

PRICES!

FRANCIS,

LOOK!

WOOLENS!

H. H. Johnson & Co.

ASSOKTAIKNT of 11.S i KKS at

LOW

Arrangement.
an.l iift«*r Monday, l)»*o.

ON'

broken,

ULSTERS!

Maine Central Time-table.
"Winter

invited to Call
and Examine, to secure a Bargain before the Selection is

Sausage

to tin* holism of the

&

Hayford Block, Bolfast.

are

you money.

FOUND!

DOC

4.

We

Elsewhere.

! CRITCHETT

i

All Ladies

OVERCOATS!

(’ouic and

CIAMK

1 rices.

our

Reusers, $2.75, $4.50, $5.50.

Dec. 1st, sclirs.

Meuan.
Dec. gd, sclirs.

Few of

a

Prices !

before Purchas-

see us

French.

Style!

RIGHT FROM NEW YORK.

Nov.gsth, sclirs. Jachin, (Jet.-hell, Salem; Martha
A. Brewer, McFarland, Boston.
Dec. 1st., sclirs. George Shattuek, Carter, Boston;
Lizzie Poor, Dickey, do; i>. K. A rev, l'attershall.do.
Dec. :’.d, sclirs. Malabar, Holloway. New York;
Susan & Pln-be, dwell, Boston.
Dec. 4th, schr. Badiaut, Hunh, Portland.
Dec. 7»tli, schr. Kmpire, B\an, Boston.

'HIK-

«c.

SPECIAL CLOAKS

NEWS.

Belfast.

OF

Market

ing

Inducements to the

SI 1111

KINDS

ALJL

mon*

Do not fail to Examine

■<

We make a

$1.00 Per Pair.
tin- 1 *ri■

in

h u r> r> i : u s i
Lowest

Shirting Flannels.

ANDREWS BROS

Ever Shown at Retail

The goods were purchased in Job Lots, and will
be offered the trade at LOWwear.

Cotton and Wool Dress Goods.

..I

Misses & Childrens' Goods

-1 X-

j

1

i.u;t.i:sr i.ii.,-

'it,,-

EST PRICES!

Knickerbockers. Prints.

BOOTS

At $4.25, $4.50. *4.75, & $5.00.

Have just Purchased a LARGE
Assortment ot LOW PRICED
FURS for Ladies and Misses

buy.

to

ple

tihittmvn null't/oit'l th< l>u! \unift aiiif /</■'
must be paid for.)
In Winterport. J»*«th ult., Mr. Sylvester Atwood,

will

as

KID BUTTON

FRENCH

Shades, 45,
50, & 62 1-2 Cts. per yard.
Regular price,65 & 75c.

\\V shall also am1 the t'ustuim i

Which

#3.75.

At

(Virpctiiigs., Oilcloths, Window

>

J1 years and
months.
In Islesboro, «let. J.'th, Walter Pendleton, ag« d 1
-'1 years. No\. Dth, Mrs. June Dodge, aged about !
'D years.
Nov. Jit 11. Mrs. Martha Ann Warren,
aged 4."> years.
In Islesboro, Nov. goth, Simon D. Sprague, F.sij !
aged 07 years.
At sea, George M. Wilson, son of the late .Joseph I
Wilson of Tliomaston, of yellow lever, Nov. 7th, on
t he passage between (iuantanaumo, Cuba, and New
York, and was buried at sea. lie was gd Mate on
board the brigJes.se Bliyuas, ( apt. \dams; was in ;
his '{gd year, and leaves a wife and child to mourn I
bis loss.
In Lincolnville, Nov. :7th, Mary A. Clark, aged .V*
'. ears and l.» nionl hs.
In Bockland, Nov. gld, Mr John I. Berry, gd, !
aged -.o years, months and i.’> da vs.
In Hope, Nov. gbd, of dropsy, Nancy II., wift of
Mr. F.pliraim Payson, aged ;g years.
In Mt. Desert, Nov. gist, Nellie M. Page, daughter
of W. lb and Myra Page, aged b years and > mouths.
In Bar Harbor, Kden, No\. g7th, Henry Nickerson,
aged go years.

LADIES’

All Wool French Novelties!

\Iso. all the Varieties of

$2.00.

Kid Side Lace Boots

GREY FLANNELS!

hand.

oil

At $1.75 and

Matelasse

In all Fashionable

Hats, Caps, & Furnishing Goods
always

*1.50, 1.75, 2.00, 2.25, 2.75, 3.00, 3.25,

At

and 3.50.

At 14 Cents Per Yard.

Bary Blue, Seal Bren, 8 Bottle Greta.

o!

til-

t

Special Bargains!

Tremendous Bargain.

Splendid Style

38 inches wide, 80c Per Yard.
Regular price, $1.00.

ST< m K

-h

».*

Hid Button Boots

RUSSIA CRASH!

MERINOES!

Suits from $3 to $14 & upwards

oll'eivd in tile eit\.

ItKt’AKTM I’. NT

OIL COAT BUTTON

Upwards.

cut

l.ADIKS

BOOTS
to $4.00.

Some

2000 Yards Remnants

$4.50, $6.50, $7.50 and

CLOTHS !

:

regular priees,

MEN’S
25 Pairs

67 1-2 Cents.

Also ilii* 1»KST Stuck

Boots

Sample

From $£.75 to $4 00.
The priees of these Boots are *1 «»<* h-s- than

LADIES’

!

specialty.

Sewed

Fine Calf

CLOTHS!

At 4 Cents Per Yard.

Colored Cashmeres!

and well selected Stock of

a

anti Calf Boots at

Boys' Kip

$1.25, $1.50, $1.75, $2.00, $2.25, & $2.50.

Former Price, $1.00.
38 inches wide, 67 1-2c per Yd
Former Price, 82 1-2c.

Boots

Congress

At *3.50, $4.00 & $4.50.

|
3000 Yards

$2.50.

Men’s Fine Calf,

46 inches wide, 75c Per Yard.

St l\.

j

wide, $1.00

Former Price, $1.25.

don't wish

I R \ 0 LI) HARRIS,

.Miiu >uvr{.

Day

this

BEST DRESS PRINTS!

BLACK CASHMERES!

'hristmas.

<

Open

Sold ei'orvwhor" .it: -V IVr ’i d.

Wo shall recede .Nets' Goods even
\\

$1.75, *2.00, 82.25,

Unsurpassed.

for themselves
to

Alexis Buckle 6c Tie,
At
&

these goods.

on

&. $4 00.

Men's Fine Calf Sewed

At 6c Per Yard.

CHEAP! Come and See Prices.

arc

made

*2.50, $2.75, $3.00, $3.50,

At

by

Prices in Every Case Strictly Bonafifie!

Al! are welcome to call in and examine

paid Producers.

III

sumption,

tie:

Baskets, Bird Gages, Writing
Besks, Perfumes, Diaries,
Wallets and the Like,

In Thorndike, Xov. >th, by Ibv. I.. !•;. Ware, .Mr. I
Manley .\. Ward and Mi s Annie Bagiev, both of j
Thorndike.
In I nii
jN'iiv. •*.*<h. 1. .l.iiiii
h. l.aiii'un, Km|.,
[
.lame.' Bueiiann:in Bryant oT I’m;
and.Mi-s Amy
K. I!mv of M al« s die.
In Traukforl, No\ _‘-Jlh,bs lies. |)n\:d liiehard-,
.lames II Brown ol Prospect, and Kivira B. I.aneuf
Belfast.
In Islesboro, .Nos-. v;;d, by < has. Nash,
lameB. Adams and .Marietta Pendleton. Al-o by the j
same Nov. ’‘.'th. < i]»t. I'.lbridge h. Philbrook and 1
.Mi
I'.lizabeth A Ad.urn, all ol 1-'e-boro.
hi I.-ded'ori .No» loth, by Bev.
SmaP. I’.beti I..
Tumnli.s and .Mi s I n- M. Wsman. .Nov. T.*t!i, .Mr.
Silas Dodge and Mi-". Bettie I'eiidli ton, ad of I*|eboro.
In Washington, .No*
d’-th, Mr. LI bridge Na-h and
Martini Kaler, both of Washington.
In Bristol, Mo\. .’1st, Mr. \\
A. hale- of Booth
bay, and Miss Ida Bright man of Bristol.
In Marias die, Nos.jlth, Mr. I red B. Jordan and
Miss .Nellie l). J« lle-.n.
In Kden. NN
Mr Ceo.W Newtnanand Mrs.
Amanda M alls, both of i-.den.
In (jouldsboro, Nov. 'M. Mr. l-adiiaim C. fiippof
Kllsworth, and Mi-s Fannie II. Wiiitten of >teub« n. !
In West Tremont. Nov. \Md, Mr. Otis W. Morey
and Miss Matilda <_ los-un. both of We.-t Tremont
j

are

bo.ooo die annually by neglecting a Cough. Cold
or Croup, often leading to
Consumption and the
grave.
Why will you neglect so important a mat
ter when you can get at our store Sini.oii’s Cos
simitio'N Ci UK with tile assurance of a
speedy
recove v.
For soreness across the Chest or Lung’s
or Lame Back or Side. Shiloh’s Porous Pla.-tf.l
Lives prompt relief
Sold by Richard 11. Moody.
Ha< k m ft a n. a popular and fragrant perfume.
Sold by Richard II Moody, Belfast. Me., elsewhere
by dealers generally.

Kip Boots

Customers to

Games and many Presents for them. We will sav that the prices named
the Children.
in this Advertisement are the LOWKsT
I lie

50 4 $6.00

MEN’S

IN

j BOYS’ SUITS AND OVERCOATS

l)r.

W

! $3.50, $4.00, $4.50, *5.00, $5

j Consisting of Overcoats, from

sionally

■

i Fine Custom Calf Sewed hoot

all the rage.

1*1**-*i" < <•: n< ! |»«*r lit
r.r.t Onions per 11»
u.t
> >il
Butter Nall prr'boN
1
kerosene j.( r gal.
:
< ’urn
:
;o:ir Pollock per lb
1 be. i
per bu.'li
Corn Me:il p< r bu h T-n.
Pork Pack per lb
:
< ’lice.-•< per lb
>' l.u
1*1:1"t er per lib!
t». live Meal
(‘odli'li, dry, per lb.
per lb
j
< ’rauberrie*
b< Short * per ct
p< r i|i
$1
I lour j.MT bbl.
Salt ,1.1. j>er bUeb
bo
Card pi-r lb
1 :;.*i 11 Sugar per lb
l''al 1 l
I.ime per bbl
<>0 Wheat Meal
lab

for a disordered stomach and all the Wm.
I
evils resulting therefrom. Dr. Selienek is proi'es

remedy

i HIND

Boots

Pegged

MEN’S

CURRENT.

PRICE

S ! ‘.INIa I 1 I'd
11: S '• ton.
dried per lb
.‘ad Hides per lb,
r,i
Means pea,bu.sh $ ^.\.\‘>uv..<o Lamb per lb
‘.at.
Medium s'.H>a..
Lamb Skins
£l.oua 1 .an
Yellow K\ eloaJ. *u .Mutton per lb
.at'.
Mutter per lb'
<)ats per bush
b,
Meet' per lb
•ai» I*<»iat(»
i..a.*u
per bush
Maries per hush
••■'»a70 liound Hooper 111
t>a7
i ial"..Straw per toil &<’. iJOaTJ*"
Cheese per lb
( liicken per lb
Salt) Turkey per lb
! .’:ll I
(’all' Skin- per lb
10 \ eal per lb
ike *
''.ilii Wool Wasbetl per )!.
Duck per lb
-j■ >
’»
d<>
!a
W
ool
u
uwa
he
1
lb
CtfSC per
pi
!• owl per 11*
Ta> Wood bar.I
s l/.oaa.Uu
(ioosp per lb
said Wood soft
r::.iioa *..7.o

other remedies which Selienek provides lor the

purpose.

to Bloom.

Setts and Ring Trays.
Call the attention of their
Gilt & Class Candlesticks,

MAH It I K I >.

take

Ready

in all

Largely Increasing
Departments!

At $2-50, *3 00. 33.50.

1 oilet

!< if U'n l.hl /!<;• (!li ./Olir/IIIl

Produce Market.
Apple.-, bush, s

-Pungencies.

mail

a

Sales

Fine Custom Calf

—

dw,d

is “rooted to the spot" bv fear, does
he branch out before In* leaves'
| Xorris’own
Herald.
W hell

SALES!

We shall offer this week Men's

Ornamental Lava Flower Pots.
Stag, Wolf, and Fox Heads
For Dining Rooms.

••

-Fills,

Dry Goods,
Cloaks,Cloakings

Elegant Stork Vases.
Great variety in Majolica Ware.
Fine Bronzes. Creoiyte Ware.

MARKET.

>

Dr. < 1 raves' 111. \i: 1 kim. r katui; has sold largely
and been universally recommended by druggists
as a cure for Heart Disease, and lias •riven satisfac
lion, as can be seen by reference to a letter re
‘•eived from I W. Kinsman, druggist. Augusta.
Maine.
"Ilavim: sold at retail more than across o' your
Hi.aui His.i i.a inn. I take pleasure in
saying that
it has given great satisfaction m even ease l have
heard I'nmi. Almost every day I recei ve tcstiuioni
a is similar t<» the one inclosed.
F. W Kinsman."
S-uid your name to F. F. Inu.au.s. •uncord. .N.
II.. fora circular eoutainintr a list of testimonials

REDUCTIONS!

SMC MvElvS SETTS

Mon da y. Dec. d.
1*' tii-i
W o quote choice New York and Yer
moot fall butter at .’.ia-j>c; choice creameries at \.'<a
die; good long dairies at
a»’-'<*; choice Western
dairies at Wa'FJe; Western mill hotter at l'.’uHc for
common, ami Haluc per lb for fair lots.
Aki-.sf.-Wc quote line Western and Northern at
!- l-dal le per 11.. good do at llaL'e; tine and fancy
factory at Ida hi I- "c, and common and medium at ‘.'a
11c per lb.
!■](.«.s—We quote Fp.-t «.*!*>< at
l’Oc■ Northern a:
L'hcj »c. and strictly fresh ones would bring 20c
per
do/.
Bkans—Pea beans are in lair demand. Ye!! -w
eyes remain scan e. We quote pea beaus at $1 1
mediums.il s: load’
»; vellow eves at
U)u
'J do per bush.
!’• m i. itv—We quote Chickens am!
good
[Turkeys,
to choice, at lluidc, and common to lair at "i!o.
Fowls range from sal!.
AlTI.r.s We quote choice at s
J do, but winter Iruit in store houses would not he taken out less
than $ I on. t omntoi: apples arc selling at jf-J duad no
per bhl.
PoTAi"!
1 he market is quiet at doe tor P.angor
Jacksons; Hotilton Jack-unis --11 at Ode, and Northern potatoes at d u per bush.
11 a
\ N
S t; \ \v -We juote
prime Northern hay
at
ISa 10 for coar--■. y
for medium, ami $ If-per
ton for line; pour ha;, .i!
»;
Western at Shialv.
Straw $1-'. per ton tor r <•.

cures

and

STARTLING

MWV STYLE

CARD.

BELFAST
Hi NT's I* k.nikdv

Son’s,

Whi'iv you can furnish the whole
family
with Pretty (lifts for a small sntu.

NOTICES

BOSTON

Tin- Blaekfect Indians an* very much alanmV. at
th* attitude assumed by Sitting Hull. Fears up*
entertained of trouble. Sitting Bull says lie would
like to know when the Almighty gave’the Cumuli
an Govern me Lit the
authority to keep the Indians
from killing buffalo. Sixty Tetou Sioux have join
<*d Sitting Bn!! since the Commission met. lb- ns
sumes an air of supreme defiance.

ot

Wm. 0, Poor &

l-i all who are suffering from tlie errors and imii
eretion* of youth, nervous weakness, early decay,
loss ot manhood, &c., 1 will send a recipe that will
cure you, 1RF.P<>F
UAI’GK
This great remedy
was disco\ered by a
missionary in South America
Send a 'clt addre.'Scd envelope to tin* Rky .Joski-h
T. Inman. Station T>, Bible House, A-York.
lv 17

community.

girl's coquetry caused

BOOT £ SHOE

IN THE PRICES OF

A'l

HYACINTHS

Hopkins &

The new meeting house of the Free Baptists at
Deer Isle was dedicated the 11th ilist. The new
eiittreh is a neat building, with a seating capacity
of doil.
It was projected ami nearly paid for L\\
the persistent efforts of a few hard working w«.
men.
The beginning of this enterprise was a sew
ing circle ten years ago. to which each woman
contributed om* egg and one skein of woolen yarn.

REDUCTION!

f-

-o

BUTT S MBS’

GRAND

Out Sale |

Closing

want to Retrench on

DROP IN

[Tehr.acana (Texas) Presbyterian.

lumbermen and manufacturers of

V

I^you

covery to the JWtorui. and shall not hesitate t<
recommend i1 to all who need such a medicine

Failure

I-

■*

pin.'.yl

month ago (they have frequently quarreled). ami who has since been living with
one I'ratt. it is
alleged as a paramour,
concealed himself in l’ratt’s cellar last
night, and early this morning, when Mrs.
Davenport came into the cellar, he pounded her on the head with a ball club and
then stabbed her in the right breast with
a butcher’s knife.
Pratt, attracted by her
cries, rushed down stairs and grappled
with Davenport. The two fought some
\\ e w.*re expused
i't We.
to :• pitiless storm,
time, when Pratt received a six-inch cut
that wet our feet an ; st<a kn
and indeed our
across the abdomen which let his intesperson ail o\er. 1 !;.<•: v. t*.. U a era* kin*? c<dd.
tines out. The neighbors, hearing the which brought
threat and >cv<jjre symptoms
itlio t\
cries, rushed in and separated them. of fever. Th
I'ratt cannot live long, and the woman's plunged oui ‘eet in hot water, wrapped ns in hot
blankets, am! sent
;• f. ; third sou tor a bottle of
life is doubtful.
Davenport is in jail. AYKt: s Cm.;. L*k« : »im
It is a splendid mediI’ratt is an American, about
fifty-live cine—pleasant to take, and did ihe job. We slept
years old, and is said to have been a soundly through the night and awoke well the
next morning
We know we owe our quick reMethodist preacher.

•••

■'

»I*i

i.u.x. i A< !.x ri.<ci.
Lu\
bad placed in his hands l*y an East India missiontin' Iho formula of a
simple vegetable remedy, tor
the speedy and permanent euro of
consumption,
bronchitis. catarrh, asthma, and all throat and lung
affections, also a ]>ositive and radical cure for
nervous debil’ty and all nervous
complaints, after
having tested its wonderful curative powers in
thousands of cases, has felt it his duty to make it
kmnv.i to his u fieri mr fellow s
Actuated by this
motive, ami a desire to relieve human suffering. I
will >e:nl. free *•!' charge
aii who desire, this
English, with full
recipe in Herman. F:
directions for pr-pai ng and using
Sent by mail
addiN
g this p per VV
by
'V. Shcr ’r. I y. l v >r, !»':«••
Eochcst.-r .V V
IvrAJ.

An

.Mat-

-JO.

titty years, whose wife left him about

■

..

a

Mass., Nov.

ed to Sell at LOW FKLCES for the same
We re
invite all CASH customers to give us a
('ALL. and in all eases where Hour does not prove
as represented, wo pledge ourselves to make it so.

spectfully

FLOUR CHEAP FOR CASH !

HAZELTINE & CO.

WIDOW OF JO, A SITUATION lo Do
light housework for her board and m. in.
3\v22f
Address, Mrs. B. M. H., Belfast Post Ollier-.

B\

A

NEW VARIETY STORE !

DRESS GOODS!

You will tiind

Now is the time to secure Special Trades in Dress Goods,
as our All Wool Goods
are to be closed out
r e g a r d less of
P

r

Now .Muscatel

Raisin*,.

NieelR. I. Greening Apples
New R. I« Cider,
PURE

o fi t.

.lust

VINEGAR*

CIDER
Received

Lot of Nice

a

Teas, Coffees and Sugars,
TSTow is Ycmr Time.

li will pay you well to call anil examine

my Stock of

-AND—

Rubber
G.

W.

Clothing.
HANEY.

o-l Main Street, Belfast, Me.

Carpetings,

Oil

At

Cloths,

Hemps, Straw Mattings,
Curtains, Curtain Fixtures,

constantly

on

Feathers
hand.

&c.,

Thu patronage received by us the past
year, has been large and pleasing to 11s,
and renewed efforts will be made to make
our Prices Keen Lower, and the Stock
more varied and attractive.
Domestic Catalogues of Fashion, Free!
Goods delivered to all parts of the city promptly.

Remember the New Store.
83 Main St.
City Block.

GEORGE C. WELLS.
A

l.AliliK

LOT

OF

LAUMf SOAP!
Pound Bars for 5c Each.

Snow
Neat and

Shovel.

Good, only

FREIOHT

70 Cents.

PAID.

FRED ATWOOD, Winterport. Me.

Shutting Out and In.

Detroit’s

! shut tin; lovely daylight out,
The dying day, that's growing dim—
Two wondrous planets stealing out
Above the roseate evening’s rim.

;

La'-1

darling of the waning year—
My garden, daughter of the spring
roses
bear November’s tear.
by

I

11

w

long and sweet the joy you

I shut your

lingering glory

I

bring.

1 shut you out. I shut you out.
Bear little friends of bud ami flower :
«»u've hail your day so long and
bright.
Vr.other's is this brief, best hour.
\

we

prize

not

sight;

quite.

Suturn and .Mars, eousummate stars,
I
turn my eyes from von.
Ye two
from the vasts afar.

slowly
who,

Come close together in the blue.
In awful tryst, embrace, commune.
Then part without a sigh or sound :
With clinging rings and clustering moons.
Move swiftly down the dim profound.

Says, somewhere
Beloved,

| Mary Clemmcr
The

we

in

on our

New

;

Yes, anything

planet's day—
that shining plain—
long, long way.

The Hoses.

it closes.<
Doth darker and colder grow,
flic root s of the bright red roses
Will keep alive in the snow
as

Tin* robin will wear on his bosom
The vest that is bright and new.
\ nd the liveliest wayside blossom
Will shine with sun and dew.
S». when some dear joy loses
Its beauteous summer glow,
Think how the roots of the roses
Are kept alive in the snow !

A

Lord. with liow small a thing
prop up the heart.against thegrave!
\ little glimmering
Is all we crave
The coming of a love
That hath no being :
The thin point of a little star above.
Flashing and fleeing,

Tli"!. canst

t

ontents

our

being.

The house that never will be built: the gold
That never will be told :
The task we leave undone when we are cold
The dear face that returns not, but is lying.
Licked by a leopard, in an Indian cave:
Tim coming rest, that coineth not. till, sighing,
We turn our weary eyes upon the grave.
Ami Lord how should we dare
Thither in peace to fall.
Hut for a feeble glimmering even there—
Falsest, perchance, of all !
W e arc as children in thy hands indeed.
And thou hast easy comfort for our need,—
The shining of a lamp, the tinkling of a bell,
Contents us well.
| llobcrt Buchanan.
Thank (hid for the trunk of the tree, which ear
the sap into the branches, and even to the
outermost leaves! Thank Cod for the whole Bible,
not merely for the four gospels!
[Dr. ,1. H. Vinrics

cent.

livery kindly word and feeling. e\ery good deed
and thought. e\ cry noble action and impulse is like
the ark sent dove, and returns from the troubled
waters of life bearing a green olive branch to the

soul.
The lowest resignation is not to be found in
martyrdom it is only to be found when we have
covered our heads in silence and felt. "I am not
worthy Jo be a martyr: the truth shall prosper,
but not by me." [George Lliot.
He that is much in prayer shall grow r ’• in
He shall thrive and increase most that is
grace.
busiest in this, which is our very traffic with
heaven, and fetches the most precious commodi
tics thence.
[Leighton,

in inscribed in large letters. “History of England. “History of the Crusades;" but when
you
open them you find nothing but emptiness, with
the exception of the* dice and counters. Vnd many
men bear the name ••Christian" who are inside all
emptiness and rattling nothing [ tfethuno.
in

The public* morals lie before us to-day injured
hy the neglect of law. that school master of many
uiind< injured by the material pursuits of the era
"liieh led lie* inultitude away from the soul: in
iered by the torui of reason which attempts to tiud
G.»d by an argument rather than by the instinct
<a the heart
injured by a theology which does
not sutlieieutly exalt a virtuous life.
These are
adverse winds which beat back the ship of the*
soul as n struggles toward the better shore*. True,
the tiieologytlV.it tell people to do nothing, that
doing will undo” is an immortal one. [Prof.

Swing.

the passing years, and of the limita
tions thereof, there are certain things which you
will not escape, but which you will be overtaken
Your eye will betray you. Your
by lirst or last
.-baking hand will tell the story. Your whitening
hair tells it already. You remember when you
were so young that you ran like a deer.
How
heavy your foot is now! You remember when,
to
wait
to
climb
over
a
fence,
scorning
you put
y<»ur hand on the top rail and sprang over at a
bound. How patient you are now in climbing
over a fence!
You remember when, on coming
to a hill, you went rejoicing up, almost wishing it
Now how willing you are to pause
were higher.
on its summit, and regain your lost breath !
Now
and then a man puts these things together, and
“I
am
not
as
as
I
I
once
and
can
.'.ays.
was,
young
not hear as much as 1 once could.’’ I suppose
•'tune men could open a vein in their arm, and see
their life ebb away, though nof many : hut we see
our life ebbing away continually.
One symptom
< oincs.
and or ever
rying, lie ready to depart
that is outof sight, another courier from the other
life says. ‘Prepare to depart.” And scarcely has
that goie*. before another messenger appears’ say
I am sent to begin to take down the tabe’r
mg.
iiitc!«*.
1 will take something away from your
cars.’’ Another takes something away from the
Another takes a little away from the heart.
yes.
\Vother diminishes the cells and weakens the
force of the lungs. The digestion grows less and
less strong.
Men walk more and run less, and sit
non*, ami stand less
They love quiet, and begin
>o see things in a subdued
light. They don’t want
i»» quarrel as much its they used to ; it is too much
trouble: and people say, “Grace is growing in
them," because their force is diminishing. Many
><c these
tilings and mourn : and the voice of men
in antiquity was a sigh in view of their decaying
.'treugth : but how much nobler is the voice of the
word of God which says. “Though the outward
man perish, yet the inward man is renewed
day
'fake what you will from the hair, from
by day
the ear. from the eye, from the tongue, from the
head or from the foot, and give me an equivalent
in the spirit, and I will part with them joyfully,
old age has nothing but emancipation in it. rl\>
die here that we mav live beyond is to perish as
an egg that we may fly as an eagle.
[Beecher.
In view of

finally disposed

of

yesterday by

disease, and as a
dropsy in the left lea. The stomach was healthy,
but was entirely empty. In drawing up a certiii
cate of burial, the causes of death wen* said to be
“plitlu.sispu]iiionalis.tabt*smesenterica and Bright
disease ot tin* kidneys."
>

“Mamma, did they

to have carriages in Jerusalem ?” asked a very little
hoy just home from Sunday school. “J
don’t know, dear; why?” “Because I
heard the minister talking to-day about
the Hacks of the Apostles.”
use

Hooks gummed for two and three columns ot newspaper clippings, for pictures of any size, for prescriptions, and in small books for children.
Bound in various styles, including cloth and gold
and full Russia, suitable for Holiday Gifts.

PRICES FROM 40 CENTS TO $5Where your bookseller does not keep them, copies
will be sent by mail, prepaid, on receipt of price.
Send for descriptive circular.

SLOTE, WOODMAN & CO

St., New \ork.

119 aud 121 William

BROILERr

THE STANDARD

10, 1677.

simplest
cle forCooliingrB^efThk

and best arti-

*teak

a

ever

invented.

Can

be used

Coal

or

over

either

Wood fire.

Cooks Steak sociuickly
that all the juice and flavor

retained.

are

not get ashes or coal
on the meat.
not let smoke and yas
out of the stove.
Does not put out the fire.

Does
OES

Ask

Dealer

vour

for the

i/.
Ft LLEit, Dana & Fit/., 110
North >t.,Boston,and Wif.i.iA ms & Co..Nashua, N.H.
M

\NIJF ACTl i;

n P.Y

FishcrvilleJ.il.

II. Ai’TIILR lillllWH & CO..

lO PER CENT.
SAFE—SURE.

Tin- ^ATIO’iAI. IOA* A«D T«l »T
< ■«.., of TO «• « K. *.14 A 3 .<» A «. offer F ■ It »T
nORTC '.CiButonn fll ImpiovedFarms,
worth from :i ■» lO liiiir. Amount of loan,
intoro'I payable of toor ■l«mr llant. Every
farm Prraonally Inapftlvfl. Full particulars
The Co. also deals
and references cheerfully given
in K IVKtN J11SIUPA1 HOSl»».

Of Ten Years’ Duration.

The Dis-

charges Thick, Bloody,

and of Foul

Odor.

Senses of Smell and Taste

Wholly

Gone.

MELBOURNE FI. FORD,
Short-Hau

MASON & HAMLIN

CABINET ORGANS.
NK W and '•PI. F XI) 11) ST VLFS; PE If’ ES L Enrt r.i> >10 to $50 kacii, this month, (Nov.
\ildrt ss 71 iMH «V II .4 71 LI
Olt(».'.4
CO
ItiKtoiy .lieM 1 orli or ( liica^o

PLUG

TOBACCO!

Mercliants Tobacco Company, Boston,

Make the best sold or used. One Dollar, lawful
money, in each sixty-pound box. Two Dollar*
in one of the caddies in each case. Sold by Grocers
and Tobacconists generally. Patent metal labels or
trade marks on tin plugs. Ask for this, and get the
best chew or smoke that can be had.

JACKSON S BEST

Grand

1

i

|

j

1

of

a

Baby.

N k\v \okk. Nov. *J0. ’flu* S-dav old sou <>J
Julius Kireher died on the 10th. Kireher is vhe pm
prietor of ail ultra marine manufactory where very
‘hot fires and a good deal of sulphur are used, and
it was decided to cremate the child. On the even
iugofthe 13th inst. the remains wen* wrapped in
burial clothes and taken to the furnace and there
cremated, the ashes being gathered up and placed
in an mn and taken home.
.Mrs. Kireher said,
last evening that the child was very dear to them,
and they wished to have the ashes always with
them.
Xi;\v York. Nov. J1
The cremation of the
corpse of his eight-day old baby by Mr. Julius
Kireher. proprietor of a large factory in Fast loth
street, the 11 tli, still attracts attention.
It was
performed at the factory. When the majority of
the workmen were leaving. Mr. Kireher requested
two of his most trustworthy hands to remain and
to see that the fires in the drying room were
kept
up at their greatest heat, lies instructions were
obeyed, lie then went into his private ollice and
came out with a small
paper parcel which was
found to contain the body of a baby, eight days old
and weighing seven pounds.
The child’ was
wrapped up in a linen <diemi.se and had its little
hands crossed upon its breast, 'flic bellows wen*
applied to the lire, which soon attained such heat
that the iron turned red and white by turns.
Mr.
Kireher then lifted the body of his dead baby into
ail iron retort, which he put on the fire, and stand
ing off at a distance to avoid being scorched,
watched the flames leaping into and all round it.
his eyes suflused with tears. The two workmen
removed their hats and stood looking on mean
while. In fifteen minutes the lire had done its
work, and all that remained of the seven-pound
baby was two ounces and a half of clean, white
ashes
Mr. Kireher then bade his men extinguish
the flames, which was done, and time being given
lbr the retort to cool, it was carefully removed and
the ashes were put into a piece of tissue paper
and weighed, after which they were enclosed in a
small silver urn, which Mr. Kireher proposes to
stand on his mantel piece. Mr. Kireher is an in
telligent man of considerable culture and very ad
vauced views. He is thoroughly Herman in appearance. manner and thought, and does not
speak any Knglwh. He says:
There was no disagreeable smell at all—no
smell of any kind, and as to the appearance, it
was not half as
shocking as the burying of a bodv
in the ground. 1 did this because it is a principle
with me. I am opposed to burials of any kind :
they are bad and dangerous. See. in this case, an
ordinary funeral would have meant tedious ceremonies. great expense, twenty or thirty carriages,
and adding to the grief of
everybody instead of
that we have a simple and effective’mode of dis
posing of the body, and with that urn we shall
have the remains of our little one always with us.
I have left explicit orders in my will to have
my
body burned at my factory by iny men and dis
posed of as the baby’s has been. If my wife dies
first i will do the same for her.
We mourn our
boby, but we mourn him less cremated and his re
mains with us here than we weuld with his little
body mouldering in the ground and tin* food uf
noxious insects.
Surely cremation is rational, is
healthful, is wise and is therefore good.'
■

Kdward L. Ford, a colored man. was convicted
in Pennsylvania in ISf»l of murdering his brother
in-law.
Since that time, nearly twenty seven
years, he lias been lying in prison, awaiting for
tin* Governor to tix the day of his execution. But
no Governor during ail this time has done this,
ami now a movement is being made to secure a
pardon for him. This is certainly a remarkable
ease.
Twenty-seven years of uncertainty wind her
the next mail was to bring his (h ath warrant or
not is a pretty severe punishment.
There is a great deal of iire-wood sold on the
plazas which grew on land the owners of which
were not consulted by the gentleman who has the
wood for sale, an illustration of which follows
•How much for that load of wood?” asks a wouldbe purchaser. “Five dollars.” replies the would
Too much !”
be seller.
No, it ain't—not when
you have to risk going out of the world with eighteen buckshot in you. if the owner of the land
happens in on you while you are cutting it.” [San
Antonio Hernia.

Chocolates, Shells,

&c.

Established Is Id.
goods have received the highest awards at
the principal fairs held in the Enited States.
.Yl aniifa«‘tiir«Ml lit- JeKiah IVebli A ('«..
fl iIton. TIa*««. Boston < Mlie 4M Chatham Me.

Defective Eyesight, Inflamed and Mattery
Eyes, Painful and Watery Eyes, Loss of
Hearing, Earache, Neuralgia of the Ear,
Discharges from the Ear, Kinging Noises
in the Head, Dizziness, Nervous Headache,
Pains in the Temples, Doss of the Senses of
Taste and Smell, Elongation of the Uvula,
Inflammation of the Tonsils, Putrid Sore
Throat, Tickling or Hacking Cough, Bronchitis, and Bleeding of the Bungs.
Each package contains Dr. Sanford’s Improved Inhaling Tube, with lull and carefully prepared directions
for use in all eases. Price, $1. For sale ny all wholesale
and retail druggists and dealers throughout the United
WEEKS & POTTER, General
States and Canadas.
Agents and Wholesale Druggists, Boston, Mass.

little live-year-ohl could not quite understand
the stars did not shine one night when the
rain was pouring down in torrents. She stood at
the window pondering on the subject with as much
gravity as Galileo when he looked at the swinging
lamp in the cathedral of Pisa, and with equal sue
cess; for all at once her countenance lighted up
and she said, “Mother, I know why the stars don’t
shine. Bod has pulled them all lip so as to let the
water come through the holes."
The Mayor of Hot Springs. Ark., is an impartial
distributor of justice. The other morning he hauled himself up for getting drunk, and gave himself
a thorough dressing down.
“You are old enough.
Linde,” said he, “to know better. I am pained
beyond expression that you have thus disgraced
yourself and the city you, as its chief executive,
and see to it here
represent. T must fine you
after you conduct yourself more properly.”
I Need Thee Every
A girl worked the motto
Hour5’ and presented it to her chap. He says lie
can't help it; it takes him two hours to milk and
feed the pigs morning and night, and business has
got to be attended to.

Hats, Bonnets and Trimmings,

A SPECIALTY.

in'every variety.

Canned Fruits and Delicacies for the sick always
on hand.
And the Largest and Best .Stock of

FRED W.

For

POTE,

Man

MEN

OR

f’ranciiico,

Cal

BEFORE

66

Y IMIkYh i> AIIR« lD.”
i L everybody, only $1.10 a year,

T

did premium.
A CO., >.»

BUY

IN

Every day ol‘the EATES'l’ ST\ LES, and BES
QUALITY. All we ask is to call and see us.

Be careful to call for COLLINS’ VOLTAIC PLASTER
lest you get some worthless imitation. Sold by all
Wholesale and Retail Druggists throughout the I’njted
States and Canadas, and by WEEKS & POTTER, Proprietors, Boston, Mass.
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IJulies' French Kid Hoots, oil (trades.

FurnishingGoods

Good Jane in Men's Loir Cut Shoes.
and ('hildrens' Shoes

Hogs

JAS. W.

I / v Extra Fine YBixeil Card*, with name,
*
lO cts., post-paid. E. JONES & CO., Nassau,
New York

-fcv

H.

L. LORD’S,

CIGAR MANUFACTURER
WHOLESALE

ALSO DEALER

IN

Fancy Groceries,

CTCS/I API*CCS. AC.

CLOTHING!

AMERICAN

We have

workshop,

our

Oil I

FINE

The Rest in Use.

Sale at

Thankful for past patronage I hope for a continuof the same. These Goods constantly on hand.
F. B. SWIFT, Wadlin’s Block,
37 Main Street, Belfast, Me.
lyl

ance

In SF

Haney’s,
HIM.FA sT.

ITS and OVERCOATS, all Ages and Styles.

MRS. R. SHELDON & CO..
CUSTOM
In this

we

show

a

Styles.

BELFAST

:<>•»»

ALL KINDS

A

Edgcombe

of

BROS.,
ME

OB

makes

will exhibit

our own

In the market.

Fancy Goods,
Knives,

Bottom

Brices.

MAXL'FACTl'BE.

We hope our past experience and
be all that our friends can expect.

LAI.LK assortment just received and Selling at

Very
At

Low

MEKVEY’S

BELFAST, ME.

in Bulk

Salt

WHOLESALE.

And

a

Hair Brushes

Brackets,

Napes, Crockery & Woodenware

DRY GOD,

and ( vinos.

&c.

fipongrs,

lirst-class Drug Store
found at
in

NICK.

Halibut Heads, Fins &

Pot

a

Tongues and Sounds,

1

ANGIER’S,

California Salmon, Smoked and
Pickled-

JUST RECEIVED

are

DR. R. MOODY’S
the market.

MERINO VESTS!
only 33 Cents.

1 Case
1
1
1
1

“
“
“
"

“

42
50
“
62
All Wool SI. 12.
“

—ALSO-

Children’s for all
The above GOODS

are

Ages.
CHEAP,

Extremely LOW
for CASH only.

F.

WELLS.

Bitters the

best in
A

Reader’s German Catarrh Snuff,
A full

The only reliable Catarrh Remedy.
Stock of Wax Flower Material. Physician’s

Prescription
pounded.

and

Family Receipts carefully

MOODY,

Corner of Main and

ly28

com-

SPECIALTY.
In any quantity to suit, in or out of the shell. The
best grades in the city, at LOWEST PRICES.
Parties out of town furnished at liberal rates.

COLLINS’ Fish &

Oyster Market,

(Old Telegraph Building) High Street,

Ft. Pi.

High Sts.

Opposite

New Masonic Block,

JlipperPatterns!
A

Large Stock.

KEROSENE OIL,

compounded

with

the

satisfactory

wonderful and

or

faded hair to its youthtul color

The BEST in the MARKET,
Of

&

OAKES

ANOIER.

Vegetable Cutter,
VERY

LOW

BY

FRED ATWOOD, Winterport, Me

all

eruptions, itching

and the scalp by its

as

use

and

dandrutf;

becomes white and clean.

By its tonic properties it restores the capillary

glands
and

As
or

to their normal

vigor, preventing baldness,

making the hair grow thick and strong.
a

dressing nothing has been found

so

effectual,

desirable.

Hayes,

State

Assayer of Massachusetts,

says of it: “I consider it the beat

preparation

for its

intended purposes.”

BUCKINGHAM’S
This

BURNING FLUID.

50c Less than Last Years’ Prices. Hay
F, WELLS.

removes
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Just Received.
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EMERY BOARDS AN.

COUNSELLOR at LAW
AND

Notary Public,
No. 23 Main Street.
April 1, lv;
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A. GREER.
Attorney £ Counsellor at Law
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PATENTS.
R. Pi. iD ID ID Y.
No. 76 State

Pruk

for

t

hr

dull!

DYE,

For the Whiskers.
elegant preparation may be relied

on

to

change the color of the beard from gray or any other
undesirable shade, to brown or black, at discretion.
It is easily applied, being in one preparation, and
quickly and effectually produces a permanent color
which will neither rub nor wash off.
MANUFACTURED BY

R. P. HALL & CO., Nashua, N. H.
SoJd by all Druggists and Dealers in Medicine.

St.,opposite Kilby St.,Bosti

Patents in thr l'nit« « 1 State-; also in Ore
of her foreign countries- ( 'opr
of i!;• claims ot iiir. Patent furnished In reimttii
one dollar.
\--i;'inmnt recorded at Washing
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Whole ale healers and Phmlei

Providence River and

OYSTERS.
The most reliable House in New Enqlatul
ESTABLISHED IN 1828.
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same should not he granted.
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Notice of

Assigiin* of Ills \|i|niiiitineiil.

In the District Court of tile I nited St at t-s f.»r f It
District ot Maine.
1 ii tlie matter of
In Bankrupt.
FKA \ K and l >A N 1 FI. I’ll.' KINS,
>

Bankrupts
At
District of Maine, ss
ot November, A. I> ’s.
r
herel
Jill F. umler.'igned

Belfast, the seventh da'

notice of his ap
Frank and Dunn
ountv ol Waldo, and
Perkins, of Belfast, in tinState of Maine, within <;,i i District, who have been
adjudged Bankrupts individually and us members ol
the firm of Perkin- Brothers, upon their «>\vu peti
tion, bv the District Court ol -aid Di>trict, liled Aug.
.InSl.PH WIFI.IAMso.N, Assignee.
Is, i>;;
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Wanted.
l.ift* of <*«*■!
man t<» sell the
<'u«t«*r, our most briliiunt Cavalry leader and
Thrilling as u novel—sells at sight
Indian Fighter.
IP* orders taken in s days by one salesman in Yer
inont,. Addrc'- <ltO( I* KR %V KTK'KMEl
tiltf
Haitliingfon Ml.. Host on.
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SHAWL, LACE AND
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fPins!

Jet and Gold Jewelry !
NEW

O r Fancy Cards, Snowflake, Damask, etc.,no 2 alike,
name. lOets. Nassau Card Co., Nassau, N Y.
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(lav the -I
P M.

gives public notice to all
neen duly appointed and

J. id-

mi ooii.

NOTICE.

a-

aim

GRANT GILPATKICK, late of Unity,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs; he therefore requests all persons ;
who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to make
immediate payment, and those who have any de
mauds thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
to him.

t

In the shell by the bushel or barrel.

Ordered, That the said .Jennie give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy of this order to
be published three w eeks successively in the Republican Journal,printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, w ithin
and for said County, on the second Tuesday ot
December next, at ten ot the clock before noon, and
shew cause, if any they have, why the prayer of
said petition should not be grant' d.
PHILO HFRSKY, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest— B. P. Fiki.i», Register.
subscriber

.ml

W. an staling large PKONIDFNCF KIVFK
1
fresh from their In-.I- .lailv, i! i ! 111
gallon,
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upon
t he estate of
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OYSTERS,

At a Probate Court held at B' lfusi, within and t«>r
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
November, A. I>. 1n?7.
II. KKMH.’K, sister of Frank W. Holt
late of Searsport, in said County of Waldo. de
ceased, having present' d a petition ihat she may be
appointed Administratrix on the estate of said de

hereby
concerned that he has
TH
taken
himseli the trust

! Jo- 1

n.

a

SHKl.PON. widow of Isaac Sheldon late
»n

o

19 Commercial Street, Boston.

personal estate of said dedeased.
I hat the sahl Lydia giv e notice to all
interested
by causing a copy ot'this order <•
persons
in the Ib-puki.
be published three weeks ,-uccessiv
can Journal, printed at Pelfast, that they inav ay.
fa
w m bin
pear at a Probate ( ourt, to be held at lie I .-t,
and for said County, on the >ccond luesdnt >1
December next, at ten of thecloek befm noon, and
show cause, if any they’ have, why the prater of
said petition should nol be granted.
PHILO HKPSI-A Judge.
A truecopy, Attest •—B. P. Kn-.i.i’, Register.
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PROVIDENCE RIVER AND VIRGINIA

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second fue.-dav of
November, A. D. 187?.
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port, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having
presented -aid will for Probate.
t trdered, That tbe said Daniel Sullit an give nolice
to all persons interested by causing a copy ot
this order to he published three week- sucre--ively
in the pepuhlican .lournal printed at Pnlfi'i. that
they may appear at a Probate • ourt, in k- liebl at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the-.-. ond
Tuesday ol December next, at ten of the clock b.
fore noon, ami shew oau-e, it'any they have, why
the
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At a Court of Prohaie, In id at Belfast, tt itoin and
for the County ot W aldo, on tin-second fiic.-da.v
of No\ ember, A. 1). Is.
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jl ▼ JL trix of tin
Belmont in said County, dem-a.-ed, r« -jm «•;l'u!.r<that
thr
presents
goods, chatties and credit.' of’ .-aid
deceased arc not sufficient to answer his mst debts
and charges of Administration, by tin -nmol four
liuudrcd dollars, that said deceased left certain real
estate situate in said Belmont and in Sc.irsnn>nt in
said County.
Wherefore your petitioner prays tour unnir to
mueh of
grant her a license to sell and comn
the real estate of said deceased, (including the r.
version of the Widow's dower Hereon,' a ui ! ni
fy her debts and incidental cl.a-ge-. and dun/. ..|
Administration, at public or private -a!
HI \ 1.
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Upon the foregoing Petition, Ordered, That i;
d by
petitioner give notice ;■> ail per-en- ini<-n
causing a copy of said petition, with t !ii- order t tier*
on, to lie published three Weeks siiece-i -. .1 v in he
Repulilican Journal a paper printed at P.elPi-t.t at
they may appear at a Probat < < ourt, to be held at
the Probate (Mine in Belfast aforesaid, on t he seeond Tuesday ot Dec* inf er next, at ten o'eloek in tinforenoon, and shew cause, it'any the-, have, wiiv tinsatin- should not be granted.
PH 1 BO II BRSF^ Jmlg.
A true copy. Attest- -li. P. Fit
n, Regi-ter.
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foregoing Petition, Ordered,

or

A LOT OF NICK

BATES, Proprietor,

1lussiaii-Turkish War

That the
petitioner give notice to all persons int.-ie-ted by
causing a copy of said petition, with t hi oner thenon, to he published three Week* stlcressiv 1 y in tinRepublican Journal, a paper printed at Ih lta-t. that
they may appear at a Probate Court to be fi.fd a11he
Probate Ollice in Belfast, aforesaid, on the second
Tuesday of December next, at ten o'clock iti th.
forenoon, and shew cause, it any they have, why the
same should not be granted.
Pill l.o H i.KSI.V, Judge.
A true copy, Atte t
B. P. Field, Register.
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Prices Reduced to Suit the Times.
and testament ot Timothy I- iunigaii late

Bottled,

'Tooth Brushes,

'■•nutit.

I"!',

l.'pon the foregoing Petition, Ordered, That the
petitioner give notice to all persons inten-.ed I,
causing a copy of said petit ion, with t hi order tin n
on, to he published three week' succe-sivelv in tin
Uepublican .lournal, a paper printed at Pella-: h.ii
they may appear at a Prohate ( ourt, to be held ai

17tf

AT

Nos. Is and ‘is.

kept

on

ot

Pomades,

A

Store.

will

FRED ATWOOD, Wtnterport, Me

Hair Oils,

in fact

tile

at

to

and

Prices !

Jewelry

reputation

to

MRS. R. SHELDON & CO.
lilOH STREET,
October 25, 1877.

Smoked Halibut, Herring, Yarmouth Bloaters, Finnan
A

ready

SNOW SHOVELS!

a

Perfumery

l!

>

to

R. H. MOODY’S.
Patterns.

attractive

We have no formal Opening, but are
SHOW our STOCK every day in the week.

BIST! !

«»..

ly 11

forenoon, and shew

fc3h.cmld.er Braces

can

and

some very

TRUSSES !

Everything

Styles

BOXNE'l

or

LOOK AT oi l! STO( K

large Stock and great variety of

IS C OLLEGE PLACE. N. Y.

Rich

HAT

a

TRIMMED HATS AND BONNETS!

Genuine Patent Medicines
Of all kinds.

that

attractive.
Miss

&jp-Cull and examine Goods before purchasing.cpfr

High Street,

everything

GUARANTEED.

and Chemicals !

Drugs

r|AJI

To thr 11onorahlr J u.l
of Waldo:

Flowers. Wreaths. Ribbons.

L O w !

PRICES

-A.t

Pure

they have lately returned from the Boston <»I 1.1ST
I\(iS and have the latest fashions in

and

FIT and WORKMANSHIP

20

DRUG STORE!

fine line of WOOL-

ENS which will be CUT and MADE in the LATES T

ANDREWS

MOODY’S

Would inform their old friends and customers that

DEPARTMENT.

Department

on

•<•

MILLINERY!

Boys’ Oloth.ing',

Linen Glace Starch Polish 1

1

Manufacturing Co.,*

DRESS SLITS A SPECIALTY.

v

inimisox

su

t}ir Iiiii hfn

f

Soap, ami tuk«*
will always u«a it.

OHAELES F.

r|MlF.

OF

Suits at $12.00 and $14.00.

1

The Cereals

C. W.

Sold at reasonable

which will be

surf ami

ItiiK-iaJ

and

'ountv

Fall and Winter

Is fur

Styles!

ft

G. W. STODDARD. DOS

At a Court ot Probate, held at Relfa-r within and
for the County of Waldo, on tin* ---cond l m- ay
of November, A. D. I?s7?.

LINE

II a

1

NOTICES.

***Go in and Price them !-**

BEST

Under Garments,

Suits at *8.00 and $!0.00.

Safety

It J»

undersigned, <.nutdian of Jam. I m.l \i
A bert F. Sweetser. minor heir- ot Jen-miaii
Sweetsi-r late of Sear.-port in -aid ounty, deeea.-. d.
respectfully represent* that .-aid minor!- are seized
and possessed of certain real estate .-ituate in Sear-port ami Prospect, con-i.-ting of an undiv ided tun.
thirds of certain house- lots on Puion sti«-e{, and
what is known a* the Nichols field, containing about
seven acres in said fciearsport, and an -undivided
farm in Prospect, known a- the Bichard.- i.irm, -ub
ject o the Widow’s dower, and that it i- lor the interest of all concerned that the same I
-old and ;!i
proceeds thereof to be put out on interest i-c• the
benefit ot said minors.
Wherefore your petitioner prays you; honor to
grant lu-t a license to sell and convey -aid r< a! e...
tate of -aid minors ; including tie- n-ver-ionefthWidow’s dower tlw reon,) at public or private *a
jl'sA.N P. >WEI,|>Ki;.

THE

54 Main Sired,

KINDS.

Brilliant White

JYOTH I—I5«*

Judge of l’loimte f.the

To the Honorable
of Waldo

Fine. Overcoatings

nice assortment of

a

INTotice.

Overcoats, 84.50.

CON F ECTIO NE R Y

BREAKFASTCEREALS
Very desirable for FA U1 L i Er-s HOTELS, II OSPITA LS, AS V LI US Mini .Hi ii.' it ut ions for chil
Th.* ri
-it Whit** Wheat
dreti. and ;dl SI! j pp| Mi.
Bariev !•'<»«»d .itid • >:itm* d. : ii>■ >1NuiritioiiH, the
Most F.asil\ Oi”*‘-t<d. he >1 nv| Pn I a t a l»le. the
id! I'nmi.
>los. Ecounnii•• ;t I
Thoroughly e<Hiked
tic, dessieated, will
by oiir patent
p-.saud
>».• prepared for the
:i'i
keep in all limaii-s.
For sale by all firsttable in t went> minutes boiiim:
class grocers aiid to the trad*- b\

37 Main Street.
tf4

made up in the

in

nl

The best and most durable

WhiteWheat /"J oTXQat Meal.
Barley Food.X^'.^Aj>^ Maize lia.

SWIFT,

KINDS.

d' tra-

UNION I’FG CO.,
SUTTON, MASS.

B.

Take

Chinchilla Overcoats $7.50.

good

mid to merchants, establish agencies, post our bills,
distribute circulars, etc. Applicants answered on
receipt of :5c. stamp for return postage.

Melton

LOWEST Prices.

the

as

Latest
MAXI lAin'PJIR

F.

Wadlin Block,
Belfast, July 25, 1877.

Brown and Black

Citron, Sage, Chocolates, Macaroni,
Sago, Tapioca, &o.

sent as a Premium for four new subscribers. Specimen
numbers free. Price $.‘l a year; .-?l for three months.

OFFICE-NO. I SOMERSET ST., BOSTON.

LARGEST Stock

The

RKSPUIPTIOX.

Fresh Tumurinds, put up in S/u/ur. 10c
per !h., fresh Fielded Limes, Nnr Yuri:
Sliced Dried Apple. Preserved Ginger.

Wide-awake, attractive, comprehensive, carefully
A national
edited, and thoroughly Evangelical.
family religious paper with an editor in New York,
and contributors in all parts of the country.
W el>»ter'* («reat
t nal»ri«lged

TAM A HI Firs put up in

Fresh

■1

For removin'/ I’m r. Y.tr:,i.-b, t.rea-n*, Fla* k.
and all impuritiert lroin lb-- hands it Ima no
in the tnarkft.

undersigned Duardian of Net: ie .i. and I;,.,A coe L. Curtis, minor heirs of Man,, sv < inflate of Frankfort in said County, tin-eased, re-p.-ct
fully represents that said minor* are seized and
possessed ot c-rtain real estate situate in sai-! Frankfort, being the homestead farm of said Mathews,
each of said minor- being possessed of one undivided fifth part thereof; that an advantageous oiler of
one hundred dollars has been made by Russell W.
Curtis of Frankfort, in said County, for tin- interest
therein of each of -aid minors, which oiler i* is for
the interest of all concerned immediately to accept,
the proceeds thereof to he put out on interest f•
the
benefit of said minors.
Wherefore your petitioner pray
your honor i•
grant him a license to sell and convey -aid real
tate of said minors to -aid Ru.-sell W. Curti* for
said sum.
BFNJA.MIN D. col.F.

Upon

Also

k

FOR SEVERAL liOl'Si'ilOIJ i •!. (F Ifl IXSt'RPTO;

—

Pepper-sauce. Ketchup, Horseradish,
ALL

K: i.t-v aa«(

!•:

At a Probate Court held
the County of Waldo,
November, A. D. l.s;?.

PRICES LOW!

and Prices to Suit the Times.

OVERCOATS!

Dried and Green.

ELEGANT CARDS. with name, no two
OU alike, 10 cts., post paid. C. B. Havens,Summit,
scho. Co., X. V.

THE CONGREGAT10NALLST

Complete

<>ur Stock

Gray

Canned Goods of* nil Kinds.

Stops

Of)

G

PP LES, HOSTO.X HATCH HCA.XS

A

-I X—

Spices.

CONFIDENTIAL

Notice to Agents. New Organs
1:’,.
fj, $ss;>, f, ,Sfi5. Piano* retail
price Shod only S17.7. Daniel F. lleatfy, Wa*»liH.
j.
ington,

GOODS!

Sugar hg

Full Line Choice

Al.b

OF

Peaches, Pears, Quinces, Pine

as

Ha!tins, Pm,mu. i.V.v.
Chfirxt, Hatin'. I*n l;/r>'. rfv\

OF

LOT

1 N 0 L U I> I N

Belfast.

lit

LARGE

CANNED

Great Mark Down

DEALER IV

CHOICE PLUG TOBACCO!
sr< ii

Bfigli St.,

PROBATE

CLARK.

RECEIVED.

A

..

ij

Tia.Copp-r,Itfta!>,

Sale.

SS.
taken on execution and will be
sold by public auction, n the goth day of De
cember, A. D. Is,'?, at one o’clock in the afternoon,
at the office of Wm. II. Fogler, n Belfast, in -aid
County, all the right in equity which Willi mi <
Worcester, of Freedom, in the Counts al'on -aid,
had on the fourteenth day of October, A. D, T-7b,
when the same was attached on tin- original writ to
redeem the following described real e tate, situat*
in Freedom, in said Counts, to wit
-ituate on the
east side of the road leading from Freedom to Fnit v,
und being known .as the Dodge Tauner;., and being
bounded as follows, i/.
Beginning at the e.i-t cot
ner of 'I'. M. Moulton’s stable lot, ttience running
northwardly, by the road leading from Freedom to
Knox, six rods, to laud of Dr. A. .1. Billing*, t lienee
north
degrees west, by aid Billings land, four
rods; thence north, >/ 1-g degree* we-t, eighteen
rods, to tin- t 11iry road aforesaid thence -outhwe-t
wardly, by said l nity road, twenty one rods; thence
south,
degrees ea-t, elev en rod* and ’.’0 links, t..
I -M. Moulton’s stable lot aforesaid t hence um h
f.o degrees east about two rods, tin nee si nth .‘lit de
grees east two rods, to the place of beginning w it h
the buildings and improvements t hereon. The above
premises being subject to a mortgage, recorded in
Waldo Registry of deed* I ook 11'•*», page
given
by the said W illiam C. Worcester t• Daniel W.
Dodge, of Freedom, aforesaid, t>* secure tin pay
meat of certain promissory note- lor the -nm of
three thousand -dollars, interest payable aiinmllv.
on which Hi ere is novv due the sum of two thousand
six hundred and fifty li \«» dollars and twenty *eveu
cents.
F. S. WAITS, Shorin'.
Bi t.I AS I November ‘.Mill, A. D. 1>;.\

To the Honorable
ol Waldo.

F. B, SWIFT

Combines readily with Starch, hot or cold. Prevents
“blistering” and the iron sticking. Saves twen
ty-tive per cent of labor and starch.

1<>

of ad L inds

\T

JUST

Uf'tnriD'/ l'.l.

>

Ladies' Serge Hutton and Congress.

Williamson’s Block,

OF

T

<<• nts.

Price,

KXTPACTS

GOODS

Ladies' American Kid Hoots. fall June.

hack less than ten years, and that comgums and essences of plants and shrubs are
herein united with Electricity to form a curative Plaster, in soothing, healing, ami strengthening properties
as far superior lo all other Plasters heretofore in use
as the scientific physician is t o the horse-leech.

Fruits,

Shoes

WK AH E HECKIV1N(i

WEAR! NEW

SOAP.

!ntr. Ju/'mI f,.r

TT

Our Prices Can't be Beat !

date
pharmacy
binations of

Sheriff's
\l7~ALDo,

lias removed his Stock of

&

I

KITCHEN

rl.‘uaiiLr jaii

three weeks successively in the Republican Journal,
a public newspaper, printed in Belfast, in tin- Coun
ty ot Waldo, the first publication o be at least three
weeks prior to the session of the .Supreme Judicial
Court next to be hidden at Belfast within and for
the Com ty of Waldo on the first I uesday of January
next, then and tin re in said Court to show cause, it
any he has, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not be granted’
.1.
DICKFR.SoN, J.S.J.i
A true copy of Petition and (>rd<T thereon.
dwgg
Attest
W. (i. Im t
Clerk

Street, Belfast.

Boots

A FINE ASSORTMENT OF

KATAHDIN.

Capt.

ss.

Jas. W. Clarli

A J.S O

No matter what may be the extent of your suffering,
try one of these Plasters. Relief A1 instniitaiieoux, a fact
supported by hundreds of testimonials in our possession.
Bear in mind that the most important discoveries in

AM)

10

K

o

CAMBRIDGE.

o\i*r

To No. 3 Phenix Row.
F

|

by tin* con.-ddera on of this Honorable<'ourt obtain
ed a decree of divorce from the bonds of matrimony, i
tlien existing between himself and your petitioner;
Wm R. Roix
that, since said separation and decree •<! divorce,
J P. Johnson.
the said Darius >. Kichards has ne\ er cared lor or
Will leave Belfast for Boston every Monday, Wr.j
in any manner furnished am support for suid cbil
inadav, ami 1 i«.lay, at 2 o'clock I* M. ( omnn 1.
dren, but your petitioner-, during all that time, ha- ing Moduy, October
Heturning, will leave Hiprovided for them, cared Ibr them and tendered them ton every Monday, Wednesday and Friday a!
with all the affectionate kindness of a mother, anil
o’clock 1’. M.
trusts and belie\es that, when they shall have grown
I’as-engi rs for up l.’iver u II take the Boat Tin
to manhood and womanhood they will be a great
day, I hursday and Saturday mornings, from ;
source of aid and comfort- to her.
That, in the said 8 o’clock.
decree of divorce, there was made no provision for
All freight must lie accompanied by Bills of Lai
the custody of said children In, the Honorable ( ourt.
ill# in duplicate. All freight hills mn-t he paid
That the said Darius S. Kichards has many timeof goods.
1 >. LANK, Agent.
delivery
declared to your petitioner that he should take said
i*rr.
iteifa.-t, • >ct.
children from her custody, and lias, within the year
lust passed, written her letters from several place
in the Western States, to wit the states of Colora
do and California that lie snail return to the Start
of Maine and force them from her protection and
aSIv TOT'U GitOCEI? FOX?
carry them avvav with him to the above mentioned
Western States, and your petitioner fearing that in
will carry his said intentions iiro • ifect and thereby
rob her of her peace of mind, tin said children of
the good and sufficient home sin* will always be abb
and
hand
to give them, and that he will no! do by them as
their tender years require, prays this Honorable
Court to decree to your petitioner the custody of tinsaid children, the said Willie \\
and Nellie >!
KichariD, and as in duty bound will ever pra\.
i
ADELAIDE N. RICHAll!>*b
The llc't S« ..
J r ( ieaos.
J. 11. Movr<;omhi:v, Atfy.
Nov.
Camden,
14, 1S77Supreme .Judicial Vurt in Yacutiou.
On the loregoing petition, Ordered, I hut notici
of the pendency thereot tie given to the said DarinS. Richards, by publishing an attested cop;, thereof,

Regular Opening Day.

11 Main

BELFAST

THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.

1 hut outlie ijtli

day of November, A. 1». W-\ the said Darius >.
Kichards separated himself from your petitioner
and their said children, and in January, A. D. 1-r'i,

Waldo

RICHARDS & SOUTHWORTH,

Stock of Cloths!

for the Fall of 1877.

MINERAL

and after

on

November

Saturday,

Call and See the Finest

Relieve Affections of the Chest.
Relieve Affections of the Lungs.
Relieve Affections of the Heart.
Relieve Affections of the Liver.
Relieve Affect ions of the Spleen.
Relieve Affections of the Kidneys.
Relieve Affections of the Spine.
Relieve Affections of the Nerves.
Relieve Aff ections of the Muscles.
Relieve Affections of the Joints.
Relieve Affections of the Bones.
Relieve Affections of the Sinews.

A paper for

with splenAgents wanted. It. H. ltlMiiELL
Cornliill, Hontun.

of

Styles
opened

shall have

we

No

WOMEN

W anting a Cood Riminesw for tin Winter
will enclose a Dime by mail and full information will he sent by D. E. 01 EKNSEY, Pub., Concord, N. 11.

complete line

a

Winter
Which

AN

WILSON SEWING MACHINE CO.,
M*»0
How York
Rroaihoiy,
City:
Chicago. lit. ; Hew OrleaiiM. La;

Velvets, and

VELVETS, PLrSHETS d’ SA TINS.

Church Street

YOU

and live years.

seven

LOWELL.

AND

Arrangements

THE

Frames!

Frexich.

All in the Decided

No. 3 Pierce’s Block,

BOSTON

CO.

HO U S £ KEEPERS

city.

Electro-Galvanic Battery, combined with a highly
Medicated Blaster, forming the grandest curative
in the world of medicine, and utterly surpassing
agent
all other Plasters heretofore in use Thev accomplish
more in one week than the old Plasters in a whole
year. They do not palliate, they cure. They

EARS ADDRESS

i ul{ PARTICI

and

OYSTERS

COLLINS’
VOLTAIC PLASTER

These

AGENTS
WANTED!

Large

a

Select Stock of

—

COCOA
BROMA

SOUTHWORTH

Just returned from BOSTON with

Has

Fresh Confectionery and Nuts

SANFORD STEAMSHIP

Capt.

Teas. Coffees, Sai/ors.

—

A

Millinery!!
MISS

11ICr H GRADES OF

SANFORD’S RADICAL CURE
health all the organs of the head that have become
affected by it, and exhibit any of the following affections

in all

Oysters Served
Styles.

To be found in this

only promptly arrests the corroding discharges in
Catarrh', but, by sympathetic action, it restores to sound

spectively,

Pote’s Saloon.

Rapids, Mich., Nov. 15,1876.

not

WINTER

—A T—

Excellent

To the Honorable the Justices ot the .Supreme Jinh
einl C’ourr next ♦»» be hohten ?«t Belfast,within and
tor tin* County of Waldo, on the first Tu»*>day ol
January next.
n. kichards or uncoim-iiie,
County of Waldo, and State ot Maine, re.-p< ct
fully petitions and gives the Honorable Court to be
informed that she was married to I tariusS. Kichards,
.June 1 Itli, A. 1>. lbtil, and during their wedlock two
children, now living, were born to them, to wit:
Willie W. and Nellie M. Kichards, aged, now, re j

Adelaide

Autumnal Fruits

LATER.
Gentlemen: The package of Sanford’s Ccp.karrived
here to-night all right. I don’t know what I should have
done if it nad not been for this remedy. I have tried
Nasal Douches and everything else, and although I have
been able to stop the offensive discharge, I nave not
been able to recover my senses of taste and smell until 1
You can refer any one you
tried Sanford’s Cure.
choose to me, and I will cheerfully inform them in
detail as to the benefit the remedy has been to me.
MELBOURNE H. FORD.
Yours,

SWEET NAVY CHEWING TOBACCO!
was-awarded tin- highest prize at Centennial Expo
sition tor its line chewing qualities, the excellence
and lasting character of its sweetening and flavoring.
If yon want the best tobacco ever made ask your
grocer for this, and see that each plug bears our blue
strip trade mark with words .Jackson’s Best on it.
Sold wholesale by Boston and Portland Jobbers.
Send for sample to <'. A. Jacks*in & Co., Manufacturers. Petersburg, Ya.

Writer.

Rapids, Mich., Nov. 3,1878.

Gka.vd

LATEST.

—0 F—

by

Messrs.'Weeks & T’ol ter: Gentlemen—I feel compelled
to acknowledge to you the great benefit Sanford's
Radical Cuke has been to me. For ten years 1 have
been afflicted with this loathsome disease, and c-p1
cially in the winter time has it. been most severe. 11
discharge lias been thick and bloody, emitting a foul
odor sn bad that my presence in a room with others
was very offensive to them. One week after commencing the nse of Sanford’s Radical Cuke 1 was not
troubled with it at all. My senses of taste and smell,
which were wholly gone, have now fully returned, and
Yours,
my general health is much improved.

Mary J. Holmes

Send for Reduced Price List of

Cured

SANFORD’S RADICAL CURE,

The new novel, MILDKKD,by Mrs. Mary ,J. Holmes,
author of those splendid books—Edith Lyle—-West
I.awn—Jem-pent am/ Sunshine—Lena Livers—etc.,
i- now ready, and for sale by all booksellers. Price
$].:•>;). It is one ofthe finest novels ever written, and
evervhodv should read it.

6.1. Carlctou & Co., PuMisiiers, N. Y.

Entirely

.1 III.1.1 IS OF KVKP.Y

Cremation

why

Some medical students in one of the colleges of
rhis city, disserting a female subject a few days
ago. found what is called in doctors’ parlance a
corset liver.”
When tight lacing has been practiced through several years, a permanent dent or
hollow is produced in the liver, which may be seen
very plainly after the woman is dead and her liver
dissected out. This kind of liver occurs so frequently in women that physicians have given it
the name of
In the subject mencorset liver.”
tioned the hollow in the liver was large enough
for the wrist of a grown man to be laid in it.
Young ladies who don’t want their livers put into
the newspapers and made an awful example of after they are dead, would better take warning.
[Cincinnati Commercial.

THE ONLY CONVENIENT
SCRAP-BOOK MADE.

of tin* kidneys, or Bright’s
sequence of it a manifestation of

■

backgammon

that it is

granular degeneration

we

Kmi'iy Pkokkssions.
l think a great many profes-ors of religion are just like
boards.
1
ik•
look
hey
stately books; and on the back of

GUMMED READY FOR USE.
In using this book simply moisten the gummed lines
and apply the scrap. The result will prove the fact

Splendid Display

CatarrH

Delusion.

The Hattie Brown ease
a post mor
tern examination.
Hattie, it will be remembered,
was the colored girl of Harlem who insisted that
ail animal had taken up its aboue within
her
stomach and was living there. In this belief she
was supported by a large circle of
acquaintances.
The animal was variously supposed to be a lizard,
a newt, a snake, a tadpole or a toad.
Hattie re
membered the identical picnic which she had at
tended about six years before, recalled drinking
from a running stream, and had a distinct recol
lection of swallowing something, iter health be
gan to fail, and she wasted away. while her mi
known tenant periodically omitted sounds and
moved itself from place to place. She began to
study the subject, and found the parasite to have
its likes and dislikes, and was roused to greater ac
tivity and caused her pain when certain things
were eaten or drunk. The girl grew thinner, while
the stranger could be plainly seen to travel about.
If touched it would tiy to the other side of the
body. It was noisy, too, and the girl described tin*
noise as being between a low. gurgling sound and
smothered growling of a young puppy. Now
jig
and then a “ker chunk" would’be heard us*if a frog
had dived into a puddle.
A great deal ol amateur doctoring was tried up
on the poor girl.
Strong liquor was given, which
produced a stupor in the interloper without afb et
the
j ing
girl. Opium and laudanum were tried with
the same effect, but the animal resented these
doses by an increased restlessness upon recovery
from its sleep and caused the girl pain. W lie’ll
eating, the girl could, as she insisted, feel it come
up to the stomach, seize the food and swallow it.
'file girl died, Sunday, as was believed by her
physicians. from consumption. Brights disease and
dropsy. The post-mortem yesterday failed to dis
close any animal m her stomach. The two upper
lobes of the right lung were found to be completely intiltrated with tuberculous matter : lower down
in the abdomen the mesenteric glands were on
largecland gorged with tuberculous matter, while
along the large intestines on the right side where
the nest of tin* reptile was located, large masses of
similar matter were found.
'There was also a

n-cognize that our sweetest affections,
our fairest imaginings, the
hopes that soar on
boldest wing, the peace whose tranquility is most
are
of
the Divine life flow
manifestations
perfect,
iiig into our life, so ali that is best in us will re
ceive its highest inspiration, and there will shine
from ns upon others something of that light which
v.
have caught from the face of God.
In the old days there were angels who came and
took men by the hand and led them away from the j
*f destruction.
We sec no white winged an- i
i-- now.
But yet men are led away from threat
j
••:-ii- destruction: a hand is put into theirs which
! ad- them forth towards a calm and
bright land.
that they look no more backward: and the hand
may he a little child's.
[George Eliot
As

Girl’s

New Yoke. Nov. iiO.

was

Tim existing order of things is hardly ever ques
tinned by the ordinary mind.
It is accepted as a
matter of course,
lu fact, it is never called in
a
question except by
philosopher.—or a fool.
| Kev. Dr. Mark Hopkins.
Human reason, after guessing and roaming from
••ct to sect,
yearns for a Lord and Master, not to
crush it down but to take it up, weak, bewildered,
mid weary, and fold it in that divine reason whence
t borrows rigor and illumination.
There is no human duty so loft\r and imperative
that of breaking the entanglements of purely
private interests, pleasures and ambitions, and
taking up with brave and unselfish hearts the
tu.-k of bettering the world we live in.
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And when the winter is over.
The boughs will get new leaves,
Tin* <inail comes back to the clover.
The swallow back to the eaves :
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The leaves are failing and falling,
The w inds are rough and wild.
The birds that have eeased their calling.
Bui let me tell you, my child,
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And then she commenced. With a little camel’s
hair brush she painted my face with white soap
suds. Then she put her little lingers plump against
my face anti rubbed it all over. She stood behind
me. and put her arms around my neck.
1 saw her
in the glass m front. I never felt so in my life.
"What would my wife say to this!" I thought.
"Still everybody in Detroit does it. and why not
I !"
So I shut my eyes and let her go oil.
After
rubbing her velvet lingers over my cheeks and
chin till the beard was softened, she took out a
razor, honed it. and placing one arm clear around
my head and her hand against my face to steady
it
commenced the downward movement of the
blade. Once or twice 1 tried to look the pretty
barberess in the face, but 1 couldn’t. So 1 sat and
took it with my eyes shut. 1 don't think 1 enjoy
ed it. And still 1 let her go on. She shaved me.
drew her silky hand all over my face to see if it
was closely shaven, and then combed my hair.
“Shall 1 wax your moustache, sir7” she asked.
Ves, wax a wav
Then she leaned over me till I could hear her
breathe and feel her heart beat, placed her little
fingers under my moustac he and waxed the ends
Xow I never wear my moustache waxed, but 1
couldn't ask her t<» stop.
“There! does it suit
she said as she dusted off
my neck and removed the apron.
‘Yes, it’s just right—lovely!’’ i said, ‘too sweet
for anything* and then strode down to the depot
to liud the train just gone, and that this Detroit
barberess had caused me to miss a lecture engagement and a hundred dollar lee.
No more pretty girl barberesses for me.
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will meet again.

Though day by day,
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-Oil, fur some now coined name bv which to
call him! Oh. for some name no other lips could
jrivc!" was the prayer of Violet Fane until she
married him. Now she is content to call him Old
Kecswax.
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'hut the starry wonder out.
To sit beside my curtained hearth :
>. inner shrine of heart devout,
No happier spot holds all this earth.

Some splendor from that
Some stray beam from
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1 shut you out. I shut you out.
Yet bring your priceless lesson in :
To bear me through life's careless rout.
To lift me high o’er dearth and din.
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Beloved, ye will meet again.
When we who gaze this eve are dust.
You'll pas9 upon yon heavenly plain.
Caress, embrace, renew your trust
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Barber.

“Do you mean to say you have si woman barber
iu Detroit!" I sisked.
"Yes, sir two of 'em- and two sis pretty xiri>
as there are in the city, ton.”
In si few minutes I walked up Woodbridge st n-< t.
sind. sure enough, there was the sign and si pretty
girl standing by the window honing si razor. I
wanted to go in siud get shaved, and still I could
T> ree times I
not make up my mil d to do it
walked by. and fiimlly I formed a courageous resn
lution. and. hanging my bead, sis si member of the
Voting Men's Christiai Association dons when he
goes into the Mabile of Harry Ihll’s. I plunged in.
I trembled from head to foot sis soon sis I entered
the door. I couldn't look t he pretty barberess in
tho face.
1 couldn’t summon up courage enough
to speak to her.
In fact. I lisut nothing to say. So
I stood and looked very sheepish.
Have a shave, sir f said the pretty barberess.
advancing with a razor in one hand, and with the
other pointing to the chair.
Ves. shaved 1 1 gasped, and dung myself into
a chair.
Why. you've just been shaved!" she said, draw
ing her silkv palm across my face.
Have I ?" J said, and then recollecting. 1 stain
mered.
Ah. yes, shaved this morning early. 1 ul
ways shave twice a day."
Shave close?” asked the pretty girl.
Ves, the closer the better."
Hair cut. too

Chrysanthemums, so subtly bright:
.My heart's delight, the cypress vines.
W !tli myriad
starlings red and white.
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iiltle sigh. It is so fair,
I ins world ot Cod, 1 shut from
Creat gift of color, odor, air,

Pretty

This morning, on si street here,
handed me this card:
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